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(ABSTRACT) 

Spatially distributed estimates of meteorological data are becoming increasingly 

important as inputs to spatially explicit landscape, regional, and global models. Accurate 

estimates of meteorological values such as temperature, precipitation, and 

evapotranspiration are required for a number of landscape scale models, including those of 

regeneration, growth, and mortality in forest ecosystems. 

Given a set of meteorological data, researchers are confronted with a variety of 

stochastic and deterministic interpolation methods to estimate meteorological variables at 

unsampled locations. Depending on the spatial attributes of the data, accuracies may vary 

widely among different spatial interpolation methods. The choice of spatial interpolator is 

especially important in mountainous regions where data are sparse and variables may 

change over short spatial scales. 

While there have been comparisons of interpolation methods, few research efforts 

have been directed towards comparing the effectiveness of different spatial interpolators in 

predicting temperature. Due to the additional effort kriging and cokriging entails, it was 

decided to compare the effectiveness of kriging and cokriging in estimating mean, 

maximum, and minimum temperature at unsampled locations with less computationally



intensive interpolation techniques such as inverse distance weighted averaging, cubic 

splining, the fitting of a trend surface, polynomial regression, and the lapse rate method. 

Eight interpolation techniques (inverse distance squared, optimal inverse distance, 

cubic splining, trend surface analysis, regression, kriging, cokriging, and the lapse rate 

method) were compared in their ability to predict temperature at unsampled locations. 

Temperature data for two regions, two scales (minimum and maximum temperatures) and 

three temporal scales (10 year mean, seasonal, and daily) were prepared and the eight 

methods were compared on the basis of bias, MAE, and MSE. In addition, summary 

statistics of interpolated mean, minimum, and maximum temperatures were recorded to 

determine how well the interpolated data represented the original temperature values. 

This dissertation provides evidence that certain apriori data characteristics such as 

temperature range, temperature variance, and temperature correlation with elevation may 

influence interpolator choice. The dissertation results also indicate that spatial scale and 

the relative spatial density and distribution of sampling stations may influence interpolator 

choice. 

These results should be of interest to scientists studying global warming. The 

MAEs associated with interpolation techniques which did not use ancillary information 

were far greater than the 0.5°F to 1.0°F estimate of global warming over the past 100 

years. The use of regression techniques which utilize the relationship between 

temperature and elevation as ancillary information offers significant improvement over the 

current inverse distance weighting methods. The dissertation also shows that when station 

elevations are not representative of regional elevations, bias occurs. In Region 2, stations 

were underrepresented for higher elevations. Interpolation techniques which did not use 

elevation as ancillary information were biased 1.0°F to 3.0°F above techniques which used 

elevation. While it is unclear what the extent of this effect is on a global scale, one would 

suspect the use of distance weighting techniques would bias global estimates upwards. 

These dissertation results should also be of interest to scientists who use kriging 

and cokriging to interpolate irregularly spaced data onto a rectangular grid. The results 

indicate that when data are isotropic, less subjective methods, such as optimal inverse 

distance, have lower MAE values. The semivariogram fitting methodology outlined in this 

dissertation demonstrates how to fit semivariograms iteratively using an indicative



goodness of fit (IGF) metric. Semivariogram fitting using an IGF is less subjective and 

more accurate than traditional fit-by-sight methods. Despite its mathematical elegance, 

kriging and cokriging did not perform better than many other less computationally 

intensive methods. In addition, when there is a more intensely sample covariate which is 

highly correlated, polynomial regression gave far better results than kriging or cokriging. 

The results of this dissertation should also be of interest to users of geographic 

information systems (GISs). Because climatic data such as temperature is sampled from 

an irregular network, a number of interpolation techniques can be used to convert the data 

to a regular grid for use in visualization, models and GISs. This dissertation shows that 

the choice of spatial interpolator can influence the resulting data accuracy. In addition, 

data attributes influence the choice of interpolator. What is dissertation shows, is that 

through preliminary data analyses, an interpolator may be chosen which yields the most 

accurate grid for input into a GIS. 

It should be noted that this dissertation has wider ranging applications beyond the 

three examples mentioned above. The results should be of interest in any field where point 

data is interpolated onto a regular grid. Additional application areas include, but are not 

limited to, medical imaging, scientific visualization, weather forecasting, ecological 

modeling, forestry, petroleum exploration, and hydrological modeling.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

Spatially distributed estimates of meteorological data are becoming increasingly 

important as inputs to spatially explicit landscape, regional, and global models. Estimates 

of meteorological values such as temperature, precipitation, and evapotranspiration rate 

are required for a number of landscape scale models, including those of regeneration, 

growth, and mortality of forest ecosystems. To calculate daily microclimate conditions in 

mountainous terrain, the model MT-CLIM requires minimum and maximum daily 

temperature data as inputs (Running and Nemani, 1987). To compute forest 

evapotranspiration, landscape scale ecological models such as FOREST-BGC use spatially 

explicit meteorological inputs from models such as MT-CLIM (Band et. al., 1991). 

Accurate estimates of temperature are critical to the performance of the above models. In 

addition to those involved in temperature modeling, temperature prediction at unsampled 

sites is of interest to individuals involved in fire management, resource management, and 

spraying or seeding operations. 

Accurate measurements of temperature are also of interests to scientists studying the 

"greenhouse effect" - global warming via the entrapment of longwave radiation due to 

certain gases such as carbon dioxide. While there is disagreement on the extent of global 

warming, most scientists estimate its effects between 0.5°F to 1.0°F (Handcock and 

Wallis, 1994). Clearly, even a small bias resulting from the interpolation method used 

would affect conclusions reached by scientists studying the greenhouse phenomena. 

Accurate temperature estimates are critical in the calibration of satellite sensors. 

Satellite surface temperature retrieval in mountainous terrain is complicated by the high 

variability of occurring temperatures and complex terrain features. While satellite surface 

temperature retrieval appears to be a promising technology, surface variations have been 

shown to bias temperature measurements upwards of 3.0°C (Lipton, 1992). As bias is 

systematic in nature, satellite derived temperature estimates calibrated with accurate 

ground truth, may offer cost effective temperature estimates where data are sparse. 
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Given a set of meteorological data, researchers are confronted with a variety of 

stochastic and deterministic interpolation methods to estimate meteorological variables at 

unsampled locations. Depending on the spatial attributes of the data, accuracies vary 

widely among different spatial interpolation methods (MacEachren and Davidson, 1987; 

and Rhind, 1975). The choice of spatial interpolator is especially important in 

mountainous regions where data collection are sparse and variables may change over short 

spatial scales. 

While there have been comparisons of interpolation methods, few research efforts 

have been directed towards comparing the effectiveness of different spatial interpolators in 

predicting temperature (eg. Creutin and Obled (1982); Van Kuilenburg et. al. (1982); 

Dubrule (1983); Tabios and Salas(1985); Puente and Bras (1986); Bardossy et. al. (1987); 

Laslett et. al. (1987); and Phillips et. al. (1992). A review of the literature indicates that a 

regionalized variable such as temperature, which is strongly correlated with elevation, 

would be well disposed to kriging and cokriging. Due to the additional effort kriging and 

cokriging entails, it was decided to compare the effectiveness of kriging and cokriging in 

estimating maximum and minimum temperature at unsampled locations with other less 

computationally intensive techniques such as inverse distance weighted averaging, cubic 

splining, the trend surface analysis (TSA), polynomial regression and lapse rate methods. 

Kriging and cokriging have also received some criticism due to the subjective nature of 

variogram fitting - a central component of kriging (Phillips and Watson, 1986). In 

addition to the aforementioned methods, this dissertation introduces optimal inverse 

distance weighting where the inverse weighting parameter is chosen on the basis of 

minimum mean absolute error. 

Eight spatial interpolation techniques are compared across two regions (eastern and 

western North America), two temperature varieties (tmax and tmin), and three temporal 

scales (10 year mean, seasonal mean, daily). Each interpolation technique is compared on 

the basis of bias, mean absolute error (MAE), and mean squared error (MSE). As the true 

temperature surface is not known, the comparison statistics are obtained using cross 

validation where one data point is withheld and the remaining data points are used to 

predict at the withheld point. To obtain the cross validation statistics, the technique is 

repeated n times. In addition, the effects of data variance, data correlation with elevation, 

and lapse rate on MAE is investigated. Summary statistics are used to determine if any 
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method is significantly better than the methods tested on the basis of bias, MAE, and 

MSE. Summary statistics are also used to determine whether the temperature variate 

(tmax or tmin) or temporal scale (10 year mean, seasonal, or daily) affects interpolation. 

This dissertation has two primary goals. The first goal is to determine the relative 

effectiveness of each spatial interpolator, among those compared, in predicting 

temperature. The second goal is to determine whether any spatial or temporal data 

attributes significantly affect interpolation. This research also addresses the shortcomings 

of previous comparative efforts. Software tools and data sources were chosen on their 

availability to the general public to facilitate experiment repeatability. Code for software 

developed by the author for data conversion and data analysis is included as the 

appendices of this dissertation. Software tools used and research methodology are 

explained in detail in Chapter 3. Other comparative analyses used proprietary datasets or 

contrived data, did not use nor mention software used in their analyses, and/or did not 

properly document their methodology. 

1.2 Spatial Interpolation 

This study compares the effectiveness of eight different spatial interpolators in 

estimating temperature at unsampled sites. Spatial interpolation can also be used when 

preparing irregularly scattered data to construct a contour map or contour surface, which 

is a two-dimensional representation of a three dimensional surface. All eight spatial 

interpolation methods investigated in this dissertation accept irregularly scattered data and 

can create a regular grid of interpolated points amenable to contouring. The spatial 

interpolation methods differ in their assumptions, local or global perspective, and 

deterministic or stochastic nature. This section briefly introduces inverse distance 

weighted averaging, cubic splining, the fitting of a trend surface, polynomial regression, 

the lapse rate method, kriging, and cokriging. These interpolation methods are discussed 

further in chapters 2 and 3. 

Inverse distance weighted averaging (IDWA) is a deterministic estimation method 

where values at unsampled points are determined by a linear combination of values at 

known sampled points. Distance-based weighting methods have been used to interpolate 

climatic data (Bussieres and Hogg, 1989; Legates and Willmont, 1990). IDWA makes the 
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assumption that values closer to the unsampled location are more representative of the 

value to be estimated than samples further away. Weights change according to the linear 

distance of the samples from the unsampled point. The spatial arrangement of the samples 

does not affect the weights. IDWA has seen extensive implementation in the mining 

industry due to its ease of use. IDWA has also been shown to work well with noisy data. 

The choice of power parameter in IDWA can significantly affect the interpolation results. 

As the power parameter increases, IDWA approaches the nearest neighbor interpolation 

method where the interpolated value simply takes on the value of the closest sample point. 

Optimal inverse distance weighting, a method introduced in this dissertation, is a form of 

IDWA where the power parameter is chosen on the basis of minimum mean absolute 

error. 

Splining is a deterministic technique to represent two dimensional curves on three 

dimensional surfaces (Swain, 1976, Braile, 1978). Splining may be thought of as the 

mathematical equivalent of fitting a long flexible ruler to a series of data points. Like its 

physical counterpart, the mathematical spline function is constrained at defined points. 

Splines assume smoothness of variation. Splines have the advantage of creating curves 

and contour lines which are visually appealing. Some of splining's disadvantages are that 

no estimates of error are given and that splining may mask uncertainty present in the data. 

Splines are typically used for creating contour lines from dense regularly-spaced data. 

Splining may, however, be used for interpolation of irregularly-spaced data. 

Polynomial regression is a stochastic, global technique which fits the variable of 

interest to some linear combination of regressor variables (Myers, 1990). In this case the 

variable of interest being temperature and the regressor variables being the weather 

station's X, Y, and Z coordinates. Typically, the goal when using polynomial regression is 

to obtain the best fit with the simplest model. The addition of regressor variables which 

do not contribute significantly to the model has the unwanted effect of increasing 

multicollinearity. Multicollinearity may negatively affect the model's ability to predict 

outside the convex hull of data points (Myers, 1990). In this study, temperature was fitted 

to first, second, and third order polynomial models of the X and Y coordinates plus 

elevation. The model with lowest Mallow's Cp statistic was then chosen for predicting 

temperature. 
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Trend surface analysis (TSA) can be thought of as a subset of polynomial 

regression. TSA is a stochastic technique which separates the data into regional trends 

and local variations. The regional component of TSA can be thought of as a regression 

surface fit to the data, while the local variations can be thought of as a map of residuals. 

Values at unsampled locations may be estimated using the mathematical relationship 

between the locational variables X, Y and the regionalized meteorological variable of 

interest. In this study, temperature was fitted to a third order polynomial. A third order 

polynomial was assumed to be sufficient to capture regional temperature variations. 

TSA differs from polynomial regression above in that elevation is not used in 

estimating temperature and TSA uses all regressors variables, not a subset chosen on the 

basis of Mallow's Cp. Estimation using TSA is limited by problems associated with edge 

effects and multicollinearity caused by spatial autocorrelation. TSA assumes errors are 

independent. In addition to use as a spatial interpolation technique, TSA receives use in 

the removal of broad trends prior to further spatial analysis such as kriging. 

The lapse rate method uses the relationship between temperature and elevation for a 

region to estimate temperatures at unsampled sites. Typically, temperatures decreases as 

elevation increases. This relationship between temperature and elevation is known as the 

lapse rate. The lapse rate method uses the temperature value of the nearest weather 

station and the difference in elevation to estimate temperature at the unsampled site. To 

estimate temperature at an unsampled site, the difference in elevation is multiplied by the 

lapse rate and the subsequent number is added to or subtracted from the weather station 

temperature to yield the site temperature. The lapse rate method makes the assumption 

that the lapse rate is constant for the study region. 

Kriging is a stochastic technique similar to inverse distance weighted averaging in 

that it uses a linear combination of weights at known points to estimate the value at an 

unknown point. Kriging is named after D.L. Krige, who used kriging's underlying theory 

to estimate ore content. The general formula of kriging however, was developed by 

Matheron (1969). Kriging uses a semivariogram, a measure of spatial correlation between 

two points, so the weights change according to the spatial arrangement of the samples. 

Unlike other estimation procedures investigated, kriging provides a measure of the error 
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or uncertainty of the estimated surface. In addition, kriging will not produce edge-effects 

resulting from trying to force a polynomial to fit the data. 

Cokriging is similar to kriging except it uses additional covariates, usually more 

intensely sampled, to assist in prediction. Cokriging is most effective when the covariates 

are highly correlated. Both kriging and cokriging assume homogeneity of first differences. 

While kriging is considered the best linear unbiased spatial predictor (BLUP), there are 

problems of nonstationarity in real-world data sets. 

1.3 Research Methodology 

This comparative analysis uses historical National Weather Service from EarthInfo, 

Inc. (1992), SNOTEL temperature data, and USGS 3 arc-second digital elevation data. 

Two test regions are used. The regions were selected for their contrasting densities of 

National Weather Service (NWS) and SNOTEL weather monitoring stations. Region 1 

has stations well dispersed throughout the study area while Region 2 has stations clustered 

around population centers. In addition, in Region 1, the station elevations are 

representative of the region elevations. In Region 2, higher elevations are under 

represented by weather monitoring stations. Region 1 is located in the upper piedmont 

region of the eastern United States at 34 to 37 degrees North latitude and 80 to 85 

degrees West longitude. The region encompasses portion of the states of Virginia, North 

Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. In Region 1 there are 146 NWS stations. Figure 

1.3-1 shows the 3-arc second USGS DEM used in the analyses for Region 1. Figure 1.3-3 

shows the spatial arrangement of the NWS meteorological stations in Region 1. Figure 

1.3-2 shows the 3-arc second USGS DEM used in the analyses for Region 2. The contour 

lines shown in figures 1.3-1 and 1.3-2 represent 300 foot elevation contour intervals. 
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Figure 1.3 - 3 Region 1 NCDC Station Locations 

Region 2 is located at 39 to 43 degrees North latitude and 109 to 113 degrees West 

longitude in the states of Idaho, Utah and Wyoming. In region 2 there are 232 NWS and 

77 SNOTEL stations. 

stations in region 2. 
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Figure 1.3 - 4 Region 2 NCDC Station Locations 
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shows the spatial arrangement of the 232 NWS



Figure 1.3-4, shows the spatial arrangement of the 77 SNOTEL weather collection 

stations in region 2. 
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Figure 1.3 - 5 Region 2 SNOTEL Station Locations 

Each interpolation technique is compared on the basis of bias, mean absolute error 

(MAE), and mean squared error (MSE). For kriging and cokriging, cross validation 

techniques are used to choose the best semivariogram model from among candidate 

models (spherical, exponential, or Guassian). In addition, cross validation techniques are 

used to select the search radius which minimize the kriging variance. 

For kriging and cokriging, semivariogram modeling is accomplished using Geo-EAS 

software (Englund, 1988) and VARIOWIN software (Pannatier, 1994). Kriging and 

Cokriging are accomplished using the GSLIB software library (Deutsch, 1992). Finally, 

the results of each interpolation method are examined visually using Sigma Plot™. 

This comparative effort studies three temporal scales: 10 year average, seasonal, and 

daily. A total of 408 temperature contour surfaces are generated. The 408 surfaces result 
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from 10 year mean, maximum, and minimum temperatures for two regions for six 

interpolation techniques (1*2*2*6 = 24); four seasonal minimum and maximum 

temperatures for two regions for six interpolation techniques (4*2*2*6 = 96); and 12 daily 

mean, maximum, and minimum temperatures for two regions for six interpolation 

techniques (12*2*2*6 = 288). The results of the comparative analysis are presented in 

tabular as well as graphical format. 

The true measure of a spatial interpolator's effectiveness is how well it estimates the 

shape of a surface. Because the true temperature surface is not known, cross validation or 

data withholding techniques are used to estimate the predictive qualities of the 

interpolation technique under study. To determine the validity of cross validation in 

selecting the most effective spatial interpolator, a test scenario was created. A surface 

generated from 3 arc-second DEM was sampled at intensities approximating the sampling 

densities for region 1 and region 2. Then, the six interpolation methods were applied to 

the test data and compared using cross validation. The results of cross validation are 

compared to an absolute comparison between the interpolated surfaces and the true DEM 

surface in chapter 3. The cross validation statistics were seen to select the spatial 

interpolator which most closely approximates the true DEM surface, therefore we can be 

reasonably sure it will select the most effective interpolator for predicting temperature. 

Summary Statistics rather than analysis of variance (ANOVA) are used to determine 

if any interpolation method is significantly better than the methods tested on the basis of 

bias, MAE, and MSE. The reason for this choice is that hypothesis testing using ANOVA 

assumes that the means compared are drawn from populations with a common variance. 

As this analysis provides a comparison across different temporal scales and geographics 

regions, the assumption of a common variance is not valid. 

Data attributes are also investigated to determine whether data variance, data 

correlation with elevation, or lapse rate significantly affect interpolation. Because these 

spatial metrics are easy to calculate, they can be determined prior to interpolation to 

determine which method may be most appropriate. 
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1.4 Justification for Research 

Prior comparative efforts dealt with temperature interpolation in North America. 

Only one unpublished study (Holdway, 1994), studied the ability of geostatistical 

procedures in predicting temperature in North America. Two other comparative efforts 

(Ishida and Kawashima, 1993; and Beek 1991) compared spatial interpolation techniques 

including kriging in predicting temperatures in Japan and Europe respectively. The 

majority of other efforts compared the effectiveness of spatial interpolators in predicting 

precipitation or soil properties. 

Second, the research extends the breadth of interpolation techniques compared. A 

total of eight techniques are studied, including the lapse rate method. No other study in 

the literature compares the lapse rate method to spatial interpolation methods, even 

thought it is considered the "standard method" by meteorologists. Optimal inverse 

distance weighting, which sets the power parameter based on mean absolute error 

Statistics gained from cross validation is unique to this research endeavor. The optimal 

inverse distance weighting method shows promise in that it approaches kriging's accuracy 

when data are isotropic, but is less subjective than kriging. 

Third, the research improves upon previous comparison methodologies. Some 

previous comparisons used data splitting where the data were divided into a fitting and 

validation set. Comparisons were then made on the effectiveness of the spatial 

interpolators in predicting at points withheld in the validation data set. The cross 

validation method used in this research provides a more effective utilization of data. 

Where data collection are sparse, data splitting may not be feasible. In addition, data 

splitting is not advisable in the case of kriging and cokriging, where the data are used to fit 

a semivariogram, a descriptor of the spatial variability of the data. Reduction of the fitting 

data set may result in a poorly fitted semivariogram model. When cross validation is used 

for comparative purposes, such as in this dissertation, rather than for prediction of an 

interpolator's performance in an absolute sense, it is an effective tool. 

Fourth, the research improves the way semivariograms are modeled. Prior efforts 

fit semivariograms by sight - a very subjective technique. In this research effort, an 

objective methodology is used along with semivariogram modeling software which allows 
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a goodness of fit parameter to be determined for each semivariogram. The goodness of fit 

parameter allows comparison among semivariogram alternatives where the model with the 

best fit is chosen. 

Finally, this research effort compares the spatial interpolators across two 

geographic regions, two temperature scales (tmax and tmin), and three temporal scales (10 

year mean, seasonal mean, and daily). Prior comparative efforts used one or perhaps two 

data sets rather than the 60 data sets utilized in this effort. Given the extent of the data, 

comparative statistics were employed to determine which spatial interpolation method 

performed significantly better than the others. 

1.5 Research Scope and Objectives 

1. Compare the effectiveness of inverse distance weighted averaging, cubic 

splining, the fitting of a trend surface, natural neighbor interpolation, 

kriging, and cokriging with elevation as a covariate in predicting 

temperature at unsampled locations. 

2. Examine the effects of temporal scale on the choice of spatial interpolation 

technique. 

3. Examine the effects of landscape complexity on the choice of spatial 

interpolation technique. 

Examine data attributes and their affect on spatial interpolation. 

5. Examine the validity of cross validation (predictive sample reuse) as a 

method for selecting among spatial interpolation techniques. 

6. Investigate and utilize semivariogram modeling techniques which minimize 

the subjectivity associated with kriging and cokriging. 

1.6 Organization of this Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized into seven major chapters. The first chapter provides 

an introduction and overview. The second chapter provides a review of the literature. 

The third chapter discusses the methodology used to compare the effectiveness of the six 

spatial interpolators in predicting mean, maximum, and mean temperatures in mountainous 

and non-mountainous regions. The fourth chapter provides comparative interpolation 
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results for 10 year mean, maximum, and minimum temperature values for regions 1 and 2. 

The fifth chapter provides seasonal comparative interpolation results for mean, maximum, 

and minimum temperature for regions 1 and 2. The sixth chapter provides daily 

comparative interpolation results for mean, maximum, and minimum temperature values 

for regions 1 and 2. Finally, the dissertation concludes with a discussion of the results 

and recommendations for further research. 
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2.0 - Literature Review 

2.1 Overview 

This dissertation provides a comparative evaluation of spatial interpolators in 

predicting mean, maximum, and minimum temperatures. Therefore, this section begins 

with a review of temperature measurement. Next, spatial interpolation methods used in 

this comparative effort are reviewed. Previous comparative efforts of spatial interpolators 

in estimating precipitation, soil properties, and temperature are also reviewed. Finally, the 

section concludes with a review of model performance evaluation. 

2.2 Measurement of Temperature 

As we are concerned with the interpolation of mean, maximum, and minimum 

surface temperatures, a discussion of temperature measurement is warranted. The 

measurement of temperature may be divided into two broad categories: surface 

observations and upper air observations. Surface observations are available from the 

National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) taken from the Cooperative Observer Network 

(COOP) dating back over 100 years. The COOP system is comprised of approximately 

8300 stations collecting temperature and precipitation information for the contiguous 

United States, Alaska, Hawaii, Pacific Islands, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands (Reek 

et. al, 1992). Since 1991, the NCDC Summary of the Day Cooperative Network 

database (known as TD3200) has been available on CD-ROM media. Since the late 

1970's, Snowpack Telemetry (SNOTEL) weather station data has been available for high 

elevations in the Western US where NCDC data collection are sparse. SNOTEL data are 

collected automatically from over 560 locations. Unlike the TD3200 database, SNOTEL 

data must be manually downloaded from the United States Department of Agriculture Soil 

Conservation Service's Centralized Forecasting System (CFS). CFS allows dial-in access 

to its SNOTEL database (USDA SCS, 1992). This dissertation uses both the NCDC data 

and the SNOTEL data for region 2. Region 1 uses only NCDC data as SNOTEL data are 

not available for the Eastern US. 
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While we are concerned with surface temperatures in this dissertation, a brief 

discussion of upper air temperature distribution is important in the understanding of the 

distribution of surface temperature. The atmosphere may be divided into six major regions 

(Barry and Chorley, 1992): the troposphere (0-10km), the stratosphere (10-30km), the 

mesosphere (30-90km), the thermosphere (90-500km), and the exosphere (500kmt+). In 

addition, the transition zones at the upper limits of each region bear the names: 

tropopause, stratopause, mesopause, and thermopause. We will concentrate on a better 

understanding of the troposphere, the temperature region closest to the surface. 

Within the troposphere, temperature may vary with elevation, latitude, season, 

aspect, and time of day (Barry and Chorley, 1992). In addition, water bodies and cloud 

cover affect temperature. In general, temperature decreases with increasing elevation and 

increasing latitude. Water bodies increase surrounding temperatures during the cooler 

months and decrease temperatures in the warmer months. Cloud cover, aspect, season, 

and time of day affect the amount of solar radiation reaching the surface, and thus affect 

the surface temperature. Assuming other factors are constant, the greater the amount of 

solar radiation, the higher the temperature. 

Temperature may be accurately measured using liquid-in-glass, deformation, and 

electric thermometers. Temperature data collected manually by the COOP generally 

utilize liquid-in-glass thermometers enclosed in a simple shelter. While the shelters are 

designed to protect the thermometers from the effects of wind and direct sunlight, on clear 

calm days, the shelter may bias temperature readings as much as 4°F upwards due to solar 

radiation absorbed by the shelter (Byers, 1974). Such bias may be minimized through 

proper ventilation and by painting the shelter a reflective color such as white. 

Instrumentation has changed dramatically over the last century; most modern 

instruments are automated, have a faster response time, and are more precise than their 

earlier counterparts. Hence, apparent climatic change at a given location simply may be 

due to instrumentation change (e.g. higher maximum or lower minimum temperatures due 

to response time changes). Changes or discrepancies in (1) of observation, (2) location of 

measurement station, and (3) methods for constructing time-averages also may induce 

biases (Karl et al, 1989). As the data in this study are 1980 or more recent, 

instrumentation change should not be a factor in any conclusions drawn. 
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Slope and aspect may bias temperature measurements. McCutchan (1983) 

compared surface temperature and humidity data from eight remote weather stations with 

southern aspects with nearby free air measurements. Depending on times of measurement, 

differences between ground station and free air temperatures varied from 4.8°C degrees 

cooler to 5.1°C degrees warmer. It is not clear how such aspect biases would affect 

measurements of daily maximum and minimum temperatures. One would expect time lags 

associated with the differences between near surface and free air temperature readings 

would be greatly reduced by utilization of daily mintmum and maximum temperatures. 

While more a problem with global temperature means, differences in the ending 

time of the 24 hour climatological data may introduce a nonclimatic time of observation 

bias (TOB) into monthly and daily minimums, maximums, and means (Karl et al., 1986). 

When viewed as a whole, the TOB in the United States can be as large as 2.0°C. The 

authors recommend the adjustment of observations from cooperative networks for TOB. 

Time observation bias should be minimal for the two study regions in this study. 

Probably the best documented and most pervasive surface change affecting the 

instrumental record is that of urbanization. For example, urban areas influence 

_ temperature by (1) changing surface thermal characteristics, (2) altering surface geometry 

( and hence long-wave energy exchange and wind profiles), (3) emitting large quantities of 

energy and pollutants, and (4) waterproofing surfaces (Oke, 1982). While urban heating 

effects have been recognized for well over a century, only recently have urban influences 

on large-scale air temperature averages been quantified (Kukla et al, 1986; Karl and Jones, 

1989). Annual mean temperatures at some stations may include systematic urban heating 

biases of over 1°C (Karl and Jones, 1989). One approach to identifying stations with an 

urban bias is to compare nearby stations for homogeneity; however, many stations with 

highly correlated records must be available (Kar! et al., 1989). Without more data, 

adequate station histories, and detailed information on urbanization worldwide, terrestrial 

estimates of temperature change cannot be corrected completely for non-spatial biases. 
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2.3 Spatial Interpolation 

2.3.1 Overview 

Section 2.3 provides a review of the spatial interpolation techniques used in this 

dissertation. Spatial interpolation can be used as an intermediate step between irregularly 

scattered data and a contour map or contour surface. A contour map being a two- 

dimensional representation of a three dimensional surface. Spatial interpolation may also 

be used to estimate a single value at an unsampled site. All the spatial interpolation 

methods investigated in this dissertation accept irregularly scattered data and can create a 

regular grid of interpolated points amenable to contouring. The spatial interpolation 

methods differ in their assumptions, perspective (local or global), and deterministic or 

stochastic nature. In addition, the accuracy of any given interpolation technique will vary 

depending on the accuracy, density, variability, and spatial arrangement of the data being 

interpolated (MacEachren and Davidson, 1987). According to Rhind (1975), the choice 

of spatial interpolation depends on: 

(1) the planimetric (x,y) and topographic (z) accuracy of the data; 

(2) the spatial arrangement and density of the data; 

(3) prior knowledge of the surface being interpolated; 

(4) accuracy requirement of the surface being interpolated; and 

(5) computation and time limitations. 

If the data to be interpolated were sufficiently sampled and without observational 

error, differences between interpolation techniques would be negligible. The effects of 

sample density and observational error, however, differ across interpolation techniques. 

2.3.2 Lapse Rate Method 

Temperature may vary with elevation, latitude, season, aspect, and time of day. Of 

the aforementioned factors which influence surface temperature, the most significant is 

elevation. The change in temperature with respect to elevation is, on average, 3.2°F to 

3.5°F for every 1000 feet of height in the troposphere (Barry and Chorley, 1992, Byers, 

1974; and Navarra, 1979). This decrease in temperature with increasing elevation is 
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known as the normal lapse rate. The normal lapse rate is also referred to as the 

environmental or static lapse rate (Barry and Chorley, 1992). The normal lapse rate 

describes the rate of temperature change in stationary air. It should not be confused with 

the dry adiabatic lapse rate (DALR) or the saturated adiabatic lapse rate (SALR). The 

DALR is the rate at which temperature decreases in a rising, expanding air parcel. The 

SALR is the rate at which temperature decreases in a rising, saturated air parcel. All 

references to lapse rate in this dissertation refer to the normal lapse rate. When 

temperature remains constant with increasing elevation, the lapse rate is zero and the 

temperature is said to be isothermal. In cases where temperatures increases with 

increasing elevation, the lapse rate is negative. When lapse rates are negative, they are 

said to be inverted. There conditions can be more readily understood by plotting 

temperature against elevation as in figure 2.3.2-1. 
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Figure 2.3.3-1 Examples of temperature lapse rates. 

The AB line portion represents a positive lapse rate, the BC line portion represents a 

lapse rate of zero or an isotherm, and the CD line portion represents a negative lapse rate 

or temperature inversion. Temperature inversions are common in low lying areas in early 

morning hours and are often accompanied by fog. Temperature inversions may also occur 

higher in the troposphere. These higher inversions are of interest to airline pilots as the 

region above an inversion is stable and provides smooth flying air (Kraght, 1943). 
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Lapse rates may also be used to calculate temperature values at unsampled sites 

(Aleman and Garcia, 1974; Pielke and Mehring, 1977; Leffler, 1981; Boyer, 1984). 

Typically, lapse rates are calculated from mean temperature elevation pairs for the region 

of interest from historical temperature data. Next, a temperature measurement station is 

chosen which is closest to the unsampled site. The elevation difference between the 

station and the unsampled site is noted and used to calculate the temperature at the 

unsampled site. The use of lapse rates is prone to error due to inversions, the effects of 

aspect, and over reliance on a single data source, but these effects may be minor for long- 

term temperature averages. 

2.3.3 Inverse Distance Weighted Averaging 

Inverse distance weighted averaging (IDWA) is a deterministic estimation method 

where values at unsampled points are determined by a linear combination of values at 

known sampled points. A form of IWDA where the weights applied to more distant data 

were less than the weights assigned to a nearby data was first proposed by Horton (1923). 

Shepard (1968), however, is typically given credit for the modern formulation of WDA. 

IDWA's ease of use, ability to work well with noisy data, and computational simplicity has 

led to extensive implementations and studies in the literature. Watson (1990), pp 117 

provides a list of 48 citations on IWDA. While IDWA's simplicity make its 

implementation rather straightforward, readers interested in published IDWA programs 

are directed to Braile (1978), Devereux, (1985), and Kane et. al (1982). 

IDWA makes the assumption that values closer to the unsampled location are 

more representative of the value to be estimated than samples further away. The weights 

change according to the linear distance of the samples from the unsampled point. The 

spatial arrangement of the samples does not affect the weights. With IDWA, data points 

are given weights such that the influence of one data point relative to another declines 

with distance from the point being interpolated. Points being interpolated are also called 

“grid nodes". A power parameter, G, controls how the weighting factors drop off as 

distance from a grid node increases. The greater the weighting power, the less effect 

points far from the grid node have during interpolation. As the power increases, the grid 

node value approaches the value of the nearest data point. When 6 — oo, IDWA becomes 
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a nearest neighbor interpolator. For smaller power values, the weights are more evenly 

distributed among the neighboring data points. 

IDWA is an exact interpolator - when IWDA is used to interpolate at an observed 

value, it predicts the value of that observed value exactly. When calculating a grid node, 

the weights assigned to the data point are fractions, and the sum of all the weights is equal 

to 1.0. When an observation is coincident with a grid node, the observation is given a 

weight of 1.0, and all other observations are given a weight of 0.0. The result is that the 

grid node is assigned the value of the coincident observation. The equation used for 

IDWA is: 
n 

  

Z: 

uit 
7, — i=) yj 

Le 
i= 1 ij 

Z is the interpolated grid node value; 

Z; is the neighboring data point; 

hj is the distance between the grid node and the data point; and 

pb is the power parameter 

The surface generated by IDWA has the appearance of a taut rubber sheet, 

constrained to meet the data points, and forming cone-like peaks at the data points. These 

cone-like peaks may appear as bulls-eye patterns in a contour map. Although the slope 

changes gradually between data points, it is discontinuous at each datum. IDWA cannot 

create a surface that is higher, or lower, than the maximum and minimum values of the 

data. According to Watson (1994), the two main disadvantages of inverse distance 

weighted averaging are: 1) the discontinuous slope of the surface at each data point is 

unappealing because continuity of slope is obtained on all other parts of the surface, and 

2) the effect of high or low distant values tends to submerge local detail because the 

averaging effect is global. 

2.3.4 Splining 

Splining, also know as minimum curvature surface fitting, is a deterministic 

technique to represent two dimensional curves or three dimensional surfaces. Splining 
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may be thought of as the mathematical equivalent of fitting a long flexible ruler to a series 

of data points with a minimum amount of bending. Like its physical counterpart, the 

mathematical spline function is constrained at defined points. Splines assume smoothness 

of variation. Splines attempt to generate the smoothest possible surface while honoring 

the data as closely as possible. Splines have the advantage of creating curves and contour 

lines which are visually appealing. Some of splinings disadvantages are that no estimates 

of error are given, splining is not an exact interpolator, and that splinning may mask 

uncertainty present in the data. Splining has been shown to be successful in cases where 

the data are not too irregularly spaced (Swain, 1976). Splines were popular in the mid- 

70's and early 80's due their computational efficiency. In his comparison of four random 

to grid methods, Braile (1978), demonstrates that splining methods are four to five times 

faster than surrounding triangle, weighted average, and local surface fitting methods. 

Splines have also been studied in the literature by Briggs (1974), Cheney (1986), Cressie 

(1990), Dubrule (1983), Dyn and Levin (1982), Ebner (1984), Inoue (1986), Wahba 

(1986), and Watson (1990). 

Splining produces a grid by repeatedly applying an equation over the grid in an 

attempt to smooth the grid. The method works with most data sets, but there is some 

difficulty if the range of heights is large. Surfaces generated using splines can be 

extrapolated beyond the convex hull of the data set, but tend to a horizontal plane at some 

distance from the data set. This tendency can cause some distortion at the edge of the 

data set. For N data, N+3 simultaneous equations are set up and solved. This system 

establishes any linear trend in the data, and builds the minimum curvature surface as 

departures from that trend which is then added to the surface. 

Given N data, N+3 simultaneous equations are set up as shown below (Watson, 1990). 

1x yi 0 C(P;-P2) C(P\-P3) C(Pi-P,) bo Z 
1 X2 y2 C(P2-P)) 0 C(P2-P3) C(P2-P4) b; Z2 
1 x3 y3 C(P3-P)) C(P3-P2) 0 C(P3-P,) b2 23 
1 X4 ya C(P4-P;) C(P4-P2) C(P4-P3) 0 *) a |= | 2 
0 0 O 1 1 1 1 a2 0 

0 0 0 X} X2 X3 x4 a3 0 

0 0 0 yi y2 y3 ya ay 0 
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where each C(P;-P;) is the value of d’logd, where d is the distance on the x,y plane 

between P; and P;. The unknown values, a; and b; are obtained by solving the system of 

equations. The values a; and bj are the coefficients of the surface for an arbitrary location, 

and the sum of a; is zero. For any interpolated point, X = (x,y), the interpolated value is 

F(x,y) = bo + bx + boy + a; C(P} -X) + apC(P2-X) + a3C(P3-X) + ayC(P4-X) 

In addition to the minimum curvature splining program by Swain (1976) which was 

modified for use in this dissertation, there are additional published splining programs by 

Davis and David (1980), Inoue (1986), Holroyd and Bhattacharyya (1970), Oldknow 

(1987), and Watson (1990). 

2.3.5 Regression 

Regression may be used as an interpolation technique to predict temperature as a 

function of a weather station's X, Y, and Z coordinates. In this study, temperature was 

fitted to a first, second, and third order polynomials of the X and Y coordinates plus 

elevation. The model with lowest Mallow's Cp statistic was then chosen for predicting 

temperature. 

Temp =b +b) X+ b2Y + b3X? + by Y? + bsXY + beX? + b7Y° + bgX°Y + bo XY? + bji9Z 

Trend surface analysis (TSA) can be thought of as a subset of polynomial 

regression. Trend surface analysis (TSA) is a stochastic technique which separates the 

data into regional trends and local variations. The regional component of TSA can be 

thought of as a regression surface fit to the data, while the local variations can be thought 

of as a map of residuals. Values at unsampled locations may be estimated using the 

mathematical relationship between the locational variables X, Y and the regionalized 

variable of interest. Trend surface analysis has its greatest number of applications in the 

geologic sciences (Alexander and Eyton 1973; Davis 1986; Doveton and Parsley 1970; 

and Tipper 1979), however, if trend surface analysis is taken in the broad context of 

multivariate statistical analysis, its application can be seen as extremely broad. Estimation 

using TSA is limited by edge effects and multicollinearity caused by spatial 

autocorrelation. TSA assumes errors are independent. In addition to use as a spatial 
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interpolation technique, TSA receives use in the removal of broad trends prior to further 

spatial analysis such as kriging. In this study, temperature was fitted to a third order 

polynomial. A third order polynomial was assumed to be sufficient to capture regional 

temperature variations. 

Temp = b + b) X + bo Y + b3X? + bg Y? + Ds XY + be X? + bv Y? + bgX?2Y + bo XY? 

TSA, like polynomial regression, makes the assumption that there is some 

mathematical relationship between the response variable and the regressor variable(s). 

This relationship can be quantified because it is assumed that the data set to which to 

regression surface is to be fitted is a random representative sample of the true surface 

being fitted. TSA uses a method known as ordinary least squares (OLS) to fit an equation 

to the data. In OLS, the total sums of squares difference between the actual and predicted 

data are minimized. The resulting surface is that surface which minimizes the total sums 

of squared differences. 

While TSA ts a widely used technique, it has many drawbacks (Olea, 1975): 

1. A trend surface results from the method of least squares, therefore, its is only a 
mathematical abstraction without physical meaning. The trend is defined as the 
expected value of the regionalized variable. 

2. TSA is not optimal. Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimators are linear unbiased 
estimators with minimum estimation variance only if the observations are outcomes of 
spatially distributed random variables which are uncorrelated, have a common, constant 
variance, and a mean given by the fitted expression. Regionalized variables by their 
nature are spatially correlated. 

3. Trend surfaces are very unstable away from control points. There are usually severe edge 
effects that must be eliminated by visual inspection. The instability of the trend surface 
away from control points increases as higher degree polynomial surfaces are fit to the 
data. It is generally understood that in regression analysis, predictions outside the 

convex hull of sample points may produce dubious estimates at best. 

As stated above, trend surfaces fitted with OLS may produce biased results in 

situations where the regionalized variables being fitted are intercorrelated. The strong 

intercorrelation causes problems of multicollinearity in multiple regression using OLS. 

When multicollinearity is severe, large estimation variances occur. One approach to 

combat this multicollinearity is to use ridge regression. In situations where 
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multicollinearity is severe, RR has been shown to provide more robust estimates of the 

regression parameters (Montgomery and Peck 1982; Myers 1990). Ridge regression is a 

biased estimation technique. In sacrificing the unbiasedness property of OLS, ridge 

regression attains a substantial reduction in estimation variance, and an increase in the 

stability of the regression coefficients. 

Ridge regression has had few applications in temperature estimation. Only van 

Gaans and Vriend (1990) propose its use as more appropriate for trend surface fitting than 

OLS when the predictor variables are intercorrelated. Ridge regression is not supported 

by SAS for the PC. It is, however, still supported by the mainframe version of SAS. In 

their paper, van Gaans and Vriend (1990) provide the FORTRAN 77 program listing for 

their RIDGE software. RIDGE determines the extent of multicollinearity present for a 

given regression problem using diagnostics such as variance inflation factors and 

eigenvalues. It does not provide for the optimum value of the ridge parameter, but allows 

the user to determine what level of k is most appropriate. 

2.3.6 Kriging 

Kriging is a stochastic technique similar to inverse distance weighted averaging in 

that it uses a linear combination of weights at known points to estimate the value at an 

unknown point. Kriging uses a semivariogram, a measure of spatial correlation between 

two points, so the weights change according to the spatial arrangement of the samples. 

Unlike other estimation procedures investigated, kriging provides a measure of the error 

or uncertainty of the estimated surface. While kriging is considered the best linear 

unbiased spatial predictor (BLUP), there are many practical problems of nonstationarity in 

real-world data sets (Philip and Watson, 1986) . 

This section provides an overview of regionalized variable theory, or geostatistics. 

It is not meant as an exhaustive treatment of the subject, but as a broad overview. For an 

introduction to regionalized variable theory, the reader is referred to Clark (1979), Journel 

(1978), Rendu (1981), Davis (1986), or Isaaks and Srivastava (1989). For a more in 

depth treatment of the theory of regionalized variables, the reader is referred to Journel 

and Huijbregts (1978), Cressie (1993), David (1977), or Olea (1975). Olea provides a 

complete derivation of the theory and equations used in punctal and universal kriging. 
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The derivations provided by Olea require only a simple understanding of statistics and 

algebra. The treatments of regionalized variable theory by Journel, Cressie, and David, 

however, are of a highly theoretical nature, requiring an advanced understanding of 

statistics and calculus. Punctal kriging is kriging in its most simple form and involves 

point data observations which are used to make estimates at other point locations (Davis 

1986). Punctal kriging assumes the data are dimensionless and that the data are free from 

drift. In kriging terms, drift is the presence of an underlying trend. Universal kriging does 

not assume the data are free from drift and allows for the presence of linear or quadratic 

trends in the data. The software used in this dissertation allows for such trends (Deutsch 

and Journel, 1992). 

Geostatistics may be thought of as set of techniques particularly suited to the 

description and analysis of natural phenomena. Matheron (1962) defines geostatistics as 

“the application of the formalism of random functions for the reconnaissance and 

estimation of natural phenomena”. Natural phenomena can often be characterized 

(Journel and Huijbregts, 1978) by the distribution in space of a single variable 

(regionalization) or of two or more intercorrelated variables (coregionalization). Such 

variables are called regionalized variables. The distribution of ore grades, harvest yields, 

precipitation, and temperature are regionalized variables. 

Regionalized variable theory (kriging) stems from ore estimation problems. In the 

1950’s, a South African named D.G. Krige, found he could improve the estimates of gold 

content of mined blocks by considering the geometric setting of samples. Later, Matheron 

(1963) expanded upon Krige’s empirical observations and developed a theory of the 

behavior of spatially distributed variables. Unlike Krige’s results, which were only 

applicable to gold estimation in the Witwatersrand mining district, Matheron’s theory was 

applicable to any phenomenon satisfying certain basic assumptions. According to Cressie 

(1990), while Matheron named his optimal method of spatial linear prediction kriging after 

D.G. Krige, the formulation of optimal spatial linear prediction did not come from Krige’s 

work. A discussion of Krige’s contributions and the contribution of others to the 

development of regionalized variable theory is fully discussed by Cressie (1990) in “The 

Origins of Kriging”. 
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The semivariogram occupies a central position in kriging as it describes the 

expected difference in value between pairs of samples with a given relative orientation. 

The semi-variogram represents the average rate of change of a property with distance. Its 

shape describes the pattern of spatial variation. Figure 2.3.6-1 shows a simple 

semivariogram. 

Range Distance 
  

Sill 

Nugget       
  

Distance Between Samples 

Figure 2.3.6-1 Semivariogram 

The size, shape, and orientation of a semivariogram may be defined by its nugget, sill, and 

range parameters. 

* nugget = variance unresolved (noise) 

¢ sill = maximum or apriori variance 

* range = distance after which correlation is zero 

The y axis of the semivariogram represents half the mean squared difference between 

sample values of lag distance h where h is the distance between the samples. The 

semivariance is dependent only on the distance between and orientation of points. 

The kriging process begins with the selection of a semivariogram model which 

adequately describes the spatial variability of the variable(s) of interest. Next, parameters 

of the semivariogram model are estimated. After fitting various semivariogram to the 

data, the suitability of candidate semivariogram models can be determined using cross- 

validation techniques. Once a semivariogram model is selected and fitted, one can 
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estimate the variable of interest at unknown locations using kriging (in the case of a single 

regionalized variable) or cokriging (in the case of one or more coregionalized variables). 

The first step to fitting a semivariogram model is to compute an experimental 

semivariogram using the available data. The experimental semivariogram is based on 

sample data, while the semivariogram model is the underlying theoretical shape of the 

semivariogram function. The following equation is used to compute an experimental 

direct-semivariogram value y*(h) of the regionalized variable (ReV) z(x) for a specific 

distance vector h. (David, 1977; Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; Rendu, 1978). 

N(h) 

7*(h) = any 2 Lz*h) - 2(x;)P 

where N(h) =number of pairs of sample points separated by the distance h. 

z(x;) = measured value at sample point x;. 

z(x;+h)= measured value at sample point x;+h. 

For a specific distance vector h, the following expression is used to compute the 

experimental cross-semivariogram value, -y*,,-(h), for each pair of inter-correlated ReV's 

(David, 1977; Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; Rendu, 1978). 

Nh) 

vy ye(h) = aig (Lz (xith) - 2s) Ize (sith) - ze) 
=I 

where N(h) =number of pairs of sample points separated by the distance h. 

z,(xi) = measured value of Rev z,(x;) at sample point x;. 

z,(x;+h) = measured value of Rev z,(x;) at sample point x;th. 

Z,:(x;) = measured value of Rev z,(x;) at sample point xj. 

z,:(x;+th) = measured value of Rev z,(x;) at sample point x;+h. 

The semivariogram has all the structural information needed about a regionalized 

variable, including the size of the zone of influence around a sample, the isotropic or 

anisotropic nature of the variable, and the continuity of the variable through space. The 
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zone of influence, anisotropy, and continuity of a regionalized variable are defined as: 

(R.A. Olea, 1975): 

1.) Zone of influence: The semivariogram provides a precise meaning to the 

notion of dependence between samples. Mathematically, the influence 

zone is the n-dimensional sphere whose radius is the smallest distance L 

such that: 

cov(0)- 7(L) < « 

where € is any small number. L is called the range of semivariogram 

(Matheron 1963). The part of semivariogram located to the right of the 

range is called the sill. In the estimation of regionalized variables, L divides 

the samples into two categories. All samples whose distances to the point 

to be estimated are less than or equal to L provide information about the 

point. All samples outside the neighborhood defined by L are independent 

observations with respect to the point and may be disregarded because they 

do not provide any information about the point. 

2.) Anisotropy: A regionalized variable is said to be anisotropic when changes 

in value are gradual in one direction and rapid or irregular in another. A 

regionalized variable is said to be isotropic when changes in value are the 

same regardless of direction. 

3.) Continuity: The spatial variation of a regionalized variable may be 

extremely large to very small, depending on the phenomenon. Despite the 

complexity of the fluctuations, an average continuity is generally present. 

Philip and Watson (1986) cite the subjective fitting of semivariograms as one of 

their largest criticisms of kriging. Kriging is an optimal interpolation method only if the 

correct form of the semivariogram can be deduced (Davis, 1981). Typically, 

semivariograms are fit visually. David (1977) recommends the selection and fit of a model 

by visual inspection of the experimental semivariogram. Semivariogram may also be fit 

using least squares techniques. Vieira et. al. (1983), however, does not recommend 
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automatic curve fitting procedures such as least squares techniques, unless some 

modifications are included to allow for the flexibility of giving more weight to the 

semivariogram values that result from more pairs of sample points. Cressie (1985) 

addressed Vieira's concern over automatic curve fitting procedures and proposed the 

fitting of variogram models by weighted least squares. Despite the attention paid to 

semivariogram fitting techniques Cressie points out that kriging results are robust to the 

choice of semivariogram model. Brooker (1986) also shows that the kriging estimation 

error variance is robust to most errors likely to occur in the semivariogram model 

selection and parameterization process. Table 2.3-1 shows a collection of common 

semivariogram models. The model parameters which define the semivariogram shape for 

each model type are given. 

  

  

Type Formula Slope at | Range | Sill 

3 

Spherical vhie{ CBee) i 3c a lc 

Exponential >(h)=c(1-e"*) 3a c 

2 

Guassian >(h)=c(1-e"#) 0 av/3 c 

00 

Models in h' | +(h)=wh! Ort! Ww co «| c 
V<l<2 

0 

(0) = 0 
Nugget effect { ah) = ¢4 h>0 \ CO 0 Co           

Table 2.3-1. Models of semivariograms in widest use. Adapted 
from (David, 1977; Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; 

Rendu, 1978). 

The following derivation of the kriging equation follows from Cob (1990). Let 

z(x) be a regionalized variable (ReV) unknown at point xo. Let this ReV be available at n 
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sample points, {x), ..., X,} around the point xg. A linear estimator z*(x) of the unknown 

true value z(xq) is a linear combination of the n sample values such that 

z*(xo) = YAx(«) 

where Aj; is the weight assigned to a measured value of the ReV at sample point x;, and 

z(x;) is the measured value of the ReV at sample point xj. 

n 

To ensure that E[z(xo) - z*(xo)] = 0, we must impose the condition of 55); = 1. 
i=l 

The kriging estimation error variance, o%,(xo) = E{[z(xo)-z*(xo)]*}, is the 

expected value of the square of the difference between the estimator and the true but 

known value of ReV at location xg. This equation can be shown (Burguess and Webster, 

1980; Cuenca and Amegee, 1987; Cooper and Istok, 1988) to be: 

03, (0) = = S3doAA (hy) + 23 Ar(ho) 7 i=] j=l 

where: (hj) = the model semivariogram value for distance vector h, which separates two 

samples points x; and x;. -y(hoj) = the model semivariogram value for distance vector ho, 

which separates a sample points x; from the unknown point Xo. 

Kriging is actually mathematically similar to splining. The generation of a kriged 

surface differs from a minimum curvature spline surface only in that the basis function of 

distance for kriging is a form of covariance kernel. A comparison can be made between 

kriging and splining in section 2.3.3 by setting up the kriging matrix as follows: 

1x y 0 C(P;-P2) C(Pi-P3) C(P)-P,) Bo C(P)-X) 
1 xX, yz C(P2-P)) 0 C(P2-P3) C(P2-P.) b; C(P2-X) 
1 x3 y3 C(P3-P;) C(P3-P2) 0 C(P3-P,) by C(P3-X) 
1X4 y4 C(Pa-P}) C(P4-P2) C(P4-P3) O -. |*] a [= | C4-X) 
0 0 0 ] 1 1 1 a 1 

0 0 0 X] XQ X3 X4 a3 x 

0 0 0 y1 y2 ¥3 y4 a4 y 
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where C(P;-P;) is the chosen semivariogram basis function for the distance between data 

points P; and P;. The matrix shown is for only four data; for N data, the matrix has N+3 

rows. The coordinates, (x,y) of the interpolation point X are included in the matrix. 

The interpolated value at point (x,y) is 

F(x, y) = bo + by + bay + D> aiz; 

where the z;=z(P;) are the observations. With this modification, the sum of a; is one rather 

than zero as in surface splining. 

2.3.7 Cokriging 

Cokriging is a natural extension of kriging were one has a covariate which is highly 

correlated to the original kriged variable. In many cases this covariate is more intensely 

sampled or more readily available that the original kriged variable. This cokriging section 

draws from Cob (1990). For a more complete derivation, see Journel and Huijbregts 

(1978), Myers (1982) or Vieira et. al. (1983). 

Let z)(x) and z2(x) be two regionalized variables (ReV)'s. Let n; and no be the 

number of sample points in which those ReV's have been measured, respectively. It is 

assumed that the ReV z)(x) is under-sampled with respect to the other ReV, z2(x), Le. 

ReV z2(x) has been measured at the same sample points where ReV z,(x) has been 

measured plus at an additional set of sample points. 

Let xo be a point at which the ReV z;(x) is to be estimated. A linear estimator 

z*,1 (Xo) of the true value z; (xo) is given by the following expression (Smyth, 1988) 

Nn n2 

Z*1 (Xo) = Dd AiiZ1 (Xi) + DLAgjz2(K;)) 
=] j=l 

where Aj; is the weight assigned to a measured value of ReV z;(x) at sample point x; and 

Aj is the weight assigned to a measured value of ReV z2(x) at sample point x;. 
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The estimation error is the difference between the estimator and the true but 

unknown value of the ReV z;(x) at location x9. This is expressed as 

E[Z; (x0) - 2*1(Xo)] = 0 

To ensure the condition of unbiasedness above, it is necessary to impose the 

following constraints (Vieira et. al., 1983; Aboufirassi and Mariono, 1984) 

n; nz 

SoA = 1 and Ajj =0 
i=1 jql 

That is, the sum of the linear weights assigned to z; must equal 1 and the sum of 

the linear weights assigned to z) must equal 0. 

The cokriging estimation error variance, oa (x,) is the expected value of the square 

of the difference between the estimator and the true but unknown value of the ReV z; (x) 

at location x,. 

o2,(x,) = E{[zi(x,) - 2*1(x,)P} 

As in kriging, we must now find the weights ,; and A2; which minimize the 

cokriging estimation error variance under the constraints imposed above. As done for 

kriging, Lagrangian multiplier techniques are used. The result is a linear system of n, + n2 

+ 2 linear equations with n; + np + 2 unknowns. (See David, 1977; Aboufirassi and 

Marino, 1984; Smyth, 1988). 

The cokriging system of equations are: 

ny nh 

DAM ns) = Daa Chas) =H = Na Chom)s M= 1, 0 
i= j= 

Yura) Yai teal) » fy = Np lhog)s Q= 1, eB 
i= iF 
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eT =] 
=] 

n2 

LAgj = 0 
jFl 

where: 

71;(hmi) = direct-semivariogram model value for ReV z;(x) for distance vector 

hai Which separates sample points x» and x;. 

71;(hom) =  direct-semivariogram model value for ReV z; (x) for distance vector 

hom which separates unknown sample points xp from sample point 

Xm- 

Yo2(hg) = direct-semivariogram model value for ReV z2(x) for distance vector 

hg which separates sample points x, and xj. 

Yi2(Ngi) =  cross-semivariogram model value for distance vector h,j which 

separates sample points xm and xj. 

Vi2(hog) =  cross-semivariogram model value for distance vector ho, which 

separates the unknown sample point xo from sample point xq. 

The minimized cokriging estimation error variance, also known as the cokriging 

variance is then defined as (Smyth, 1988) 

o2.(x,) =- Yh + Yara) ~ By 
i= JF 

It should be noted that the cokriging system of equations has a unique solution if 

and only if the semivariogram models are strictly positive definite (David, 1977; Journel 

and Huijbregts, 1978). This restriction has strict implications on the nugget variance, sill, 

and range values for the z; and z) semivariogram models. These restrictions are further 

discussed in Section 3.4.6. 

2.3.8 Summary 

Prior to ending this discussion on interpolation, it is important to distinguish 

between interpolation and modeling. As modeling techniques become more standardized 
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and interpolation technique become more sophisticated, the difference between modeling 

and interpolation has blurred. Modeling is a more subjective approach in that two people 

may model a process with identical data and come up with different results. Interpolation, 

on the other hand, is typically a closed-form approach which will arrive at the same results 

regardless of who does the analysis. Therefore, IDWA, splining, lapse rate, TSA, and 

polynomial regression can be thought of as interpolation methods. Kriging and Cokriging, 

while thought of as interpolation methods, are perhaps better regarded as modeling 

approaches due to their subjectivity. In this dissertation, I have attempted to remove as 

much of the subjectivity associated with kriging and cokriging as possible by following a 

set methodology in fitting the semivariograms. 

2.4 Prior Comparative Efforts 

2.4.1 Overview 

The majority of previous comparative efforts measured the effectiveness of spatial 

interpolators in predicting precipitation and soil characteristics such as pH and moisture; 

they did not address temperature. (eg. Creutin and Obled (1982); Van Kuilenburg et. al. 

(1982); Dubrule (1983); Tabios and Salas(1985); Puente and Bras (1986); Bardossy et. al. 

(1987); Laslett et. al. (1987); and Phillips et. al. (1992). Unlike precipitation and soil 

characteristics, which may be discontinuous, temperature is generally a well-behaved 

continuous meteorological field. Due to differences in the spatial characteristics of the 

data, the choice of spatial interpolator may differ between temperature and precipitation. 

Some prior comparative efforts were general in nature, using contrived data. 

Franke (1982) evaluated inverse distance weighting, rectangle-based blending, triangle- 

based blending, thin-plate splining, and global interpolation methods on the basis of 

timing, storage requirements, accuracy, and visual pleasantness. A surface was created 

from a function which in turn was sampled to create sample datasets of varying densities. 

The interpolated surface was then compared to the reference surface on the basis of bias, 

mean absolute error (MAE) and mean squared error (MSE). Watson (1990) warns that 

conclusions derived from such contrived data cannot be readily extended to actual data 

which do not come from such well behaved functions. In addition, actual weather station 
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data locations do not approximate a random sample. Station locations are clustered near 

population centers and tend to be sparse in mountainous regions. 

Previous comparisons of spatial interpolators differ in their comparison 

methodology. Comparative efforts comparing kriging and cokriging to other spatial 

interpolators differ in their levels of subjectivity in fitting semivariogram models to the 

data. Examination of the literature on spatial interpolation does not single out any one 

interpolation method as best. Interpolator performance appears to depend both on the 

spatial characteristics of specific datasets and the comparison methodology utilized. 

2.4.2 Precipitation 

Precipitation data are a collection of sparse samples from a complicated and 

unpredictable surficial function (Watson, 1994). The prediction of precipitation is 

complicated because it does not follow well-behaved analytical or probabilistic functions. 

In addition, the local effects of air currents and terrain may cause precipitation to vary 

within a few feet of a monitoring station. Further variation may arise as a result of 

measurement errors at individual gauges from: (1) observer error; (2) location of gauge 

with respect to obstructions; (3) wind effect; and (4) failure to collect inputs from 

horizontal interception such as fog and rime (Dingman et. al., 1988). Comparisons of 

interpolation techniques for precipitation are abundant. As expected, their results are 

inconclusive. The performance of spatial interpolators vary from one study to another. 

This may be more a result of the nature of precipitation than the nature of the spatial 

predictors themselves. 

Creutin and Obled (1982) compared six interpolation techniques: the nearest 

neighbor, the arithmetic mean, spline-surface fitting, optimal interpolation, and 

interpolation based on orthogonal algorithms in their ability to predict rainfall yields at 

unsampled points. The authors found that in the presence of spatial autocorrelation, 

interpolation methods out-performed smoothing techniques, such as splining. To compare 

the six methods, the authors used correlation analysis to develop efficiency curves. In 

addition, they used contingency table analysis and correspondence analysis to compare the 

effectiveness of the methods. The authors concluded that kriging may not be worth its 
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additional computational burden. In their comparison, kriging was no better than other 

less computationally intensive interpolators tested. 

Tabios and Salas (1985) compared annual precipitation using nearest neighbor, 

polynomial interpolation by least-squares, inverse distance weighted averaging, 

multiquadradic interpolation, optimal interpolation, and kriging. The authors used data 

from 29 precipitation stations located between 40 and 42.5 degrees north latitude and 99.5 

and 96 degrees west longitude in regions of eastern Nebraska and northern Kansas. The 

interpolation methods were evaluated using estimates of error obtained from five sites 

where precipitation was known apriori. To compare the methods, the authors used the 

mean and variances of the interpolated and observed precipitation values; the sum of 

squared errors between observed and interpolated values; the proportion of variance 

accounted for by the interpolator, and the coefficient of determination obtained from 

regressing the observed and interpolated values. The authors found kriging and optimal 

interpolation to be superior to the other methods evaluated. Inverse distance squared 

gave smaller interpolation errors than did the Thiessen polygon approach. Polynomial 

interpolation performed worst out of the group. 

Beek (1991b) applied kriging to interpolate daily rainfall data at sub-continent 

scale from 55 weather stations in North-Western Europe. Prediction errors and variances 

per weather station and for the total dataset were determined by cross validation. Beek 

excluded coastal weather stations due to transition effects between sea and land on 

precipitation patterns, which resulted in more accurate and reliable interpolation. Beek 

found for the rainfall data investigated, a Gaussian model best described the stochastic 

behavior of the regionalized variable. 

Phillips, Dolph, and Marks (1992) compared kriging, knging with detrended data, 

and cokriging with elevation as an auxiliary variable. To compare the methods, the 

authors used minimum estimate, maximum estimate, median estimate, coefficient of 

variation, and estimation variance. The authors used precipitation and elevation data from 

37 National Weather Service (EathInfo, Inc.) and 15 SNOTEL sites. The authors found 

that kriging and detrended kriging both produced smoother, more visually appealing 

contour maps while cokriging produced maps which more closely followed local 

topographic features. The authors recommended the use of cokriging and detrended 
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kriging where topographic effects were significant. The authors found cokriging in 

mountainous terrain gave significant increases in accuracy over ordinary kriging. 

Other authors support Phillips, Dolph, and Marks claim of increased accuracy of 

cokriging over kriging in predicting precipitation in mountainous terrain. Martinez-Cob 

and Cuenca (1992) found contour lines of evapotranspiration rate developed using 

cokriging more closely reflected the elevation features of the climatic region than kriging. 

In addition, the authors found maximum and average estimation error standard deviations 

were lower for cokriging by 20-30%. The authors also found that error maps showed 

cokriging gave more uniform error distributions than kriging. 

Hevesi, Istok, and Flint (1992) compared the effectiveness of geostatistical and 

conventional interpolation methods in predicting average annual precipitation (AAP) in 

mountainous terrain. The authors investigated kriging, cokriging, neighborhood average, 

inverse distance, inverse distance squared, inverse distance cubed, log-linear regression, 

and linear regression. The data used came from 62 precipitation stations in southern 

Nevada and southeastern California. Elevation data were manually recorded from 

1:250,000 scale topographic maps. Interpolation methods were compared using percent 

average estimation error (PAEE), relative mean-square error (RMSE) and standardized 

mean-square error (SMSE). 

PAEE = 2% SZ; (xp) - 2:(%)] 

mi 

RMSE = Tn, 2 Zj (Xk) - 2i(xK) 

where Z; (x;) is the estimated value of precipitation Z; at location x,, z;(x,) is the deleted 

sample value for Z; at xz, m; is the total number of samples deleted, 2; is the sample mean, 

and S* is the sample variance. The authors found that RMSE statistic was the best 

indicator of the estimator accuracy of an interpolator. 
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Among the interpolators which utilized elevation and location to predict 

precipitation, the authors found cokriging gave the best results. Among interpolators 

which used only AAP data, kriging gave the best results. 

Most recently, Daly, Neilson, and Phillips (1994) developed a localized 

precipitation model (PRISM). The authors state that detrended kriging and cokriging can 

not be used to predict precipitation because no overall relationship exists between 

elevation and precipitation. PRISM overcomes this problem by adjusting its frame of 

reference using localized precipitation-DEM elevation relationships. In their paper, the 

authors compared the PRISM model to ordinary kriging, detrended kriging, and cokriging 

with elevation as a covariate. To compare the methods, the authors used minimum 

estimate, maximum estimate, mean estimate, bias, and MAE. 

n 

bias = 23> (P; - O;), 
i=] 

n 

MAE = ?5> |P; - O|| 
i=] 

where P; and QO; are the predicted and observed precipitation for the i" station. The 

PRISM model had the least bias and lowest mean absolute error of the methods 

investigated. The next best estimator was detrended kriging followed by cokriging and 

finally ordinary kriging. 

2.4.3 Soil Properties 

Interpolation of soil properties can be thought of as the converse of precipitation 

mapping. Whereas precipitation is a discontinuous variable typically modeled as 

continuous, soil properties are continuous properties that are often categorized into 

discrete homogeneous blocks in the form of soil maps. The literature reviewed in this 

section show that kriging and cokriging have been applied successfully to predicting soil 

attribute data. Overall, the literature shows that the geostatistical techniques of kriging 

and cokriging provide better estimates of soil properties than techniques such as splining 

and inverse distance weighted averaging. 
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Van Kuilenburg et. al. (1982) compared the accuracy of proximal mapping, inverse 

distanced weighted averaging, and kriging in the estimation of soil moisture capacity. In 

their paper, the authors evaluated and compared the accuracy of the three interpolation 

techniques using soil data from a 2km x 2km square study area in the province of 

Gelderland, Netherlands. The authors compared the three methods using the RMS error 

difference between actual and predicted soil moisture capacity. The authors found the 

RMS error difference between inverse distanced weighted averaging and kriging to be 

negligible. One possible reason cited for the results is that inverse distance weighted 

averaging will weigh clusters of survey points too heavily. Kriging avoids this weakness 

via the semivariogram. In their study, the authors stratified the data, which may account 

for the similarity between the two techniques. 

Dubrule (1983) compared splines and kriging. Dubrule concluded that while 

splines are less computationally intensive and perhaps more visually appealing, kriging 

yielded quantitatively superior results. To compare the two methods, Dubrule split 112 

well depth data points into a fitting and validation set. Estimation errors were then 

calculated for the 30 points in the validation set and compared for each model. Dubrule 

attempted to bridge the gap between splining and kriging by developing a less-than- 

optimal interpolation method which yielded smooth contour lines. Dubrule demonstrates 

that spline interpolation is mathematically equivalent to kriging with a given (generalized) 

covariance. In a similar piece of work, Matheron (1980) demonstrates the relationships 

between spline interpolation, kriging, and cokriging. 

Laslett et. al. (1987) compared global mean, moving window averages, inverse 

squared distance averaging, Akima's interpolator, natural neighborhood, quadratic trend 

surface, Laplacian smoothing splines, and ordinary kriging interpolation methods for 

prediction of soil pH. The authors compared the interpolation methods using prediction 

sums-of-squares, expected prediction sums-of-squares, prediction sums-of-absolute 

deviations, and percentage underestimation. The authors found inverse distance squared 

averaging, Akima's interpolator, and natural neighborhood interpolation performed poorly 

perhaps due to the data's high nugget variance. In cases where the nugget effect is greater 

than measurement error, interpolators can be expected to predict poorly. Kriging, 

Laplacian smoothing splines, and moving averages all performed well. It was concluded 
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that prediction methods which account for spatial correlation of the data predict better 

than methods which assume spatial independence of the data. 

Voltz and Webster (1990) compared ordinary kriging, disjunctive kriging, cubic 

splines, and classification in predicting clay content of topsoil in two regions of contrasting 

physiography. The authors compared the interpolation methods by splitting their data into 

observation and validation data sets. Of 319 data points, 107 points were used in model 

fitting and 212 were used in model validation. The authors were critical of cross 

validation procedures which they claimed gave biased and optimistic results. Each method 

was compared on the basis of mean error (ME), mean square error (MSE), and the mean 

square deviation ration (R) defined as 

ME = 157(3(x)) - 2(%;)} 
i=) 

MSE = 15" 5(x) - 2(xi)}? 

R= Ly>{26K) - 2(%)}7/03 

Where 2(x;) is the measured value at x; and 2(x;) is the predicted value and cz, is 

the theoretical estimation of variance for the prediction of z(x;). The authors found 

kriging performed better than classification where soil characteristics varied gradually. 

Splining was better than kriging in following abrupt changes in soil characteristics. 

Overall, however, splining's performance was poorer than that of kriging. 

2.4.4 Temperature 

Temperature is generally a well-behaved, continuous meteorological variable. 

Unlike precipitation, temperature is less prone to wind effects. Temperature is also 

strongly correlated with elevation. Literature comparing the effectiveness of spatial 

interpolators in predicting temperature indicates that .a regionalized variable such as 

temperature may be well suited to kriging and cokniging. 
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There is increasing interest in global warming resulting from the build-up of certain 

atmospheric gases. In addition, temperature is an important input to spatially explicit 

landscape, regional, and global models. Much interest exists in temperature interpolation 

for global-scale climatology. Legates and Willmont (1990) used 17,986 independent 

terrestrial and 6,955 oceanic grid-point records from 10 sources to compile a global 

climatology of mean monthly surface air temperature. The data were interpolated using a 

weighted averaging method. The authors point out that interpolation methods developed 

for interpolating grid-point values from irregularly-spaced data were designed for small 

spatial scales. At such scales, a planar earth is a reasonable approximation. Willmott et. 

al. (1985) demonstrated that non-trivial interpolation errors arise when such cartesian- 

based methods are used to interpolate at a global scale. At global scales, the interpolation 

method must account for the non-planar nature of the earth. For the regional scales used 

in this dissertation, a planar earth is assumed. 

Robeson (1993) investigated inverse distance weighting, triangular surface 

patches, and smoothing splines in the interpolation of the National Center for Atmospheric 

Research (NCAR) World Monthly Surface Station Climatology data to obtain a terrestrial 

average. Robeson used cross validation to evaluate the interpolation methods and the 

NCAR station network for both air temperature anomalies and raw air temperature. 

Through cross validation, Robeson found that errors are non-trivial and errors resulting 

from interpolation may be as large as estimates of temperature trends over the last 

century. Robeson names a number of possible error sources in historical temperature data 

including: instrument errors, station location errors, urban bias, recording error, and 

network bias. Network bias are errors related to using data from sparse and highly 

irregular spatial and temporal distribution of stations. The network bias mentioned in 

Robeson's work is more a factor in terrestrial average estimation than in regional 

temperature estimates. Since more than 70% of the Earth is covered by water, but only a 

small fraction of the NCAR stations are located on sea-based platforms, there is a land- 

based bias. 

Imperfect spatial and temporal sampling effects (i.e. network bias) on global mean 

estimates may be addressed through sampling design (Madden et al., 1993). The NCAR 

Community Climate Model was used to empirically determine the effects of imperfect 

spatial and temporal sampling on estimates of the model's global-mean surface air 
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temperature. Madden's work shows that errors resulting from temporal effects are 

greatest for data prior to 1950. Calculations done for eight year monthly averages (1982 - 

1987) suggest spatial variances of 2°C? for every month of the year. 

Kriging has been shown to be effective in the spatial modeling and interpolation of 

monthly temperatures in the forested regions of Minnesota (Holdaway, 1994). While the 

author did not compare the effectiveness of other interpolators in predicting temperature, 

she found lake effects were best accounted for using a kriging model with drift. 

Handcock and Wallis (1994) modeled mean temperatures using a method similar 

to kriging. The authors used a Bayesian approach to semivariogram fitting. The authors 

found that mean temperature followed a Gaussian random field. 

Beek (1991) investigated TSA, Thiessen Polygons, moving averages, IDWA, 

Splines, and Kriging to assess the most reliable method for interpolation of daily means of 

sunshine, temperature, relative humidity, windspeed, and precipitation from 200 weather 

stations in the European Community (EC). While no comparative measures were given, 

the author concluded that most meteorological variables can be interpolated satisfactorily 

using IDWA techniques. Precipitation, which has the greatest spatial variability of 

variables studied, was found to be most amenable to Kriging. 

Ishida and Kawashima (1993) compared IDWA, simple kriging, universal kriging 

with two-dimensional drift, and universal kriging with one-dimensional drift in predicting 

surface air temperature in central Japan. In addition, the authors determined the added 

benefit of elevation data using polynomial regression and cokriging. To determine the 

precision of their models, the authors selected and withheld 42 sites from 130 available 

station locations. However, the authors used all 130 stations for fitting their 

semivariograms. The authors wrongly called their technique "cross validation" when in 

fact it was simple data splitting. For their comparative metric, the authors chose mean 

squared predictive error (MSPE) where MSPE = + )>(Zobs - Z")*. The authors found that 
i=l 

values for MSPE varied from 1.6°C? to 6.9°C? for mean monthly temperatures in January 

and 1.0°C? to 2.3°C? in August of 1990. For both cases, polynomial regression was the 
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worst performer while cokriging performed best. The differences between kriging, 

cokriging, and IDWA methods were relatively minor. 

The use of elevation data to improve temperature estimation in mountainous 

terrain is not new. Several authors (Pollak, 1962; Aleman and Garcia, 1974; Pielke and 

Mehring, 1977; Leffler, 1981; Boyer, 1984) have recognized the relationship between 

terrain elevation and temperature and have incorporated this knowledge into improved 

climatological maps. Pielke and Mehring regressed mean monthly temperature (1958 - 

1973) as a function of elevation for portions of Virginia and West Virginia. The authors 

found the strongest correlations between temperature and elevation occurred during the 

summer months, while January had the weakest correlations. Correlations ranged from - 

0.88 to -0.96. Leffler used latitude and summit elevation from eight Appalachian summit 

stations to predict daily and monthly temperature averages. To estimate the accuracy of 

his method, data splitting was used. Boyer developed a model for predicting mean, 

minimum, and maximum daily temperatures in West Virginia using elevation and latitude. 

Data came from 21 weather stations in West Virginia between 1941 and 1970. Stations 

close to urban sites were excluded from the analysis to remove the effects for urban bias. 

Boyer found R? values to be highest for mean and maximum daily values (.78) and lower 

for minimum daily values (.65). Conclusions drawn from these previous efforts are all 

limited by the relative sparseness of the data. 

2.5 Comparison Methodology 

This dissertation compares six interpolation techniques in the prediction of mean, 

maximum, and minimum temperature for two regions. The goal of this comparative effort 

is to determine which interpolator is most effective in predicting a sparsely sampled 

variable such as temperature. Each interpolation technique is compared on the basis of 

prediction sums-of-squares, expected prediction sums-of-squares, and percentage 

underestimation (bias). 
n 

Bias = *%, (Pi - Oi), 
i=] 
n 

MAE = +S IP; - O; 
i=] 
n 

MSE = *> (i - Oi 
i=] 
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Previous comparisons of spatial interpolators differ in their comparison 

methodology. Some comparisons used data splitting where the data were divided into a 

fitting and validation set. Comparisons were then made on the effectiveness of the spatial 

interpolators in predicting at points withheld in the validation data set. Other comparisons 

utilized a technique called cross validation where a single data observation is removed 

from the data set, and the remaining n-1 data points are used to predict at the withheld 

point. 

Cross validation is a statistical method for model selection and quantification of 

model performance. From cross validation, we hope to answer the questions, given a 

selection of candidate models, which is the "best" model, and given a model, what can we 

say about the quality of its future predictions (Myers, 1990). One cross validation method 

is data splitting. In data splitting, the data are divided into a fitting set and a validation set. 

The model fitted using the fitting set is then used to estimate values at known sample sites 

in the validation set. Cross validation proponents cite its effective utilization of data. 

Where data collection are sparse, data splitting may not be feasible. Data splitting is not 

advisable in the case of kriging and cokriging, where the data are used to fit a 

semivariogram, a descriptor of the spatial variability of the data. Reduction of the fitting 

data set may result in a poorly fit semivariogram model. When cross validation is used for 

comparative purposes, rather than for prediction of a interpolator's performance in an 

absolute sense, it is an effective tool. 

Previous comparative efforts comparing kriging and cokriging to other spatial 

interpolators differ in their approach to fitting semivariogram models to the data. Perhaps 

the greatest criticism of the geostatistical techniques of kriging and co-kriging are that the 

semivariograms are subjectively selected and fitted (Philip and Watson, 1986). In light of 

this subjectivity, some have gone as far as calling kriging and cokriging data 

"interpretation" rather than data interpolation (Watson, 1994). It is possible that previous 

comparative efforts which found kriging and cokriging techniques inferior to other 

interpolation methods may have compared models with poorly fit semivariograms. Recent 

improvements in semivariogram modeling have reduced the level of subjectivity associated 

with fitting a semivariogram to a given data set (Pannatier, 1994), 
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2.6 Cross Validation Limitations 

Cross validation, has been criticized as being biased and optimistic (Creutin and 

Obled, 1982). The technique is not without problems and care must be taken when 

interpreting results. In particular, whenever irregularly spaced data are being used, uneven 

spatial weighting can occur. Statistical error measures derived from cross validation (e.g. 

MAE and MSE) are biased towards areas that contain data. That is, error estimates only 

are available at each station. Gridding cross validation errors would remove this bias, but 

would also entail another interpolation with its associated errors. Also, interpretation of 

the error "field" may not be straightforward since error is not necessarily a continuous 

variable. 

Another limitation of cross validation is that it assumes data to be error-free. Ifthe 

data contain errors, statistical measures of interpolation error may be biased (Burt, 1985; 

Morre and Rowland, 1990). The following is a heuristic argument from Robeson (1993) 

using a data model that contains observational error to illustrate the problem. 

Let z; =f, + e; fori = 1 to n where z; is the observed value, /, is the "truth" and e; is 
AN A 

the data error. If we apply an interpolation model f such that f; = 2 (ie, true 

interpolation, passing through the data values), then the difference from truth is: 

Si
n Me
= 

r= NA 42 _ Im 2 
Fi-D = nd & 

i=] 

When cross validation is performed, the error is represented as: 

im 2 s= 30 Gia) [2.61] 
1= 

“A . . 

where s is the mean square error (MSE) and /; is now the cross validation estimate at the 
n 

i point. If the interpolation method is not perfect, then 7, =f, + d; and r = }> d? where 
i=] 

d; is the interpolation error (overprediction gives a positive di) at each data location. 
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Substituting 7. =f, + d, and z; =f; + e; into Equation 2.61 above gives: 

n n n 

s= aL @-ei)P =r- Fide + pe [2.62] 

It can be seen that as a measure of MSE, Equation 2.62 is not simply the 

interpolation error (r), but also contains the covariance of d, and e; as well as the sum of 

the squares of e;. Even with data that contain errors, MSE (or any other error measure) 

still may be useful for comparing interpolation methods, if the s associated with a superior 

model (say s; for Model 1) is less than that of an inferior model ( sz for Model 2). 

The difference s2 and s; can show the usefulness of cross validation in this context: 

s2-S; = 2 -( 2 > dei), -[n -( de; ),] 
i=) i=] 

n n 

os = tan + (G2 dei), - (Go uMei ), [2.63] 
=] 

For S> - Ss; to be greater than zero, 

n n 

12-1 > (2 0de;), - ( noe ), [2.64] 
i=] 

If Model 1 is perfect (1.e., the d are all zero), then the cross validation will show 
n 

the superiority of Model 1 iff r2 > ( 25 deé;),. But, if the data contain errors, it is not 
i=l 

clear whether cross validation will accurately portray the relative merits of each 

interpolation method. 

There is good reason, however, not to dismiss error measure based on cross 

validation. Key issues appear to be (1) the size of the data errors, (2) whether the data 

errors and interpolation errors covary (see Equation 2.62), and (3) that fis never known. 
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Air temperature data are estimated to have unsystematic errors of ~ 0.2 °C while 

systematic errors (e.g. the bias associated with urban effects) of 0.1 - 0.3 °C also may be 
fi 

present (Karl et al., 1991). There is little reason to expect 5~d,e; to be large unless 
i=] 

systematic errors are present. If systematic errors are present, interpolation methods with 

similar performance (i.e. similar d,) would produce similar values for the covariance, 

thereby canceling terms in Equation 2.64. If only unsystematic errors are present, there is 

a case to be made for approximation methods such as smoothing thin-plate splines 

(Wahba, 1981). In the absence of better knowledge of errors, however, the degree to 

which data should be filtered is difficult to determine. 

Since we do not know the specific nature of data errors ( or the errors would be 

removed) and fis never known (if f were known, interpolation would not be necessary), 

the only relevant comparison is to see how close f is z;, not how close i. isto f- In an 

interpolation method 1 is not perfect, then f= z, + d; (rather than 7, = f, + d,), and the cross 

validation error is: 15) ff, - zi)° = 15) d?, the sum of the interpolation errors. 
i=} 1-1 
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3.0 - Research Methodology 

3.1 Overview 

While chapter 2 provided a theoretical and historical overview of the interpolation 

and comparative measures used in this dissertation, this chapter provides a description of 

the comparative analysis performed. The research methodology encompasses data 

preparation, descriptive statistics, interpolation, and comparative measures. Enough detail 

is provided to allow other interested individuals to repeat the analyses outlined in this 

chapter. 

3.2 Data Preparation 

These analyses used National Weather Service data complied and commercially 

available through EarthInfo Inc. (1992) and SNOTEL temperature data, and USGS 3 arc- 

second digital elevation data for both Region 1 and Region 2. As stated earlier, the two 

regions were selected on the density of NWS and SNOTEL weather monitoring stations. 

Region 1 is located in the upper piedmont and Southern Appalachian region of the eastern 

United States at 34 to 37 degrees North latitude and 80 to 85 degrees West longitude. 

Region 1 encompasses portions of the states of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 

and Georgia. There are 146 NWS stations in Region 1. Region 2 is located at 39 to 43 

degrees North latitude and 109 to 113 degrees West longitude in the states of Idaho, Utah 

and Wyoming. In Region 2 there are 232 NWS and 77 SNOTEL stations. 

The NWS data were read from the EarthInfo CD-ROM and then filtered using 

dBaselV software. The SNOTEL data were downloaded via modem access and 

converted from their ASCII file format into dBaseIV format. This conversion was 

necessary for the filtering and creation of the data sets used in this comparative analysis. 

SNOTEL data are in a different format from NWS data. In addition, SNOTEL data are 

record in degrees Celsius where NWS data are recorded in degrees Fahrenheit. All 

SNOTEL temperature readings were converted to degrees Fahrenheit and reformatted to 

conform to the NWS data format. 
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The NWS data is known to have erroneous daily values resulting from errors in 

data-entry, data-recording, and data-formatting errors (Reek, Doty, and Owen, 1992). In 

their paper, Reek et. al. propose a deterministic approach for the removal of these 

systematic errors. Since 1991, NCDC has implemented the approach proposed by Reek 

et. al. The pilot program entitled Validation of Historical Daily Data (ValHiDD) was 

designed to improve upon an older quality assurance program called Geographical Edit 

and Analysis (GEA) NCDC estimates that errors in its historical data are small, in the area 

of .05% or less. In addition, most errors associated with NWS data are associated with 

older (pre 1960) temperature readings. As this research only deals with recent (1980 - 

1990) data, the data can be assumed to be relatively error free. In addition, since all 

interpolation methods used the same 60 data sets, any errors in the data will apply across 

all interpolation methods. Hence, the conclusions of a comparative analysis would not be 

affected. 

Missing data were handled differently depending on the temporal scale. For 10 

year means, missing monthly means were averaged from adjacent months. A given 

weather station could have as many as two months missing out of any given year and still 

be included in the 10 year mean. In cases where monthly averages were missing, the first 

recourse of action was to attempt to calculate the monthly average from daily data. If 20 

or more days were not missing for that given month, the average would be calculated and 

used as the monthly average. Typically, certain stations were prone to missing data. This 

data averaging was necessary to ensure an adequate number of stations for the 10 year 

mean. Even with data averaging, nearly one third of candidate stations within the test 

region were dropped from this analysis due to missing data. For seasonal means, missing 

monthly averages were calculated from daily averages when there were 20 or more daily 

temperature available. For daily temperature values, stations with missing data were 

excluded from the analysis. 

Table 3.2-1 shows the 60 data sets created. As some interpolation methods 

required slightly different input data sets, the ASCII files created were modified to meet 

the specific needs of each interpolation method. In addition, the summary statistics 

discussed in section 3.3 were developed for all 60 data sets using SAS™ software. Other 

spreadsheet software packages such as Borland's® Quattro Pro 6.0 and Microsoft's® Excel 

were also used in data preparation and examination. 
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Region | Temperature Temporal Scale 

1&2 | Tmax & Tmin | 10 Year Mean (1980-1989) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Winter (1990) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Spring (1990) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Summer (1990) 

1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Fall (1990) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Daily (1-18-90) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Daily (3-4-90) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Daily (5-24-90) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Daily (6-17-90) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Daily (8-31-90) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Daily (9-4-90) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Daily (9-28-90) 

1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Daily (10-13-90) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Daily (11-8-90) 
1&2 | Tmax & Tmin Daily (12-20-90)     
  

Table 3.2-1 ASCII Data Files Created 

  
3.3 Descriptive Statistics 

Univariate and multivariate descriptive statistics may be placed into four 

categories: measures of location, spread, shape, and correlation. Exploratory data analysis 

(EDA), which encompasses descriptive statistics, is an important precursor to spatial 

interpolation and should be performed on a data set prior to any further analyses. 

3.3.1 Measures of Location 

Measures of location include the mean, median, mode, sample minimum, and 

sample maximum. While these measures of location are understood as important in 

univariate statistics, they are equally important in the spatial realm. These measures are 

important in that they further are understanding of the data. Mathematical expressions for 

these measures are as follows: 

il Mean 

S
i
e
 

Xj 
i=] 
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Median = Xm if n is odd 

(xa+x24)) +2 if n is even 

Mode the value which occurs most frequently 

3.3.2 Measures of Spread 

Measures of spread are concerned with the variability of the data and include the 

variance o” and standard deviation c. The mathematical expression for the variance is: 

Variance (x; - x)* 
j 

i 

3 
I 

n 

! 

3.3.3 Measures of Shape 

Measures of shape include the coefficient of skewness and the coefficient of 

variation. Measures of shape are useful in determining the possible bi-modal nature of the 

data where the data may result from more than one distribution. The coefficient of 

skewness shows whether the data are distributed evenly about the mean or whether the 

data are skewed. If the coefficient of skewness is greater than zero, the distribution is 

skewed to the left. If the coefficient of skewness is less than zero, the distribution is 

skewed right. If the coefficient of skewness is exactly zero, the distribution is symmetric 

about the mean. The coefficient of variation (CV) is the ratio of the standard deviation to 

the mean. If the CV is greater than one, it indicates a large variance relative to the mean. 

The mathematic expressions for these measures of shape are: 

Ly (x; - x)? 
i=] 

Coefficient of skewness = a 

Coefficient of variation = 

ma
la
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3.3.4 Measures of Correlation 

Measures of correlation include multivariate statistics such as the correlation 

coefficient. The correlation coefficient describes the relationship between two variables. 

The higher the correlation between two variables, the stronger the relationship. The 

correlation coefficient may vary between -1 and 1. A correlation of -1 indicates a perfect 

inverse relationship between two variables. A correlation of zero indicates that the two 

variables are not related. The mathematical expression for the correlation coefficient is: 

1D - X)i - Y) 

p xy Oxy 
Correlation coefficient 

3.4 Interpolation Methods 

3.4.1 Inverse Distance Squared (3) 

Both inverse distance squared ( #) and the optimal inverse distance averaging (sm) 

techniques were coded in a single program named INVOPT.FOR using FORTRAN 

language. The program accepts ASCII input files containing the X and Y coordinates and 

temperature values in column format. A parameter file dictates the interpolation region 

and the resulting grid density. The program automatically calculates the cross validation 

metrics and creates output files for both inverse distance squared averaging, and the 

optimal inverse distance weighted averaging methods. The program code for 

INVOPT.FOR is contained in Appendix A. 

The equation used for a is: 
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Z is the interpolated grid node value; 

Z; is the neighboring data point; 

hj is the distance between the grid node and the data point; and 
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The equation used for (353) is: 
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is the interpolated grid node value; 
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is the neighboring data point; 

is the distance between the grid node and the data point; and 

D
F
 

is the power parameter chosen on the basis of minmum MAE 

3.4.2 Cubic Splining 

Two splining routines were chosen and modified to generate the cross validation 

metrics of bias, MAE, and MSE used in this dissertation. The first method, known as 

Akima's interpolator (Akima, 1978), is a bivariate interpolation and smooth surface fitting 

algorithm for irregularly distributed data points. Akima's interpolator was investigated 

due to its ease of modification. The algorithm (No. 526) was readily available from ACM 

Transactions on Mathematical Software. Unfortunately, Akima's interpolator performs 

poorly with sparse data and was not chosen for comparative analysis due to its poor 

performance in other comparisons (Laslett et. al., 1987). In addition, Akima's interpolator 

is a rather complicated algorithm and was rather slow on an Intel 486 66Mhz PC. Since 

the splining method would have to iteratively run n-times to develop cross validation 

statistics, it was decided to use a more simple method. 

The second method modified and investigated was a bicubic splining algorithm for 

interpolating irregularly spaced data using the difference equations for minimum curvature 

(Swain, 1976). Swain's algorithm is much more simple than Akima's approach and it's 

performance was on a par with Akima's method or better. Swain's method is an iterative 

approach to minimum curvature surface fitting wntten in FORTRAN 66 code. The 

FORTRAN code was updated to FORTRAN 77 standards and then modified to calculate 

the cross validation statistics. The modified program calculates the interpolated value at a 
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point n using the n-1 remaining data points. This procedure is repeated n-times. The 

modified splining code is given in Appendix B. 

3.4.3 Third-Order Trend Surface 

The third-order trend surface was fit using the REG procedure in SAS™ version 

6.08 (SAS Institute 1990). Temperature was fitted to a third order polynomial for all 60 

data sets using the following relationship between temperature and the X and Y 

coordinates: 

Temp = b + by X + by Y + b3X? + bs Y? + bs XY + be X? + b7Y? + bg X?Y + bg XY? 

To obtain the surface resulting from the fitted 3rd order polynomial, a simple 

FORTRAN program was written which creates an ASCII input file to Surfer™ for a 

given polynomial. The fitting using SAS and the creation of input files using the 

FORTRAN program was repeated for all 60 data sets. 

3.4.4 Polynomial Regression 

The polynomial regression was accomplished using the REG procedure in SAS™ 

version 6.08. The technique uses a model selection procedure where the model with the 

minimum Mallows Cp statistic was chosen. Temperature was fitted to a third order 

polynomial for all 60 data sets using the following relationship between temperature and 

the X, Y, and Z coordinates: 

Temp = b + b) X + by Y + b3X? + by Y? + bs XY + bg X? + b7Y? + bgX?Y + boXY* +Z 

To obtain the surface resulting from the model chosen on the basis of minimum Cp 

statistic, a simple FORTRAN program was written which creates an ASCII input file to 

Surfer™ for a given polynomial expression. Once the model with minimum Cp was 

found, SAS was run again to determine the regressor variable parameters using ordinary 

least squares. This model was then coded into the simple FORTRAN program. The 

fitting using SAS and the creation of input files using the FORTRAN program was 

repeated for all 60 data sets. 
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3.4.5 Kriging 

Kriging was performed using GSLIB (Deutsch & Journel 1992) software. The 

variogram fitting and modeling was performed using VARIOWIN 2.1 (Pannatier 1994) 

software. Crossvalidation statistics were obtained using GSLIB crossvalidation software. 

Resulting knged surfaces were observed using SURFER software. GSLIB and 

VARIOWIN software are public domain packages which may be obtained from a number 

of sources including the University of Lausanne's Web site in Switzerland 

(ftp://ulimin 1 .unil.ch/pub/geostat/index.html). 

Prior to variogram modeling, the data were converted to ASCII files conforming 

to the Geo-EAS format (Englund & Sparks 1991). The Geo-EAS data format is a 

convenient standard because it is also used by the GSLIB software series. The format is 

as follows: 

Line 1 file name or title. 

Line 2 number of variables (nvar) 

Line 3 variable name for first variable 

Line nvar variable name for last variable 

The rest of the file contains the data in column format separated by blanks or tabs. The 

end of the data file is indicated by the End of File (EOF) character. 

Once the data are in the Geo-EAS format, they can be read into VARIOWIN's 

PREVAR2D program which creates a pair-wise comparison file (PCF). The construction 

of the PCF is a precursor to variogram modeling using VARIO2D. The PCF contains all 

data pairs of lag distance h and multiples of h. Once the PCF has been created, it can then 

be read into VARIO2D for variogram fitting. The first step in variogram fitting is 

determination of anisotropy using a variogram surface. If the variogram surface is circular 

in nature, then the spatial correlation depends only on the magnitude of h, the lag distance. 

In such cases, the data are said to be isotropic. If the variogram surface is more elliptical, 
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then the data are anisotropic and the correlation depends on the magnitude and direction 

of the lag distance h. 

Figure 3.4.5-1 shows a variogram surface for Region 1 10 year mean maximum 

temperature. The figure clearly shows the isotropic nature of the data. The surface is 

circular in nature with the semivariance increasing as one moves from the center of the 

surface towards the edge. When the data isotropic, then only a single omni-directional 

experimental semivariogram is needed. 
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Figure 3.4.5-1 Variogram surface for Region 1 10 year mean maximum temperature. 
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If the data are anisotropic, then two experimental semivariograms, each 

corresponding to the major and minor axis of an ellipse are required. For the given data, 

two semivariograms (one for each direction) must be fitted to characterize the anisotropy. 

Figure 3.4.5-2 shows a variogram surface for Region 1 10 year mean minimum 

temperature. The figure clearly shows the anisotropic nature of the data. The surface is 

elliptical in nature with the major axis along 45 degrees and the minor axis along 135 

degrees. For the given data, it can be seen that the data are more highly correlated along 

the 45 - 225 degree axis and less correlated along the 135 - 315 degree axis. 
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Figure 3.4.5-2 Variogram surface for Region 1 10 year mean minimum temperature. 
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Prior to creation and selection of candidate directional semivariogram models, the 

lag distance must be determined. Figure 3.4.5-3 shows the effects of lag distance on the 

shape of the experimental semivariogram. The experimental semivariograms shown are 

from Region 1, 10 year mean maximum temperature. Within VARIO2D, the lag distance 

can be changed to create the smoothest experimental semivariogram. The best 

experimental semivariogram(s) is then saved for use by the program MODEL. It can be 

seen that a lag distance close to .19 or .21 would be best for the given data. The slight 

rise at the lag distances less than 0.10 is indicative of a large nugget variance. 

Once the most appropriate lag distance is selected, the variogram file is exported 

from VARIO2D and imported into MODEL. The software program MODEL reads in the 

variogram file created by VARIO2D. MODEL allows the user to select an experimental 

semivariogram, select from among semivariogram model forms, and then adjust the 

nugget, range, and sill values to accomplish the best fit. The fit is quantified using a 

indicative goodness of fit (IGF) equation as follows: 

or = eS men a | 
k=1 i-0 =P; 

ro 

N = number of directional variogram measures used for the model 

nx = number of lag for the k"™ variogram measure 

P; = number of pair for lag i 

h; = mean distance for lag 1 

hmax, = maximum distance for the k"" variogram measure 

7; = experimental variogram measure for lag 1 

7; = modeled variogram measure for the mean distance of lag 1 

o? = variance of the data for the semivariogram and the non ergodic 

covariance 
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Figure 3.4.5-3 The effects of lag distance on semivariogram shape 
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An IGF close to zero indicates a good fit. Since it is a standardized measure of fit, 

its value is comparable from one modeling session to another allowing the user to 

numerically check how well his models fit the experimental measures. 

While there is no one optimal way to fit semivariograms, I found adjusting the sill 

value to the apriori covariance and then adjusting the range value until the IGF value stops 

decreasing produced consistently good results. Then, the sill and range values were 

iteratively adjusted to obtain the best fit. This procedure was then repeated for each 

model form. The model with lowest IGF was then selected and exported to GSLIB. 

Figures 3.4.5-4 and 3.4.5-5 show the experimental semivariograms and the best models 

fitted for each of the two directions (45 and 135 degrees) for Region 1 mean minimum 

temperature. The spherical model form was chosen above the exponential, and Gaussian 

models on the basis of IGF. Once a model is selected, then the model parameters can be 

exported to GSLIB. 

The file shown below is an input parameter file for OKB2D, the GSLIB kriging 

module. The parameters are for Region 1, 10 year average minimum temperature. The 

last three lines of the file are the optimal model parameters chosen by minimum IGF taken 

from the program MODEL. Note that the data are anisotropic with two nested structures, 

one in direction 45, the other in direction 315. 

Parameters for OKB2D 
kaekkkkkk keke kke kk khkkkkk 

START OF PARAMETERS: 

riminldQ.dat \data file 
5 4 3 \columns for x,y, and variable 

~1.0e21 1.0e21 \data trimming limits 
riminl0.out \output File of Kriged Results 
9) \debugging level: 0,1,2,3 
rlminl0.dbg \output file for debugging 
150 -85 .02 \nx, xmn, xsiz 
250 34 .02 \ny, ymn, ysiz 
1 1 \x and y block discretization 
4 32 \min and max data for kriging 
4 \maximum search radius 
2 0 \nst, nugget 
1 2 11 45 1 \it, aa, cc, angl, anis 

1 0.924 11 #315 1 \it, aa, cc, angl, anis 
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Figure 3.4.5-4 Anisotropic experimental semivariograms 
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Figure 3.4.5-5 Best models for anisotropic semivariograms based on IGF 
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For isotropic data, the kriging process is less complicated. Only a single model 

needs to be fitted to the experimental semivariogram. Figure 3.4.5-6 below shows the 

model fitted to the onmi-directional experimental semivariogram for Region 1 10 year 

mean maximum temperature. As with the anisotropic data, the best model was selected 

from candidate models based on IGF. 

Variable : TEMP | IGF : 2.7755e-02 
Gamma (h) : 3.36 + 8.88*Sph 1.496 (h) 

Dir.(1) : 0 | anis.(1) : 14 

Omnidirectional 
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Figure 3.4.5-6 Best model for an isotropic semivariogram based on IGF 

GSLIB contains a number of geostatistical programs including OKB2DM, the 

ordinary two-dimensional kriging program and XVOK2DM, a _ two-dimensional 

crossvalidation routine. Each GSLIB program uses an ASCII parameter file which acts as 

program control. The MODEL *.mod output file contains model statements which may 

be cut and pasted directly into the GSLIB *.par file. Kriging is then accomplished using 

OKB2DM. Crossvalidation statistics are obtained using XVOK2DM. Then, the GSLIB 

output is converted to an ASCII SURFER input file using a simple program I created 

called GS2GRD. Once in its final format, the file may be viewed and printed using 

SURFER. The entire kriging process is outline in Figure 3.4.5-5 
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The file below is another input parameter file for OKB2D, the GSLIB kriging module. 

The parameters are for Region 1 10 year average maximum temperature. Note that the 

data are isotropic with direction 0. The last two lines in the file contain the optimal 

kriging parameters exported from the program MODEL. 

START OF PARAMETERS: 
rimaxl10.dat 

5 4 3 

-1.0e21 1.0e21 

rlmax10.out 

0 

rlmaxl10.dbg 
150 -85 .02 

250 34 .02 

1 1 
4 32 
4 
1 3.36 
1 1.496 8.88 0 

Parameters for OKB2D 
kKkkkkKkKkkekkkkkkkkkkkk 

\data file 
\columns for x,y, and variable 
\data trimming limits 
\output File of Kriged Results 
\debugging level: 0,1,2,3 
\output file for debugging 
\nx, xmn, xsiz 
\ny, ymn, ysiz 
\x and y block discretization 
\min and max data for kriging 
\maximum search radius 
\nst, nugget 
\it, aa, cc, angl, anis: structure 1 
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3.4.6 Cokriging 

Cokriging was performed using GSLIB software. Like kriging in section 3.4.5 

above, the variogram fitting and modeling was performed using VARIOWIN 2.1 

software. Crossvalidation statistics were not obtained for cokriging as GSLIB does not 

contain cokriging crossvalidation software. Resulting cokriged surfaces were observed 

using SURFER software. 

As with kriging, cokriging used data in Geo-EAS data format. The pair-wise 

comparison file created for kriging may also be used for cokriging provided the covariate, 

elevation, is contained in the Geo-EAS data file. Like in kriging above, the first step in 

variogram fitting is determination of anisotropy using a variogram surface. Unlike kriging, 

cokriging entails fitting one semivariogram for temperature, one for elevation, and one 

cross-semivariogram between elevation and temperature. The semivariogram for 

temperature has already be fit for kriging in section 3.4.5 above, so cokriging only requires 

the additional fitting of the elevation semivariogram and the cross-semivariogram. 

To illustrate cokriging, the anisotropic data from Region 1, 10 year minimum 

temperature will be used. The variogram surface for elevation is shown in figure 3.4.6-2. 

The cross-semivariogram surface for temperature and elevation is shown in figure 3.4.6-3. 

As with kriging, the lag distances were varied within the program VARIOWIN 2.1. The 

most appropriate experimental semivariogram for elevation and experimental cross- 

semivariogram for temperature and elevation were then exported to the program 

MODEL. Using the IGF, candidate semivariograms were modeled for both directions for 

elevation. Likewise, candidate cross variograms were models for both directions for 

temperature and elevation. The model parameters were then exported for inclusion in the 

GSLIB parameter file for cokriging. 

One drawback to cokriging is the restriction placed on parameter selection by the 

requirement that kriging system of equations has a unique solution if and only if the 

semivariogram models are strictly positive definite (David, 1977; Journel and Huijbregts, 

1978). The cokriging parameter file in figure 3.4.6-1 on the following page will be used 

to illustrate the restriction effects on parameter selection. 
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Parameters for COKB3D 
kaekkkkkkkkkkkekkkekkKekk 

START OF PARAMETERS: 

rlminl0.dat \data file 
2 \number of variables primarytoth 
3 2 0 5 4 \columns for x,y,z and variables 

-100 1.0e21 \data trimming limits 
2 \ktype (0=SK,1=OK, 2=OK-trad) 

45.38 428.906 0.00 0.00 \mean(i),i=l,nvar 
rilminl0.out \output file for kriging results 
1 \debugging level: 0,1,2,3 
rilminl0O.dbg \output file for debugging 
100 -85.00 0.05 \nx, xmn, xSiz 
60 34.00 0.05 \ny, ymn, ysiz 

1 0.0 1.0 \nz,zmn, zsiz 
1 1 1 \x, y, and z block discret 
1 12 12 \min, max primary, max secondary 
4.0 4.0 \maximum search radius: prim,sec 

1 1 \semivariogram for "i" and "j" 
2 0.01 inst, nugget 

*1 1 2.000 11 :it, aa, cc structure 1 

45 0 011 \angl,ang2,ang3,anisl,anis2: 

*2 1 0.924 11 sit, aa, cc structure 2 

3150 011 \angl,ang2,ang3,anisl,anis2: 

1 2 \semivariogram for "i" and "3" 
2 0.00 \number of structures, nugget 

*3 1 2.000 -2100 :it, aa, cc structure 1l 

45 0 011 \angl,ang2,ang3,anisl,anis2: 

wa 1 0.924 -2100 :it, aa, cc structure 2 

315 0 0.0 1.01.0 \ angl,ang2,ang3,anisl,anis2: 
2 2 \semivariogram for "i" and "j" 
2 0.01 \number of structures, nugget 

*5 1 2.000 720000 \it,aa,cc: structure 1 

45 0 011 \angl,ang2,ang3,anisl,anis2: 

*§ 1 0.924 720000 :it, aa, cc structure 2 

315 0 0.0 1.0 1.0 \angl,ang2,ang3,anisl,anis2: 

Figure 3.4.6-1 Cokriging parameter file 

For the following example, the subscripts correspond to the bold row numbers in 

figure 3.4.6-1 above. In practice, cokriging with GSLIB requires the user to have 

identical range values, (aa; = aa3 = aas) for the first structure and for the second structure 

(aaz = aay = aag). That is, the range values for temperature, elevation, and temperature- 

elevation must be the same for each direction. Also the cross product of the sill values, 

cc; *cs - (cc3)* and ccy*ccg - (cc4)* must be positive for the linear model of 

coregionalization to be positive definite. If the model is not positive definite, it may lead 

to many singular matrices and unestimated points. As with the sill values, the cross 
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product of the nugget variances must also be positive for the linear model of 

coregionalization to be positive definite (nugget;*nuggets - (nugget3)* > 0) and 

(nugget, *nuggets - (nugget,)* > 0). As with the sill values, if the linear model of 

coregionalization is not positive definite, it may lead to many singular matrices and 

unestimated points. For this example, the sill values are equal for each direction for 

temperature, elevation, and temperature-elevation (cc; = cc2, cc3 = CC4, and ccs = CC¢). 

Equal sill values for each direction is not a restriction for cokriging. 

As with kriging, if the data are isotropic, then only a single onmi-directional 

experimental semivariogram is needed. If the data are anisotropic, then two experimental 

semivariograms, each corresponding to the major and minor axis of an ellipse, are 

required. It can be seen in the surface variogram for elevation (figure 3.4.6-2) and surface 

cross-semivariogram for temperature-elevation (figure 3.4.6-3) that the data are 

anisotropic in nature. Within VARIO2D, the lag distance is varied to yield the smoothest 

experimental semivariogram and _ cross-semivariogram. The best experimental 

semivariogram(s) and cross-semivariogram(s) are then saved for use by MODEL. 

As with kriging, semivariogram and _ cross-semivariogram modeling was 

accomplished using the software program MODEL. Setting the sill value to the apriori 

covariance and then adjusting the range value until the IGF value stopped decreasing 

produced consistently good results. Then, the sill and range values were iteratively 

adjusted to obtain the best fit. This procedure was then repeated for each model form. 

The model with lowest IGF was then selected and exported to GSLIB. This procedure 

was performed for both the elevation semivariogram and the elevation and temperature 

cross-semivariogram. 

As with kriging, the GSLIB output is converted to an ASCII SURFER input file 

using GS2GRD. Once in its final format, the file may be viewed and printed using 

SURFER. Figure 3.4.6-4 provides a flow diagram of the cokriging process used in this 

dissertation for all 60 data sets. 
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Figure 3.4.6-2 Semivariogram Surface (elevation) 
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Figure 3.4.6-3 Cross-semivariogram Surface (temperature - elevation) 
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3.4.8 Lapse Rate Method 

The lapse rate method uses the relationship between temperature and elevation for a 

region to estimate temperatures at unsampled sites. The lapse rate method uses the 

temperature value of the nearest weather station and the difference in elevation to estimate 

temperature at the unsampled site. To estimate temperature at an unsampled site, the 

difference in elevation is multiplied by the lapse rate and the subsequent number is added 

to or subtracted from the weather station temperature to yield the site temperature. For 

given data set, the lapse rate is calculated by regressing temperature against elevation. 

Thus, the relative change in temperature for a given change in elevation can be 

determined. The lapse rate method was coded in FORTRAN language. A program listing 

of LAPSE.FOR is located in Appendix C. The program LAPSE.FOR reads an ASCII 

data file and parameter file, and then calculates the cross validation statistics by computing 

the interpolated values at a data point using n-] remaining data points. This procedure is 

repeated n-times. LAPSE.FOR creates a user defined grid readable by Surfer™. 

3.5 Comparative Measures 

Each interpolation technique is compared on the basis of prediction sums-of- 

squares, expected prediction sums-of-squares, and percentage underestimation (bias). 

Because the true temperature surface is not known, cross validation is used to compare 

the relative effectiveness of each interpolation method. While kriging provides 

crossvalidation statistics as a matter of course, the other interpolation methods (excepting 

cokriging) had to be modified to yield the following comparative measures. 

Bias = > (P; - Oj), 

i=] 

MAE = 7 |P; - O;| 

MSE = > (P; - 0; 
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3.6 Research Flow 

The following figure shows the research flow for this dissertation effort. 
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4.0 Ten Year Mean Max and Min Temperature 

4.1 Overview 

Chapter 4 provides results from the interpolation of maximum and minimum 10 

year mean temperatures for Region 1 and Region 2 for all eight spatial interpolation 

techniques. Summary statistics for the data are presented as well as interpolation results. 

Interpolation techniques are ranked by mean absolute error (MAE). Temperature contour 

maps for all eight interpolation methods for Region 1 and Region 2 maximum and 

minimum mean temperature are also given. 

4.2 Region 1 

Region 1 is an interesting study region as it encompasses temperate and 

subtropical climatic zones. In addition, within Region 1 Trewartha (1981) designates 

three rainfall regime regions: the Ohio transition, sub-tropical transition, and sub-tropical 

oceanic. Within Region 1, elevation ranges from 128 to 5961 feet. Elevations for the 146 

NWS stations range from 140 to 5300 feet. The stations elevations, therefore, are 

representative of the regional elevations. A look at the NWS station locations for Region 

! in figure 1.3-3 shows a well dispersed collection network with little clustering around 

population centers. A well dispersed collection network should be relatively free from the 

effects of urban bias. Using data averaging technique outlined in chapter 3, only 14 

candidate stations within Region 1 were dropped from this analysis due to missing data. 

4.2.1 Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics for measures of location, spread, shape, and correlation were 

developed for the 10 year mean minimum and maximum data for Region 1. Table 4.2.2-1 

for Region 1 shows mean maximum temperature were more highly correlated with 

elevation than mean minimum temperature. In addition, the mean maximum temperatures 

are more variable. The range of temperatures for mean maximum temperature was 

21.7°F, while the range for mean minimum temperature was more narrow at 13.6°F. A 
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comparison of lapse rates shows temperature decreased more rapidly as elevation was 

increased for mean maximum temperature than for mean minimum temperature. 

  

10 Yr. Minimum 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Statistic | 10 Yr. Maximum 

mean 68.95°F 45.20°F 

median 69.16°F 45.35°F 

mode 68.97°F 42.62°F 
variance 12.04°F? 10.74°F? 

minimum 53.58°F 38.21°F 
maximum 75.29°F 51.88°F 

skewness -1.28°F -0.19°F 

lapse rate | -0.0036°F/feet -0.00291°F/feet 
corr. 0.91 0.76 

n 133 132       

Table 4.2.1-1 Descriptive statistics for Region 1 ten year average temperature 

4.2.2 Interpolation 

Using the research methodology outlined in section 3.0, the data for Region | ten 

year average maximum temperature were interpolated using all eight interpolation 

methods. Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective 

summary statistics are given below. The cross validation statistics of bias, MAE, and 

MSE are not given for cokriging as the method's long calculation times made this 

unfeasible given the available computer resources. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.23 2.13 11.27 54.39 75.84 68.79 

a ~0.29 1.54 4.64 58.53 74.85 69.10 

re 0.24 1.40 4.36 54.10 75.28 69.22 
TSA 0.00 1.76 6.41 69.97 76.39 69.14 

Regression 0.00 0.75 0.85 55.69 74.90 68.88 

Splining 0.15 1.88 7.61 57.19 75.25 69.45 

Kriging ~0.04 1.45 4.58 56.29 74.71 68.92 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 58.03 76.36 70.37 
  

Table 4.2.2-1 Interpolation of Region 1 ten year average maximum temperature 
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The "best" interpolation method, based on MAE, can be seen as the regression 

method where a third-order polynomial equation was fitted against longitude, latitude, and 

elevation to predict temperature. The best model among candidate regression models was 

chosen on the basis of minimum Mallow's Cp statistic. Semivariogram modeling of 

Region 1 maximum mean temperature showed that data are isotropic in nature. Based on 

MAE, kriging performed "worse" than optimal inverse distance averaging (ODA) where 

the power parameter is chosen on the basis on mintmum MAE. The lapse rate method had 

the highest MAE and the second highest bias of the seven methods tested. Cross 

validation statistics, however, may be biased against a method such as the lapse rate which 

is based on choosing a weather station closest to the interpolated point. TSA was least 

representative of the original temperature of the data. TSA's minimum and maximum 

interpolated temperatures of 69.97°F and 76.39°F are more narrow than the 53.58°F to 

75.30°F range of the original data. Cokriging, had an interpolated range of 58.03°F to 

76.36°F which was also more narrow than the original data. Figure 4.2.2-1 provides a 

visual comparison of all seven spatial interpolation methods. 

Visually, the regression method appears most plausible, followed by the lapse rate 

method. The regression method has smoother contour lines than the lapse rate method, 

which has a greater sensitivity to individual station values. The cokriging method is 

somewhat similar in appearance to the regression and lapse rate methods, but has 

implausible circular patterns centered on station locations. All three aforementioned 

methods utilize elevation in their calculation of temperature. 

Of the methods which do not utilize elevation as ancillary information, kriging, 

splining, and optimal inverse averaging show temperature patterns nearest expectations. 

Visually, splining appears most similar to kriging. This similarity is interesting in light of 

the mathematical similarities between splining and kriging outlined in section 2.3.5. TSA, 

which fitted a third order trend surface to longitude and latitude, appears to capture only 

broad regional trends. Where these regional trends are of interest, TSA may be an 

appropriate interpolation method. 
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Figure 4.2.2-1 Spatial Interpolation Methods for Region 1 Tmax 10 Year Mean 
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Data for Region 1 ten year minimum mean temperature were interpolated using all 

eight interpolation methods. Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and 

their respective summary statistics are given below. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F) | Min Temp (F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.04 2.71 12.93 29.32. 53.14 44.98 
+ 0.21 1.70 4.58 39.02 51.68 45.30 

six -0.17 1.57 4.04 38.42 51.78 45.39 
TSA 0.00 1.78 4.99 40.48 51.85 45.39 

Regression | 0.00 1.39 2.93 35.53 51.25 45.01 
Splining 0.11 2.18 7.64 37.92 55.57 45.52 
Kriging -0.05 1.54 4.02 39.22 51.16 45.16 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 38.37 53.23 46.21             
  

Table 4.2.2-2 Interpolation of Region 1 ten year average minimum temperature 

As with mean maximum temperature, the regression method had the lowest MAE. 

Kriging and ODA follow as second and third. Semivariogram modeling of Region 1 

minimum mean temperature showed that data are anisotropic in nature. The surface 

semivariogram showed stronger correlations along the 45 - 225 degree axis. Interestingly, 

based on MAE, kriging performed better than ODA where the power parameter is chosen 

on the basis on minimum MAE. It may be that when the data are anisotropic in nature, 

kriging is preferred over ODA. Unlike mean maximum temperature, kriging and splining 

are not similar in appearance. The lapse rate method had the highest MAE of the seven 

methods tested. The lapse rate method had interpolated minimum and maximum 

temperatures of 29.32°F and 53.14°F. The interpolated minimum is far below the 

observed data minimum of 38.21°F. Because the station elevations are representative of 

the elevations which exist in Region 1, one would expect the interpolated temperature 

range to correspond to the observed temperature range. Figure 4.2.2-2 provides a visual 

comparison of all eight spatial interpolation methods. 
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Visually, the regression method appears most plausible followed by the lapse rate 

method. As with mean maximum temperature, cokriging is dominated by circular patterns 

centered on station locations.. Despite repeated attempts, the cokriging result for mean 

minimum temperature was the best surface that could be generated. Due to the 

restrictions cokriging places on semivariograms for positive definiteness, it may be that 

cokriging with anisotropic data may be less than optimal. Of the methods which did not 

utilize elevation as ancillary information, kriging and optimal inverse averaging show 

temperature patterns nearest expectations. Given that kriging does not use ancillary 

elevation information, the contour plot in Figure 4.2.2-2 is quite acceptable. Again, TSA 

can be seen to capture only broad North - South regional trends in temperature. 

4.2.3 Comparison and Ranking 

Mean maximum temperature had a smaller MAE than mean minimum temperature 

for Region 1. The average MAE for maximum temperature was 1.56°F and the average 

MAE for minimum temperature being 1.84°F. All interpolation methods investigated 

managed to capture the range of temperatures inherent in the data in their output. Table 

4.2.3-1 shows similar rank order for the interpolation methods tested, the one difference 

being the rank order of ODA and kriging for mean maximum and minimum temperature. 

This difference may be due to the anisotropic nature of the mean minimum temperature 

data. Visually, polynomial regression using elevation, latitude, and longitude provided the 

best results. The cross validation statistics support the visual results with regression 

having the lowest MAE and least bias for both maximum and minimum temperature. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Method | 10 yr tmax | 10 yr tmin 

Lapse Rate 7 7 

a 4 4 

- 2 3 
TSA 5 5 

Regression 1 1 

Splining 6 6 

Kriging 3 2 

Cokriging | not ranked | not ranked     
Table 4.2.3-1 Region 1 interpolation methods ranked by MAE 
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4.3 Region 2 

Region 2 represents a sharp contrast to Region 1. Region 2 station elevations are 

not representative of regional elevations. Within Region 2, elevation ranged from 4,020 to 

11,894 feet with an average elevation of 6,545 feet. Station elevations ranged from 4,070 

to 8,740 feet with an average station elevation of 5,430. Clearly, higher elevations are not 

represented by the station network. Given the disparity between the station elevation 

average and the regional elevation average, any regional-mean calculated would be biased 

upwards. In addition, stations are not as well dispersed in Region 2 as they were in 

Region I. A look at the NWS and SNOTEL station networks for Region 2 in figures 1.3- 

4 and 1.3-5 shows a sparse collection network with much data clustering around 

population centers. Such clustering may result in urban bias. 

Even with the data averaging techniques outlined in chapter 3, 197 of 309 

candidate stations within Region 1 were dropped from this analysis due to missing data. 

While this sounds disturbing, it should be noted that only 148 of the 232 NWS stations 

had recorded temperature for the time frame of interest (1980 - 1989). A large portion of 

the 232 NWS stations recorded data during the depression years and subsequently stopped 

recording data after WWII. SNOTEL data contained much missing data and many 

stations did not contain records prior to 1984. Therefore, only a small number of 

SNOTEL data were available to calculate 10 year means. 

4.3.1 Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics for measures of location, spread, shape, and correlation were 

developed for the 10 year mean minimum and maximum data for Region 2. The 

descriptive statistics in table 4.3.1-1 show mean maximum temperature to be slightly more 

correlated with elevation than mean minimum temperature. For Region 2, the mean 

minimum temperature is seen to be more variable than mean maximum temperature. The 

range of temperatures of mean maximum temperature can be seen as 22.3°F, while the 

range for mean minimum temperature is more broad at 25.8°F. The difference in lapse 

rates for mean minimum and maximum temperatures was less for Region 2 than for 

Region 1. 
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Statistic | 10 Yr. Maximum | 10 Yr. Minimum 

mean 59.79°F 31.79°F 

median 60.73°F 31.56°F 

mode 59.37°F 30.19°F 

variance 17.21°F? 33.13°F? 

minimum 47.33°F 19.11°F 

maximum 69.63°F 44,92°F 

skewness -0.85°F -0.05°F 

lapse rate | -.003280°F/feet | -.003848°F/feet 
corr. -.80 -.71 

n 112 116       
Table 4.3.1-1 Descriptive statistics for Region 2 ten year average temperature 

4.3.2 Interpolation 

Using the research methodology outlined in section 3.0, the data for Region 2 ten 

year average maximum temperature were interpolated using all eight interpolation 

methods. Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective 

summary statistics are given below. As with the data for Region 1, the cross validation 

statistics of bias, MAE, and MSE are not given for cokriging as the method's long 

calculation times made this unfeasible. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (‘F) | Mean Temp (°F) 
Lapse Rate | -0.15 2.34 14.22 38.83 69.34 59.51 

a 0.09 1.92 7.11 47.72 69.61 59.76 

aK 0.11 1.65 4.67 47.33 69.63 59.55 
TSA 0.00 1.98 9.18 50.25 78.19 59.64 

Regression | 0.00 1,2] 2.29 38.27 67.97 59.65 
Splining |  -0.04 1.83 5.63 45.33 72.26 59.62 
Kriging -0.10 1.87 5.86 47.78 69.59 59.56 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 45.59 69.83 59.76 
  

Table 4.3.2-1 Interpolation of Region 2 ten year average maximum temperature 

Table 4.3.2-1 provides a summary of the cross validation results for Region 2 ten 

year mean maximum temperature. Values for MAE ranged from 1.21°F to 2.34°F. As 

with Region 1, the "best" interpolation method based on MAE was the regression method. 

The second and third methods were ODA and splining, respectively. The lapse rate 

method had the highest MAE and largest bias of all seven methods ranked. The lapse rate 
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method's minimum interpolated temperature of 38.83°F was much lower than the 

observed minimum temperature of 47.33°F. Regression had a minimum temperature of 

38.27°F which was also under the minimum observed temperature. As the DEM for 

Region 2 contained elevations much higher than station elevations, such results are 

plausible. TSA had a maximum interpolated temperature of 78.19°F - far above the 

maximum observed temperature of 69.63°F. As the DEM for Region 2 does not contain 

elevations significantly lower than station elevations, this result is implausible. 

Semivariogram modeling of Region 2 maximum mean temperature showed the data are 

isotropic in nature. Kriging ranked lower than optimal inverse averaging. 

Figure 4.3.2-1 provides a visual comparison of the eight interpolation methods. 

The regression method was most plausible while cokriging had implausible contour rings 

surrounding some station clusters. The lapse rate method has some strong banding effects 

resulting from individual station bias. Inverse distance, ODA, cubic splining, and kriging 

all bear a similar resemblance to one another. TSA shows only broad regional trends. Of 

the methods which did not utilize elevation data, kriging and splining had temperature 

patterns nearest expectations. 
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Region 2 Tmax 10 Year Mean (Kriging) Region 2 Tmax 10 Year Mean (Cokriging) 

Figure 4.3.2-1 Spatial Interpolation Methods for Region 2 Tmax 10 Year Mean 
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Cross validation results for Region 2 ten year average minimum temperature and 

respective summary statistics are given in the table 4.3.2-2. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -1.05 3.89 29.36 15.68 44.95 29.24 

7 -0.49 2.86 12.58 19.17 44.79 30.98 

oR -0.26 2.49 10.09 19.14 44.02 30.34 

TSA 0.00 3.38 17.38 19.25 53.22 30.64 

Regression 0.00 2.78 11.08 14.17 39.32 27.47 

Splining -~0.18 3.38 18.46 12.79 49.46 30.64 

Kriging -0.05 2.45 9.74 19.32 43.86 30.26 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 17.34 44.15 29.74               
Table 4.3.2-2 Interpolation of Region 2 ten year average minimum temperature 

Overall, the MAE values for mean minimum temperature were much larger than 

for mean maximum temperature. For mean maximum temperature, values for MAE 

ranged from 1.21°F to 2.34°F. For mean minimum temperature, values for MAE range 

from 2.46°F to 3.89°F. In sharp contrast to previously. interpolated data, the regression 

method came in third behind kriging and ODA interpolation methods. The lapse rate had 

the greatest bias and highest MAE of all seven methods ranked. The lapse rate method's 

minimum interpolated temperature of 15.68°F was lower than the observed minimum 

temperature of 19.11°F. Regression had a minimum temperature of 14.17°F which was 

also well below the minimum observed temperature. As the DEM for Region 2 contained 

elevations much higher than station elevations, such results are plausible. TSA had a 

maximum interpolated temperature of 53.22°F - almost 9 degrees above the maximum 

observed temperature of 44.92°F. As the DEM for Region 2 does not contain elevations 

significantly lower than station elevations, this result is implausible. 

Figure 4.3.2-2 provides a visual comparison of the eight interpolation methods for 

mean minimum temperature. The regression method was most plausible. The lapse rate 

method has very strong banding effects resulting from individual station bias. Inverse 

distance squared has more circular station artifacts than ODA. TSA captures only broad 

regional trends. Cokriging has unlikely tessellations and some banding effects similar to 

the lapse rate method. 
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Figure 4.3.2-2 Spatial Interpolation Methods for Region 2 Tmin 10 Year Mean 
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4.3.3 Comparison and Ranking 

Overall, mean minimum temperature had more bias and a larger MAE than mean 

maximum temperature. Table 4.3.3-1 shows very different rank orders for mean 

maximum and mean minimum temperatures. This difference may be due to the different 

nature of each data set. The mean minimum data were much more variable in nature, were 

anisotropic, and had a greater range than the mean maximum data. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Method | 10 yr tmax | 10 yr tmin 

Lapse Rate 7 7 

= 5 4 

= 2 2 
TSA 6 5 

Regression ] 3 

Splining 3 6 

Kriging 4 ] 

Cokriging N/A N/A 
    

Table 4.3.3-1 Region 2 interpolation methods ranked by MAE 

4.4 Summary 

Four data sets were tested (Region 1 mean maximum and minimum; Region 2 

mean maximum and minimum) against eight interpolation methods. Cross validation 

statistics were calculated for all method except cokriging. In all four cases, the lapse rate 

method ranked last of all seven methods tested based on MAE. In 3 of 4 cases, the 

regression method was ranked highest. The regression method was also seen to be most 

visually plausible of all eight methods across both regions. Optimal inverse distance 

averaging ranked second, based on MAE, for all four cases. Based on MAE, it appears 

that when data are isotropic, optimal inverse averaging is preferable over kriging but when 

the data are anisotropic, kriging is preferred. 

While the lapse rate method performed poorly in terms of MAE, its results were 

more plausible than methods which did not use elevations as ancillary information. This 

was especially true in Region 2 where station elevations were not representative of 

regional elevations. Of the three methods which used elevation in calculating temperature 

(regression, lapse rate, and cokriging), regression and lapse methods were preferable over 
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cokriging. Cokriging's contour plots had circular patterns centered on station locations in 

Region 1 and unlikely tesselation patterns in Region 2. While the lapse rate method was 

visually more plausible than cokriging, it had showed some banding effects and island-like 

isothermal tesselations around certain influential stations. Of all the methods tested, the 

regression method seemed to combine the most visually plausible contour plots with the 

best cross validation results. 

Part of the motivation behind this research effort was to determine whether any 

apriori data attributes would indicate which spatial interpolation method performs best for 

a given set of data. With such knowledge, one could choose the best spatial interpolator 

for a given set of data, after some preliminary data analyses. To further this end, MAE 

was compared against temperature range, correlation between elevation and temperature, 

and temperature variance for all four cases for Region 1 and Region 2. The data used in 

the comparison are shown in table 4.4-1. The results of the comparisons are shown in 

figures 4.4-1, 4.4-2, and 4.4-3. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Region ] ] 2 2 

Temperature min max min max 

Variance 10.74°F? 12.04°F? 33.13°F* 17,22°F* 

Range 13.67°F 21.72°F 25.81°F 22.30°F 
Correlation | 0.7533°F/feet | 0.9125°F/feet | 0.7135°F/feet | 0.8006°F/feet 
Lapse Rate 2.71°F 2.13°F 3.89°F 2.34°F 

4s 1.70°F 1,54°F 2.86°F 1.92°F 

a 1.57°F 1.40°F 2.49°F 1.65°F 
TSA 1.78°F 1.76°F 3.38°F 1.98°F 

Regression 1.39°F 0.75°F 2.78°F 1.21°F 

Splining 2.15°F 1.88°F 3.38°F 1,.83°F 
Kriging 1.54°F 1.45°F 2.46°F 1.87°F         

Table 4.4-1 Data used in comparative analyses 

Bold values in table 4.4-1 are maximum values within a given row. For example, Region 

2 mean minimum temperature had the highest variance and temperature range across all 

four cases. In addition, it had the highest MAE values for all seven interpolation methods. 
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Figure 4.4-3 MAE verses Temperature Range 

Figure 4.4-1 compares MAE results for each. of the four cases against data 

variance. Seven separate curves are shown, one curve for each interpolation method 

ranked. The graph indicates a general increasing trend for MAE as temperature variance 

increases. Noteably, as the variance increases, there comes a point where one would 

choose kriging over polynomial regression. Figure 4.4-2 compares MAE results for each 

of the four cases against data correlation between elevation and temperature. The graph 

shows a general decreasing trend for MAE as the correlation between elevation and 

temperature increases. Figure 4.4-3 shows the relationship between MAE and the 

temperature data range for each of the four cases in this chapter. While not as indicative 

as the previous two figures, the graph does show some indication of an positive 

relationship between temperature data range and MAE. For the largest temperature 

range, it can be seen that one chooses kriging over regression. The data compared in this 

section only respresents four 10 year mean samples over two regions. Such a small 

sampling of temperature data is not indicative of a general trend. The data collected and 

studied in chapters 5 and 6 should provide additional support for any general statements 

concerning apriori data attributes and indicative spatial interpolator performance. 
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5.0 Seasonal Max and Min Temperature 

5.1 Overview 

Chapter 5 provides results from the interpolation of maximum and minimum 

seasonal mean temperatures for Region ] and Region 2 for all eight spatial interpolation 

techniques. Summary statistics for the data are presented as well as interpolation results. 

Interpolation techniques are ranked by mean absolute error (MAE). Temperature contour 

maps for all eight interpolation methods are given for Region 1 Winter maximum means, 

Region 1 Spring minimum means, Region 2 Summer maximum means, and Region 2 Fall 

minimum means. Cross validation results for all sixteen cases studies are provided for all 

interpolation methods except cokriging. 

5.2 Region 1 

Seasonal means were averaged from monthly averages using data averaging 

techniques outlined in chapter 3. When monthly averages were not available, daily data 

were consulted. If 20 or more days were present for a given month, the average would be 

calculated and used as the monthly average. Winter means were calculated from 

December 1989, January 1990, and February 1990 data. Spring means were calculated 

from March 1990, April 1990, and May 1990 data. Summer means were calculated from 

June 1990, July 1990, and August 1990 data. Fall means were calculated from September 

1990, October 1990, and November 1990 data. Up to 140 of 146 candidate stations 

within Region 1 were used in analysis of seasonal means. 

5.2.1 Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics for measures of location, spread, shape, and correlation were 

developed for the seasonal minimum and maximum means for Region 1. The descriptive 

statistics in table 5.2.1-1 show correlations between maximum seasonal means and 

elevation to range from a high of 0.94 for Summer to a low of 0.79 for Winter. Summer 

mean maximum temperature is seen to be the most variable while Fall maximum means are 

seen to be least variable. The range of temperatures of mean maximum seasonal 
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Statistic Winter Spring Summer Fall 

mean 52.43°F 69.72°F 85.73°F 72.40°F 

median 52.83°F 70.00°F 86.33°F 73,00°F 

mode 54.67°F 72.67°F 89.67°F 75.67F 

variance 18.26 °F? 19.55°F? 21.28°F? 16.11°F? 

minimum 39.00°F 51.33°F 66.33°F 56.33°F 

maximum 60.67°F 77.67°F 93.00°F 79,.00°F 

skewness -0.72°F -1.33°F -1.71°F -1.59°F 

lapse rate | -0.0032 °F/feet | -0.0037°F/feet | -0.0042°F/feet | -0.0035°F/feet 
corr. 0.79 0.88 0.95 0.92 

n 134 140 140 141   
  

temperatures can be seen as 21.7°F, 26.3°F, 26.7°F, and 22.7°F for Winter, Spring, 

Summer, and Fall maximum temperatures respectively. 

Table 5.2.1-1 Descriptive statistics for Region 1 seasonal maximum temperatures 

The descriptive statistics in table 5.2.1-2 show correlations between minimum 

seasonal means and elevation to range from a high of 0.83 for Summer to a low of 0.64 

for Fall. Summer mean minimum temperature is seen to be the most variable while Spring 

minimum means are seen to be least variable. The range of temperatures of mean 

minimum seasonal temperatures can be seen as 21.3°F, 23.0°F, 24.0°F, and 17.7°F for 

Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall minimum temperatures respectively. 

A comparison of maximum and minimum seasonal means for Region 1 indicated 

that minimum seasonal means are generally less highly correlated with elevation than 

maximum seasonal means. In addition, Summer maximum and Summer minimum means 

were most highly correlated with elevation. 
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Statistic Winter Spring Summer Fall 

mean 30.00°F 45.06°F 62.77°F 46.67°F 

median 30.00°F 45.00°F 63.00°F 46.67°F 

mode 31.00°F 44.00°F 63.33°F 46.00°F 

variance 14.55°F? 13.02°F? 15.90°F? 14.05°F? 

minimum 17.33°F 29.67°F 45.67°F 37.33°F 

maximum 38.67°F 52.67°F 69.67°F 55.00°F 

skewness -0.23°F -0.54°F -0.73°F -0.02°F 

lapse rate | -0.0024°F/feet | -0.0026°F/feet | -0.0032°F/feet | -0.0023°F/feet 
corr. 0.67 0.77 0.83 0.64 

n 135 140 141 141         

Table 5.2.1-2 Descriptive statistics for Region 1 seasonal minimum temperatures 

5.2.2 Interpolation 

Using the research methodology outlined in section 3.0, the data for Region 1 

Winter maximum temperature were interpolated. 

interpolation methods except cokriging are given in Table 5.2.2-1. 

Cross validation results for all 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (‘F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | -0.06 3.27 24.72 38.54 61.15 52.29 
a -0.18 2.02 8.15 40.81 60.23 52.49 

oa -—0.18 1.90 8.46 39.65 60.62 52.56 
TSA 0.00 1.79 7.11 46.33 60.59 52.59 

Regression | 0.00 1.03 1.84 42.45 60.70 53.13 
Splining [  -0.17 2.68 16.62 39.03 61.09 52.77 
Kriging 0.04 1.98 9.35 41.37 59.72 52.38 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 42.33 61.38 53.56     

Table 5.2.2-1 Interpolation of Region 1 Winter maximum temperature 

For Region 1 Winter maximum temperature, MAE values ranged from 1.03°F to 

3.27°F. The “best” interpolation method, based on MAE, was the regression method. 

Surprisingly, TSA follows as a distant second to regression based on MAE. 

Semivariogram modeling of Region 1 Winter maximum temperature showed that data are 

isotropic. Based on MAE, optimal inverse distance weighted averaging (ODA) performed 

slightly better than kriging. As with 10 year station means, when the data are isotropic, 

ODA is preferred over kriging. Based on MAE, the lapse rate method performed worse 

than all other methods ranked. Figure 5.2.2-1 shows a comparison of all eight spatial 
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interpolation methods. Visually, the regression method is most plausible followed by the 

lapse rate method. The lapse rate method has unlikely isothermal regions around 

influential stations locations. TSA appear to capture more complex regional trends than 

the typically broad North - South regional trends seen in other TSA contour plots. TSA's 

minimum and maximum interpolated range of 46.34°F and 60.59°F, however, is more 

narrow than the observed data range of 39.00°F and 60.67°F. Cokriging, kriging, inverse 

distance squared (IDS), and ODA all exhibit "birds-eye" phenomena which is implausible. 

The "birds-eye" patterns exhibited are likely an artifact of the interpolation processes. Of 

the interpolation methods which do not use elevation as ancillary information, either TSA 

or kriging would be preferable. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given in Table 5.2.2-2 for Spring maximum temperature. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (CF) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.07 3.12 26.82 56.04 78.26 69.73 

a 0.31 2.13 10.14 55.02 77.49 69.91 

ro -0.32 2.05 10.73 53.41 77.65 70.05 

TSA 0.00 2.19 10.72 64.81 77.78 70.03 

Regression 0.00 1.01 1.73 56.54 76.31 70.03 

Splining -~0.24 2.84 20.59 51.36 83.03 70.32 

Kriging -0.09 2.16 11.85 56.27 76.73 69.63 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 59.00 78.74 71.41             
Table 5.2.2-2 Interpolation of Region 1 Spring maximum temperature 

For Region 1 Spring maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 1.01°F to 3.13°F. 

As with Winter maximum temperature, the "best" interpolation method, based on MAE 

was the regression method. The second and third best methods based on MAE were 

ODA and kriging, respectively. Kriging had less bias than ODA. Semivariogram 

modeling of Region 1 Spring maximum temperature showed significant isotropy. As 

expected, ODA performed slightly better than kriging. Based on MAE, the lapse rate 

method performed worse of all seven methods ranked. TSA's interpolated range of 

64.81°F and 77.78°F was more narrow than the observed range of 51.33°F to 77.66°F. 

Also, splining's interpolated maximum of 83.03°F was above the data maximum. 
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Figure 5.2.2-1 Comparison of Spatial Interpolation Methods of Region 1 Winter Tmax 
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Cross validation results for all interpolation methods except cokriging are given in 

Table 5.2.2-3 for Summer maximum temperature. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.08 3.17 29.44 69.59 93.68 85.86 

a -0.40 2.17 10.73 68.60 92.83 86.01 

a 0.37 2.09 10.96 66.79 92.99 86.22 

TSA 0.00 2.47 13.21 81.48 93.86 86.20 

Regression 0.00 0.87 1.29 70.088 — 92.44 86.10 

Splining -0.10 2.72 19.61 66.36 98.55 86.52 

Kriging 0-.14 | 2.18 12.52 70.63 92.25 85.59 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 73.44 94.45 87.84           
Table §.2.2-3 Interpolation of Region 1 Summer maximum temperature 

For Region 1 Summer maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 0.87°F to 

3.17°F. As with Spring maximum temperature, the "best" interpolation method, based on 

MAE was the regression method. The second and third best methods based on MAE 

were ODA and inverse distance squared averaging (IDA), respectively. Kriging is seen to 

have far less bias that ODA or IDA. Semivariogram modeling of Region 1 Summer 

maximum temperature showed isotropy. As expected, ODA performed better than 

kriging. Based on MAE, the lapse rate method performed worse of all seven methods 

ranked. TSA's interpolated temperature range of 81.48 to 93.86 was more narrow than 

the observed temperature range of 66.33°F to 93.00°F. Fitted functions, such as TSA, 

sacrifice fidelity to the original data range for minimizing the sum of squared distances to 

the original data points. Splining, which is also a fitted surface, had a maximum 

interpolated value of 98.55°F which is outside the observed data range. 

Cross validation results for all interpolation methods except cokriging are given in 

Table 5.2.2-4 for Fall maximum temperature. For Fall maximum temperature, MAE 

ranged from 0.87°F to 2.84°F. The "best" interpolation method, based on MAE was the 

regression method. The second and third best methods based on MAE were ODA and 

kriging, respectively Kriging is seen to have far less bias that ODA or IDA. 

Semivariogram modeling of Region 1 Fall maximum temperature showed isotropy. As 

expected, ODA performed better than kriging. Based on MAE, the lapse rate method 
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performed worse of all seven methods ranked. TSA's interpolated range of 68.37°F to 

79.33°F was significantly more narrow than the observed range of 56.33°F to 79.00°F. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) ; MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.12 2.83 22.71 $9.25 79.53 72.51 

a 0.33 1.98 8.54 58.19 78.60 72.61 

so 0.32 1.92 8.68 56.96 78.91 72.73 
TSA 0.00 2.11 9.94 68.37 79.33 72.64 

Regression 0.00 0.87 1.25 59.45 77.88 72.84 

Splining -~0.12 2.52 16.83 56.26 79.43 72.79 

Kriging -~0.09 1.94 10.07 58.55 78.37 72.31 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 61.84 80.07 74.09 
  

Table 5.2.2-4 Interpolation of Region 1 Fall maximum temperature 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods except cokriging are given in 

Table 5.2.2-5 for Winter minimum temperature. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | -0.33 3.39 21.40 18.48 39.79 29.84 

z 0.14 2.15 7.13 19.19 38.12 30.07 

ae -~0.15 2.08 6.81 20.03 38.54 30.13 

TSA 0.00 1.96 6.46 23.55 36.39 30.17 

Regression 0.00 1.65 4.10 21.81 36.74 30.07 

Splining -0.13 2.79 12.56 17.37 45.79 30.17 

Kriging -0.04 2.03 6.71 22.15 37.33 29.96 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 21.73 39.59 30.82 
  

Table 5.2.2-5 Interpolation of Region 1 Winter minimum temperature 

For Winter minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 1.65°F to 3.39°F. The 

"best" interpolation method, based on MAE, was the regression method. TSA was second 

based on MAE, and like regression had zero bias. Both TSA and regression, however, 

had more narrow interpolated ranges than the observed data range of 17.33°F to 38.67°F 

Kriging and ODA follow as third and fourth, respectively, based on MAE. Splining's 

maximum interpolated temperature of 45.79°F was well above the maximum observed 

temperature in the data. Care must be taken with fitted functions as the interpolated range 

may not be representative of the original range of the data. Semivariogram modeling of 

Region 1 Winter minimum temperature showed anisotropy. The surface semivariogram 
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showed stronger correlations along the 40 - 220 degree axis. As expected, based on 

MAE, kriging performed better than ODA. The lapse rate method had the highest bias 

and MAE of the seven methods tested. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given in Table 5.2.2-6 for Spring minimum temperature. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -0.09 3.01 18.16 33.03 53.88 45.00 

a -0.18 1.94 6.35 31.98 52.24 45.20 

san -0.17 1.85 5.96 33.03 52.57 45.30 

TSA 0.00 1.93 6.68 40.53 52.57 45.34 

Regression 0.00 1.47 3.18 36.33 51.72 45.21 

Splining -~0.19 2.41 10.53 29.69 57.72 45.48 

Kriging -0.08 1.88 6.20 35.88 51.46 44.99 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 36.12 53.89 46.15     
  

Table 5.2.2-6 Interpolation of Region 1 Spring minimum temperature 

For Spring minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 1.47°F to 3.01°F. The 

"best" interpolation method, based on MAE, was the regression method. ODA and 

kriging follow as second and third, respectively, based on MAE. Semivariogram modeling 

of Region 1 minimum mean temperature showed isotropy. As expected, kriging 

performed worse than ODA based on MAE. Kriging, however is seen to have a lower 

bias than all the methods ranked except for TSA and regression. The lapse rate method 

had the highest MAE of the seven methods tested. The three fitted functions, TSA, 

regression, and splining all had minimum or maximum interpolated temperatures outside 

the original range of 29.67°F to 52.67°F. TSA, minimum interpolated temperature of 

40.53°F is over ten degrees above the observed minimum. Figure 5.2.2-2 provides a 

graphic comparison of all eight spatial interpolation methods. Regression had contour 

lines nearest expectation while the lapse rate method is seen to have less plausible "patch- 

like" isotherms around influential station locations. Cokriging, had "birds-eye" patterns 

which are likely artifacts of the interpolation process. The broad regional trends captured 

by TSA may not be representative of true temperature contours. Comparison with the 

regression method shows how TSA provides smooth contour lines at the expense of 

accuracy. TSA masks local temperature trends that kriging and cubic splining capture. 
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Figure 5.2.2-2 Comparison of Spatial Interpolation Methods of Region 1 Spring Tmin 
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Cross validation results for all interpolation methods except cokriging are given in 

Table 5.2.2-7 for Summer minimum temperature. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -~0.14 3.07 20.72 48.18 70.49 62.84 

z 0.28 1.96 6.84 48.19 69.29 62.99 

oz -~0.26 1.77 6.18 48.05 69.66 63.21 

TSA 0.00 2.16 8.10 57.99 71.51 63.19 

Regression 0.00 1.49 3.12 51.74 70.06 62.94 

Splining 0.09 2.23 10.09 45.69 73.45 63.35 

Kriging -0.16 1.75 5.72 $1.98 68.88 62.61 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 52.23 70.52 64.12               

Table 5.2.2-7 Interpolation of Region 1 Summer minimum temperature 

For Summer minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 1.49°F to 3.07°F. The 

"best" interpolation method, based on MAE, was the regression method. Kriging and 

ODA follow as second and third, respectively. Semivariogram modeling of Region 1 

minimum mean temperature showed anisotropy with stronger correlations along the 40 - 

220 degree axis. Kriging performed better than ODA based on MAE. Kriging also had 

lower bias than IDA or ODA. The lapse rate method had the highest MAE of the seven 

methods tested. TSA, regression, and cokriging had interpolated ranges more narrow 

than the observed temperature range of 45.67°F to 69.67°F. None of the methods had 

minimum interpolated values which reached the observed data minimum. 

For Fall minimum temperature, cross validation results for all interpolation 

methods except cokriging are given in Table 5.2.2-8 . 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | -0.14 3.57 22.23 33.95 56.07 46.69 
z -0.16 2.12 6.49 39.22 54.37 46.77 

aa 0.12 1.98 5.72 37.63 54.94 46.87 
TSA 0.00 2.11 6.70 41.91 54.25 46.90 

Regression | 0.00 1.87 5.18 39.57 53.49 46.81 
Splining | -0.17 2.41 9.34 37.25 58.71 46.87 
Kriging 0.04 1.93 5.38 40.75 53.54 46.63 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 38.84 55.40 47.61             

Table 5.2.2-8 Interpolation of Region 1 Fall minimum temperature 
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For Fall minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 1.87°F to 3.57°F. The "best" 

interpolation method, based on MAE, was the regression method. Kriging and ODA 

follow as second and third, respectively, based on MAE. Semivariogram modeling of Fall 

minimum temperature showed anisotropy with stronger correlations along the 45 - 225 

degree axis. Based on MAE, kriging performed better than ODA. Kriging had lower bias 

than IDA or ODA. The lapse rate method had the highest MAE of the seven methods 

tested. Splining and TSA had interpolated ranges which were not representative of the 

original data range of 37.33°F to 55.00°F. The lapse rate method had interpolated 

temperatures which were beyond the original data range. As the station elevations were 

representative of the DEM used as ancillary information, such results are implausible. 

5.2.3 Comparison and Ranking 

Eight seasonal data sets were tested in Region 1 against eight interpolation 

methods. Cross validation statistics were calculated for all method except cokriging. The 

table below shows the ODA power factors for seasonal maximum and minimum 

temperature ranged from a low of 2.50 to a high of 3.25. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Season | Temp | Power Factor 

Winter | tmax 2.75 

Spring | tmax 2.75 

Summer | tmax 2.75 

Fall tmax 2.50 - 

Winter | tmin 2.75 

Spring | tmin 2.75 

Summer | tmin 3.25 

Fall tmin 3.00           
Table 5.2.3-1 Optimal inverse power based on MAE 

Table 5.2.3-2 summarizes the Region 1 seasonal results. The table shows 

maximum seasonal variances were higher than minimum seasonal variances. Maximum 

seasonal correlations between elevation and temperature are also seen to be higher, on 

average, than minimum seasonal correlations between elevation and temperature. 

Regression clearly shows lower MAE values across all cases. While regression had 
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excellent MAE values and plausible visual results, care must be taken with fitted functions 

as they may not always reproduce the original data range. Regression's interpolated 

ranges were most close to the original data ranges where correlations between elevation 

and temperature were highest. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Region ] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Season Winter | Spring | Summer | Fall | Winter | Spring | Summer | Fall 

Temperature max max max max min min min min 

Variance (°F*) 18.27 | 19.55 21.28 | 16.12 | 14.55 | 13.05 15.91 14.05 

Range (°F) 21.67 | 26.33 | 26.67 | 22.67 | 21.33 | 23.00 | 24.00 | 17.67 

Correlation 0.79 0.88 0.95 0.92 | 0.68 0.77 0.83 0.64 

Lapse Rate Method (°F) | 3.27 3.13 3.17 2.84 | 3.39 3.01 3.07 3.57 

<i (°F) 2.02 2.13 2.18 1.98 | 2.15 1.94 1.96 2.12 

a CF) 1.91 2.05 2.09 1.92 2.08 1.85 1.77 1.98 

TSA (°F) 1.79 2.20 2.47 2.11 1.96 1.93 2.16 2.11 

Regression (°F) 1.03 1.01 0.87 0.87 1.65 1.47 1.50 1.88 

Splining (°F) 2.68 2.84 2.72 2.52 | 2.80 2.41 2.23 2.4] 

Kriging (°F) 1.99 2.16 2.18 1.94 2.04 1.88 1.75 1.93                     
  

Table §.2.3-2 Summary of results for Region 1 seasonal temperatures 

Table 5.2.3-3 shows the ranking order of the interpolation methods tested for 

seasonal maximum temperature. Regression ranked first based on MAE. Visual 

inspection of the interpolation results showed regression gave the most plausible results. 

All maximum seasonal data were isotropic. As expected, ODA out performed kriging. 

The lapse rate method performed worse in all cases. Cokriging was not ranked. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

Method Winter Spring Summer Fall 

Lapse Rate 7 7 7 7 

# 5 3 3 4 

ae 3 2 2 2 
TSA 2 5 5 5 

Regression 1 1 I 1 

Splining 6 6 6 6 

Kniging 4 4 4 3 

Cokriging | not ranked | not ranked | not ranked | not ranked 
  

Table $.2.3-3 Region 1 Tmax interpolation methods ranked by MAE 
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Table 5.2.3-4 below shows the ranking order of the interpolation methods tested 

for seasonal minimum temperature. Where data were anisotropic (Winter, Summer, and 

Fall), kriging out performed ODA. The lapse rate method performed worst across all 

cases. Splining is also seen to perform poorly, being ranked 6" across all cases. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Method Winter Spring Summer Fall 

Lapse Rate 7 7 7 

a 5 4 4 5 

a 4 2 3 3 

TSA 2 5 5 4 

Regression 1 1 1 ] 

Splining 6 6 6 6 

Kriging 3 3 2 2 

Cokriging | not ranked | not ranked | not ranked | not ranked     
Table 5.2.3-4 Region 1 Tmin interpolation methods ranked by MAE 

As in Chapter 4.0, MAE was compared against temperature range, correlation 

between elevation and temperature, and temperature variance for seasonal temperature 

data for Region 1. The summary data for this comparison is contained in table 5.2.3-2. 

The results of the comparisons are shown in figures 5.2.3-1, 5.2.3-2, and 5.2.3-3. 
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Figure 5.2.3-3 MAE verses Temperature Range 

The relationships between the apriori characteristics of data variance, range, and 

correlation were not as distinct for Region 1 seasonal data as it was for 10 year 

temperature means. In any case, figure 5.2.3-1 shows a greater difference (based on 

MAE) between spatial interpolators as apriori temperature variance increases. The figure 

also shows that TSA, IDA, ODA, and kriging all have nearly the same MAE regardless of 

the apriori data variance. TSA, IDA, ODA, and kriging appear to be more robust to the 

effects of apriori variance than regression and lapse rate methods. 

Figure 5.2.3-2 also shows greater differences between the spatial interpolation 

methods as the correlation between elevation and temperature increases. There is also a 

decreasing trend in MAE for polynomial regression as the correlation increases. Again, 

TSA, IDA, ODA, and kriging show similar MAE across all correlation values. 

Figure 5.2.3-3 does not show any discernible trend as temperature range increases. 

It can be seen that polynomial regression had the lowest MAE across all values of 

temperature range and that TSA, IDA, ODA, and kriging show similar MAE across all 

range values. 
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5.3 Region 2 

This section provides interpolation results for eight seasonal data sets in Region 2 

for eight interpolation methods. Cross validation statistics were calculated for all method 

except cokriging. As with region 1, seasonal means were averaged from monthly means 

using data averaging techniques outlined in chapter 3. Over 165 of 309 candidate stations 

within Region 2 were dropped from this analysis due to missing data. Again, it should be 

noted that the majority of candidate stations dropped from the analyses were stations of 

historical interest only - having stopped collecting data prior to WWII. 

5.3.1 Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics for measures of location, spread, shape, and correlation were 

developed for the seasonal minimum and maximum means for Region 2. The descriptive 

statistics in table 5.3.1-1 show correlations between maximum seasonal means and 

elevation to range from a high of 0.93 for Summer to a low of 0.80 for Winter. Summer 

mean maximum temperature were more variable while Winter maximum means were less 

variable. The range of temperatures of mean maximum seasonal temperatures can be seen 

as 38.5°F, 41.0°F, 52.8°F, and 33.7°F for Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall maximum 

temperatures, respectively. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Statistic Winter Spring Summer Fall 

mean 35.14°F 57.18°F 80.54°F 61.08°F 

median 36.67°F 60.33°F 83.67°F 63.67°F 

mode 39.00°F 64.00°F 88.33°F 67.67°F 

variance 45.93°F? 83.17°F? 100.4 1°F? 58.25°F* 

minimum 15.80°F 32.00°F 42.80°F 41.60°F 

maximum 54.33°F 73.00°F 95.67°F 75.33°F 

skewness -0.64°F -1.33°F -1.31°F -0.73°F 

lapse rate | -0.03472°F/feet | -0.04884°F/feet | -0.05727°F/feet | -0.04208°F/feet 
corr. -0.80 0.87 0.93 -0.87 

n 145 143 140 137   
  

Table 5.3.1-1 Descriptive statistics for Region 2 seasonal maximum temperatures 

While correlation values between Region 1 and Region 2 are similar, Region 2 has a much 

great range of temperature values. Region 2 has much higher temperature variances than 
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Region 1. This may be attributed to Region 2 having much higher elevations than Region 

1. Recall that within Region 1, elevation ranged from 128 to 5961 feet while for Region 2 

elevation ranged from 4,020 to 11,894 feet. 

The descriptive statistics in table 5.3.1-2 show correlations between minimum 

seasonal means and elevation to range from a high of 0.84 for Summer to a low of 0.69 

for Winter. 

minimum means are less variable. The range of temperatures of mean minimum seasonal 

temperatures were 34.7°F, 49.6°F, 47.0°F, and 58.8°F for Winter, Spring, Summer, and 

Fall, respectively. Again, Region 2 temperatures had greater ranges and variances than 

Summer mean minimum temperature is the most variable while Spring 

their Region 1 counterparts. The greater temperature ranges for Region 2 can be 

attributed to Region 2 having a greater elevation range than Region 1 - 7,874 feet verses 

5,833 feet. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Statistic Winter Spring Summer Fall 

mean 12.12°F 30.69°F 48.10°F 31.86°F 

median 12.80°F 31.67°F 48.00°F 32.63°F 

mode 11.00°F 24.80°F 57.00°F 35.67°F 

variance 58.99°F? 58.44°F? 68.35°F? 68.27°F? 

minimum -6.40°F -4.60°F 20.00°F -1.60°F 

maximum 28.33°F 45.00°F 67.00°F 57.20°F 

skewness -0.26°F -1.01°F -0.15°F -0.73°F 

lapse rate | -0.03385°F/feet | -0.04018°F/feet | -0.04080°F/feet | -0.03667°F/feet 
corr. -0.69 0.84 0.77 0.71 

n 150 153 148 150 
    

Table 5.3.1-2 Descriptive statistics for Region 2 seasonal minimum temperatures 

A comparison of maximum and minimum seasonal means for Region 2 indicated 

that minimum seasonal means are generally less correlated with elevation than maximum 

seasonal means. 

5.3.2 Interpolation 

Using the research methods outlined in section 3.0, the data were interpolated for 

all eight seasonal cases in Region 2. Cross validation results were calculated for all 

methods except cokriging. Summary statistics of minimum, maximum, and mean 
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temperature were calculated for all eight interpolation methods. Region 2 Winter 

maximum temperature results are given in Table 5.3.2-1. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE(°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate 0.29 3.60 24,59 11.80 54.38 34.26 

a -0.87 3.64 23.56 16.66 54.09 34.26 

oa ~0.89 3.33 22.25 15.84 54.32 34.25 

TSA 0.00 4.32 29.96 27.24 69.01 35.14 

Regression 0.00 2.50 11.79 16.54 46.31 33.49 

Splining 0.35 4.84 55.12 15.83 69.51 35.48 

Kriging ~0.53 3.46 23.76 17.05 52.97 34.60 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 15.33 53.87 36.27     
  

Table 5.3.2-1 Interpolation of Region 2 Winter maximum temperature 

For Region 2 Winter maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.50°F to 4.84°F. 

The "best" interpolation method, based on MAE, was the regression method. ODA and 

kriging were ranked second and third, respectively, based on MAE. Semivariogram 

modeling of Region 1 Winter maximum temperature showed isotropy. As expected, ODA 

had better results than kriging. In contrast to Region 1 data, the lapse rate method out 

performed IDA, TSA and splining interpolation methods. MAE values overall were much 

higher for Region 2 than for Region 1. These higher MAE values may be attributed to 

higher temperature variances and ranges for Region 2. Splining was the worst performing 

method with the highest MAE. Both ODA and IDA methods had high biases. TSA's 

interpolated range of 27.24°F to 69.01°F was well outside the observed data range of 

15.80°F to 54.33°F. Regression's maximum interpolated temperature of 46.31°F was well 

below the observed data maximum. Splining's maximum interpolated temperature of 

69.51°F was well above the observed data maximum. These fitted functions do not 

correspond well to the original data's range. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given in Table 5.3.2-2 for Spring maximum temperature. 
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Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -0.63 4.34 42.01 17.74 72.60 56.40 

a 0.88 4.03 27.53 32.01 72.92 56.97 

ax -0.82 3.37 23.90 32.00 72.99 -57.05 

TSA 0.00 5.36 40.98 48.83 108.53 57.86 

Regression 0.00 1.88 7.99 34.31 72.36 56.42 

Splining 0.15 4.26 40.26 31.69 76.41 58.02 

Kriging -0.64 3.56 26.04 34.09 73.82 57.22 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 23.23 72.75 58.02 
  

Table 5.3.2-2 Interpolation of Region 2 Spring maximum temperature 

For Region 2 Spring maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 1.88°F to 5.36°F. 

The "best" interpolation method, based on MAE, was the regression method. ODA and 

kriging are ranked second and third based on MAE. Semivariogram modeling of Region | 

Spring maximum temperature showed isotropy. As expected, ODA performed better than 

kriging. The ODA and IDA methods have the highest biases. TSA which does not use 

any ancillary elevation information had the highest MAE of the seven methods ranked. 

TSA's interpolated range of 48.83°F to 108.53°F bears no resemblance to the original data 

range of 32.00°F to 73.00°F. Part of this discrepancy may be due to using TSA to 

estimate temperature outside the convex hull of station locations. Such extrapolation 

under conditions of multicollinearity may result in unexpected values. Both cokriging and 

the lapse rate method had minimum interpolated values below observed data minimums. 

As the DEM contains elevations above station elevations, such results are plausible. Cross 

validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary statistics are 

given in Table 5.3.2-3 for Summer maximum temperature. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -0.48 2.87 19.46 42.26 95.96 79.81 

a -1.44 4.93 43.18 42.81 95.59 79.10 
ro -1.27 4.43 40.23 42.80 95.67 79.27 

TSA 0.00 6.68 69.69 68.92 144,29 80.54 

Regression 0.00 2.09 10.36 50.82 95.05 79.35 

Splining 0.17 5.85 76.56 42.80 106.58 80.37 

Kriging 0.83 4,59 42.97 46.58 96.37 79.71 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 43,73 97.12 $1.65 
  

Table 5.3.2-3 Interpolation of Region 2 Summer maximum temperature 
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For Region 2 Summer maximum temperature, the regression method had the 

lowest MAE. MAE values ranged from 2.09°F to 6.68°F. Interestingly, the lapse rate 

method is ranked second behind polynomial regression. Recall that Summer maximum 

temperature had the greatest variability, greatest range, and highest correlation with 

elevation of all Region 2 seasonal data. This may lead to the lapse rate, which uses 

ancillary elevation data, resulting in better predictions than other methods such as kriging 

and inverse distance averaging. Semivariogram modeling of Region 1 Summer maximum 

temperature showed isotropy. ODA performed slightly better than kriging. ODA and 

IDA methods have very high biases. TSA, which does not use any ancillary elevation 

information, had the highest MAE of the seven methods ranked. TSA's interpolated range 

of 68.92°F to 144.29°F differs greatly from the observed temperature range of 42.80°F to 

95.67°F. Splining's maximum interpolated temperature of 106.577 is also well above the 

observed data maximum. 

Figure 5.3.2-1 contains graphs of the spatial interpolation methods used for Region 

2 Summer maximum temperature. Regression and the lapse rate methods appear more 

plausible than the other interpolation methods. TSA does not capture temperature detail 

and has interpolated values well outside the range of the original data. These high 

interpolated values are located in the Southeastern portion of Region 2 were there are no 

stations. Likewise, splining's high interpolated values are located in the Southeastern 

portion of Region 2. Use of splining and TSA to interpolate outside the convex data hull 

can not be recommended. Cokriging has a fragmented appearance but captures the 

general temperature trends seen in the regression and lapse rate temperature plots. Of the 

methods which do not utilize elevation data, kriging and ODA most closely approximate 

the temperature surface generated by the regression method. 
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Figure 5.3.2-1 Comparison of Spatial Interpolation Methods of Region 2 Summer Tmax 
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Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given in Table 5.3.2-4 for Fall maximum temperature. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -0.63 2.80 18.17 34.24 75.02 59.59 

a -0.79 4.06 26.51 41.82 74.77 60.28 

sax -~0.73 3.59 26.43 41.60 75.33 60.35 

TSA 0.00 5.13 37.89 51.72 100.59 61.08 

Regression 0.00 2.21 10.96 39.08 72.61 59.58 

Splining 0.18 4.42 46.63 41.22 77,52 61.26 

Kriging -0.56 3.57 25.73 41.92 73.87 60.52 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 36.26 73.88 61.20             
Table 5.3.2-4 Interpolation of Region 2 Fall maximum temperature 

For Fall maximum temperature, the regression method had the lowest MAE and 

least bias. As with Summer maximum temperature, the lapse rate method is ranked 

second behind regression. A look at the descriptive statistics for Region 2 Fall maximum 

temperature shows the correlation between elevation and temperature to be second only to 

Summer maximum temperature which also ranked lapse rate as second behind regression. 

Semivariogram modeling of Region 1 Fall maximum temperature showed anisotropy with 

greater correlations along the 25 - 205 degree axis. ODA performed worse than kriging. 

TSA had the highest MAE of the interpolators ranked, but IDA and ODA had the highest 

bias. TSA's interpolated temperature range orf 51.72°F to 100.59°F is outside the 

observed data range of 41.60°F to 75.33°F. This may attributed to extrapolation outside 

the convex data hull under conditions of multicollinearity. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given in Table 5.3.2-5 for Winter minimum temperature. 
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Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | -0.40 4.86 32.59 -17.61 28.42 8.99 
a -0.02 3.84 24.00 -3.93 26.10 11.47 

am -0.05 3.53 21.08 -5.96 26.66 11.19 
TSA 0.00 4.73 33.06 -2.97 39.15 11.92 

Regression [ 0.00 3.78 21.26 -16.66 23.12 9.76 
Splining 0.03 4.67 37.76 -29.29 26.88 10.83 
Kriging 0.04 3.59 21.93 5.14 | 27.06 11.40 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A -5.92 27.14 11.10             

Table 5.3.2-5 Interpolation of Region 2 Winter minimum temperature 

Winter minimum temperature results differ from other seasonal cases. ODA had 

the lowest MAE, followed by kriging. Regression is ranked third. Regression ranked first 

for most other data sets interpolated in this study. Poor performance results may stem 

from Winter minimum temperature having the lowest correlation between elevation and 

temperature of all seasons for Region 2. Semivariogram modeling of Region 2 Winter 

minimum temperature showed that data are isotropic. ODA performed better than 

kriging. The lapse rate method is seen to have the highest bias and highest MAE of all 

seven methods ranked. TSA and splining have interpolated minimum and maximum 

temperatures which are not representative of the original data's range of -6.40°F to 

28.33°F. The lapse rate and regression's minimum temperatures seem plausible given the 

higher elevation values which exist in the DEM. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given in Table 5.3.2-6 for Spring minimum temperature. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F”) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | -0.0116 3.6597 31.2802 -4.9781 45.6803 28.7281 

a ~0.51 3.55 25.50 5.57 44.40 30.52 

saa -0.59 3.32 25.78 4.55 44.95 30.68 

TSA 0.00 4.82 39.55 20.20 74.90 31.83 

Regression 0.00 2.63 13.68 5.47 40.00 28.61 

Splining ~0.16 5.03 61.54 4.67 © 45.30 30.99 

Kriging -0.40 3.53 28.92 2.07 44.95 30.74 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 2.47 45.79 30.45           

Table 5.3.2-6 Interpolation of Region 2 Spring minimum temperature 
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For Spring minimum temperature, the regression method had the lowest MAE and 

least bias. MAE values ranged from 2.62°F to 5.03°F. ODA and kriging are ranked 

second and third, respectively, based on MAE. Semivariogram modeling of Region 1 

Spring maximum temperature showed isotropy. ODA performed better than kriging. 

Again, the ODA and IDA have the highest biases. Splining had the highest MAE of the 

seven methods ranked. TSA's interpolated range of 20.20°F to 74.90 differs greatly from 

the observed data range of -4.60°F to 45.00°F. Splining, despite having the highest MAE, 

had a far more plausible interpolated range than TSA. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given in Table 5.3.2-7 for Summer minimum temperature. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate ~0.47 3.95 27.07 18.96 67.68 46.05 

a -0.20 4.14 27.71 28.28 66.18 47.80 

saa -0.18 3.62 22.88 21.06 66.99 48.07 
TSA 0.00 5.22 42.67 36.53 96.35 49.49 

Regression 0.00 3.52 19,35 22.44 61.47 46.69 

Splining 0.41 4.87 44.38 20.14 67.93 48.79 

Kriging 0.29 3.66 25.42 22.59 66.89 47.88 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 19.23 67.94 47.55             
Table 5.3.2-7 Interpolation of Region 2 Summer minimum temperature 

For Region 2 Summer minimum temperature, the regression method had the 

lowest MAE and least bias) MAE values ranged from 3.52°F to 5.22°F. ODA and 

kriging are ranked second and third, respectively based on MAE. Semivariogram 

modeling of Region 1 Summer minimum temperature showed isotropy. ODA performed 

better than kriging. Splining and lapse rate methods had the highest biases. TSA had the 

highest MAE of the seven methods ranked. The case is somewhat unusual in that kriging 

had a slightly higher bias than either inverse distance squared or ODA. TSA's interpolated 

range of 36.53°F to 96.35°F was outside the observed data range of 20.00°F to 67.00°F. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given in Table 5.3.2-8 for Fall minimum temperature. 
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Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | -0.19 4.33 36.41 -1.94 49.62 29.40 
zt 0.19 4.28 36.09 1159; 52.46 31.42 

saa 0.23 4.25 36.98 9.52 53.55 31.40 
TSA 0.00 5.09 46.37 20.06 71.69 32.32 

Regression 0.00 3.79 27.87 6.36 42.367 29.74 

Splining |  -0.08 6.49 87.71 -3.59 48.93 31.69 
Kriging -0.26 4.38 39.62 4.06 56.08 31.30 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 3.88 61.11 31.11 
  

Table 5.3.2-8 Interpolation of Region 2 Fall minimum temperature 

For Fall minimum temperature, the regression method had the least bias and lowest 

MAE. MAE values ranged from 3.79°F to 6.49°F. ODA and IDA are ranked second and 

third based on MAE. Semivariogram modeling of Region 2 Fall minimum temperature 

showed isotropy. ODA performed better than kriging. ODA and kriging have the highest 

biases. Splining had the highest MAE of the seven methods ranked. TSA's interpolated 

range of 20.06°F to 71.69°F differed from the observed data range of -1.60°F to 57.20°F. 

IDA's minimum interpolated temperature of 11.59°F was well above the observed data 

minimum. The lapse rate's interpolated range was most plausible of the methods. 

Figure 5.3.2-2 shows the contour plots of all eight interpolation methods for 

Region 2 Fall minimum temperature. Visual inspection of the eight interpolation methods 

shows the typical well-behaved regression surface. The lapse rate method, which ranked 

fourth, does not appear to capture the level of detail of the regression method The lapse 

rate method, however, captures lower temperature data somewhat better than the 

regression method. Cokriging, as expected, is fragmented in appearance, but captures 

more temperature information than kriging and other methods which do not use elevation 

information in temperature estimation. 
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Figure 5.3.2-2 Comparison of Spatial Interpolation Methods of Region 2 Fall Tmin 
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5.3.3 Comparison and Ranking 

Eight seasonal data sets were tested in Region 2 against eight interpolation 

methods. Cross validation statistics were calculated for all methods except cokriging. 

The table below shows the ODA power factors for seasonal maximum and minimum 

temperature ranged from a low of 2.50 to a high of 3.25. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Season | Temp | Power Factor 

Winter | tmax 3.50 

Spring | tmax 3.25 

Summer | tmax 3.50 

Fall tmax 3.75 

Winter | tmin 3.25 

Spring | tmin 2.75 

Summer | tmin 3.50 

Fall tmin 2.25         
  

Table 5.3.3-1 Optimal inverse power based on MAE 

Table 5.3.3-2 summarizes the Region 2 seasonal results. As with Region 1, 

maximum seasonal variances were higher than minimum seasonal variances. Maximum 

seasonal correlations between elevation and temperature were also higher, on average, 

than minimum seasonal correlations between elevation and temperature. Regression had 

lower MAE values across most cases, the exception being Winter minimum temperature. 

MAE values for all interpolation methods were, on average, much higher for Region 2 

than for Region 1. This is most likely due to higher data variances and data ranges for 

Region 2 and due to the greater elevation range for Region 2. Region 2 also has a more 

sparse station network than Region 1 with station clustering which may lead to higher 

MAE values. 
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Region 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Season Winter | Spring | Summer | Fall | Winter | Spring | Summer | Fall 

Temperature max max max max min min min min 

Variance (°F*) 45.93 | 83.17 | 100.41 | 58.25 | 59.00 | 58.44 68.35 | 68.27 

Range (°F) 38.53 | 41.00 52.87 | 33.73 | 34.73 | 49.60 47.00 | 58.80 

Correlation 0.80 0.87 0.93 0.87 | 0.69 0.84 0.77 0.71 

Lapse Rate Method (°F) | 3.60 4.34 2.88 2.81 4.87 3.66 3.96 4.34 

a CF) 3.64 4.03 4.93 4.06 | 3.84 3.55 4.14 4.28 

“tei (F) 3,33 3.37 4.43 3.59 | 3.53 3.32 3.62 4,25 

TSA (°F) 4.32 5.36 6.68 5.13 4.73 4.82 5.22 5.09 

Regression (°F) 2.50 1.88 2.09 2.21 3.78 2.63 3.52 3.79 

Splining (°F) 4.84 4.26 5.85 4.42 | 4.67 5.04 4.87 6.49 

Kriging (°F) 3.46 3.56 4.59 3.57 3.59 3.53 3.66 4.39                   
  

Table 5.3.3-2 Summary of results for Region 2 seasonal temperatures 

Table 5.2.3-3 below shows the ranking order of the interpolation methods tested 

for seasonal maximum temperature. All maximum seasonal data showed isotropy. ODA 

out performed kriging in all cases. The lapse rate method performed worse in all cases. 

Splining is also seen to perform poorly. Cokriging was not ranked. The results for 

Region 2 differ from Region 1 in that the lapse rate method performed much better based 

on MAE. In addition, the lapse rate method tended to adhere to the expected interpolated 

range of the data better than some fitted function methods such as TSA and splining. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

Method | Winter | Spring | Summer | Fall 

Lapse Rate 4 6 2 2 

z 5 4 5 5 

1 Font 2 2 3 4 

TSA 6 7 7 7 

Regression ] ] ] 1 

Splining 7 5 6 6 

Kriging 3 3 4 3 

Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A N/A 
  

Table 5.3.3-3 Region 2 Tmax interpolation methods ranked by MAE 

Table 5.2.3-4 below shows the ranking order of the interpolation methods tested 

for seasonal minimum temperature. In cases where the data were anisotropic (Winter, 

Summer, and Fall), kriging resulted in better performance than ODA. The lapse rate 
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method performed worst in all cases, was more representative of the original data's range 

than TSA and splining. Splining ranked 6" across all seasons. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

Method | Winter | Spring | Summer | Fall 

Lapse Rate 7 5 4 

z 4 4 5 3 

san I 2 2 2 
TSA 6 6 7 6 

Regression 3 1 1 ] 

Splining 5 7 6 7 

Kriging 2 3 3 5 

Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A N/A 
  

Table 5.3.3-4 Region 2 Tmin interpolation methods ranked by MAE 

As in section 5.2.4, MAE was compared against temperature range, correlation 

between elevation and temperature, and temperature variance for seasonal temperature 

data for Region 2. The summary data for this comparison is contained in table 5.3.3-2. 

The results of the comparisons are shown in figures 5.3.4-1, 5.3.4-2, and 5.3.4-3. 

Figure 5.3.4-1 shows an increasing trend in MAE for TSA as the data variance 

increases. The figure also shows polynomial regression has the lowest MAE of the seven 

interpolation method ranked when the variance is low and high. Figure 5.3.4-2 shows 

splining and polynomial regression have lower MAE values as the correlation between 

elevation and temperature increases. There is also a greater difference between the spatial 

interpolation methods as the correlation between elevation and temperature increases. 

TSA, inverse distance squared, ODA, and kriging show.a slight increasing trend in MAE 

as the correlation increases. Figure 5.3.4-3 shows increasing MAE for splining and TSA 

as the data range increases. Polynomial regression does not appear to be adversely affect 

by increase data range. 
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Figure 5.3.4-1 MAE verses Temperature Variance 
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Figure 5.3.4-3 MAE verses Temperature Range 

5.4 Summary 

Studies of apriori data attributes and MAE show some emerging trends. Higher 

correlations between elevation and temperature seem to favor polynomial regression and 

the lapse rate method. Inverse distance squared, ODA, and kriging show a similar 

robustness to range, correlation, and variance. Of all methods studied, splining seems to 

be most sensitive to apriori data characteristics. TSA does not appear to produced results 

representative of the original data. TSA's interpolated temperature range is typically more 

narrow than the original data. Care must be taken with fitted function to ensure their 

results are representative of the original data's minimum and maximum. Where 

correlations between elevation and temperature are high, regression appears to adhere to 

original data's minimum and maximum values. In Region 2, where station elevations are 

not representative of the DEM elevations, one expects the interpolated minimum to be 

lower than the data minimum. Regression and the lapse rate method both tended to yield 

interpolated minimums at or below the original data minimums. 
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The polynomial regression method appears to be the most robust interpolation 

technique thus far ranking first in 7 of 8 cases studied in this chapter. The lapse rate 

method performed poorly except in Summer maximum for Region 2 where the 

correlations between elevation and temperature were very high. Where data are 

anisotropic, kriging out performed ODA. In cases where the data are isotropic, ODA out 

performs kriging when measured by MAE. 
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6.0 Daily Max and Min Temperature 

6.1 Overview 

Chapter 6 provides results from the interpolation of maximum and minimum daily 

temperatures for Region 1 and Region 2 for all eight spatial interpolation techniques. 

Summary statistics for the daily data are presented as well as interpolation results. 

Interpolation techniques are ranked by mean absolute error (MAE). Comparative 

temperature contour maps for all eight interpolation methods are given for Region 1 

1/18/90 minimum daily temperature, Region 1 9/28/90 maximum daily temperature, 

Region 2 8/31/90 maximum daily temperature, and Region 2 10/13/90 minimum daily 

temperature. Four map comparisons were chosen to provide a representative sampling 

across daily temperature samples and to minimize the prohibitively high costs of color 

reproduction. The four days chosen represent minimum and maximum occurring 

correlations between elevation and temperature across both regions. Cross validation 

results for all ten daily temperature cases studies for both maximum and minimum daily 

temperature are provided. 

6.2 Region 1 

6.2.1 Overview 

Data averaging, which was necessary to ensure an adequate number of stations for 

seasonal and 10 year means, could not be used for daily temperature information. 

Fortunately, use of recent (1990) data allowed as many as 142 of 146 candidate stations 

within Region 1 to be used for analysis of daily minimum and maximum temperatures. 

Table 6.2.1-1 shows the ten daily temperature data sets used for this portion of the 

analyses. 
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6.2.2 Descriptive Statistics 

  

Region Temperature Date 
  

—_
— Tmax & Tmin 1-18-90 

  

Tmax & Tmin 3-4-90 
  

Tmax & Tmin 5-24-90 
  

Tmax & Tmin 6-17-90 
  

Tmax & Tmin 8-31-90 
  

Tmax & Tmin 9-4-90 
  

Tmax & Tmin 9-28-90 
  

Tmax & Tmin 10-13-90 
  

Tmax & Tmin 11-8-90 
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Table 6.2.1-1 Daily Temperature Data Sets 

Descriptive statistics for measures of location, spread, shape, and correlation were 

developed for daily minimum and maximum temperatures for Region 1. The descriptive 

statistics in table 6.2.2-1 show correlations between daily maximum temperature and 

elevation to range from a high of 0.93 for day 7 to a low of 0.43 for day 9. Daily 

maximum temperature variance ranges from 23.00°F* for day 3 to 41.25°F* for day 9. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Statistic Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day $ 

mean 66.21°F 59.19°F 72.23°F $3.89°F 82.71°F 

median 67.00°F 60.00°F 73.00°F 85.00°F 83.00°F 

mode 69.00°F 60.00°F 75.00°F 87.00°F 83.00°F 

variance 26.15°F? 24.67°F* 23.00°F? 25.75°F? 33.84°F? 

minimum 44.00°F 41.00°F 55.00°F 66.00°F 59.00°F 

maximum 76.00°F 71.00°F 81.00°F 94.00°F 98.00°F 

skewness -1.43°F -0.78°F -0.94°F -1.47°F -1.09°F 

lapse rate | -0.00396°F/feet | -0.00351°F/feet | -0.00328°F/feet | -0.00346°F/feet | -0.00465°F/feet 
corr. 0.82 0.75 0.72 0.71 0.84 

n 137 139 141 142 140     
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Statistic Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 

mean 86.74 °F 78.88°F 72.08°F 61.12°F 55.12°F 

median 88.00°F 80.00°F 72.00°F 62.00°F 55.00°F 

mode 89.00°F 80.00°F 70.00°F 63.00°F 56.00°F 

variance 29.06°F? 26.41 °F? 31.13°F? 4}.25°F? 29.96°F? 

minimum 67.00°F 55.00°F 56.00°F 44.00°F 43.00°F 

maximum 95.00°F 86.00°F 82.00°F 79.00°F 69.00°F 

skewness -1.47°F -2.03°F -0.54°F -0.06°F -0.11°F 

lapse rate | -0.00414°F/feet | -0.00453°F/feet | -0.00320°F/feet | -0.00264°F/feet | -0.00263°F/feet 
corr. 0.81 0.93 0.60 0.43 0.50 

n 137 138 140 142 142               
  

Table 6.2.2-1 Descriptive statistics for Region 1 daily maximum temperatures 

The descriptive statistics in table 6.2.2-2 for Region 1 daily minimum temperature 

show correlations between daily temperature and elevation to range from a high of 0.82 

for day 5 to a low of 0.19 for day 1. Temperature variance ranges from a low of 18.56°F* 

for day 4 to a high of 42.12°F? for day 1. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Statistic Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

mean 45.22°F 29.80°F 49. 26°F 63.51°F 63.08°F 

median 47.00°F 29.00°F 49.00°F 64.00°F 64.00°F 

mode 49.00°F 27.00°F 48.00°F 67.00°F 66.00°F 

variance 42.13°F? 22.09°F? 22.04°F? 18.56°F? 19.47°F? 

minimum 26.00°F 14.00°F 34.00°F 48.00°F 47.00°F 

maximum 57.00°F 42.00°F 60.00°F 71.00°F 70.00°F 

skewness -0.57°F 0.00°F -0.06°F -0.76°F -1.00°F 

lapse rate | -0.00118°F/feet | -0.00265°F/feet | -0.00298°F/feet | -0.00287°F/feet | -0.00346°F/feet 
corr. 0.19 0.59 0.67 0.69 0.82 

n 137 139 141 142 140 

Statistic Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 

mean 62.54°F 50.33°F 59.28°F 33.72°F 39,82°F 

median 63.00°F 51.00°F 59.00°F 33.00°F 40.00°F 

mode 67.00°F 52.00°F 55.00°F 30.00°F 40.00°F 

variance 29.76°F? 26.87°F* 27.43°F? 31.21°F? 29,99°F? 

minimum 40.00°F 38.00°F 39.00°F 13.00°F 26.00°F 

maximum 73.00°F 68.00°F 70.00°F 45.00°F 52.00°F 

skewness -0,59°F -0.00°F -0.42°F -0.10°F 0.10°F 

lapse rate | -0.00370°F/feet | -0.00289°F/feet | -0.00307°F/feet | -0.00295°F/feet | -0.00283°F/feet 
corr. 0.72 0.59 0.62 0.55 0.54 

n 137 138 140 142 142     
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Table 6.2.2-2 Descriptive statistics for Region 1 daily minimum temperatures 

6.2.3 Interpolation 

Using the research methodology outlined in section 3.0, the data for Region 1 day 

1 maximum temperature were interpolated for all eight interpolation methods. Cross 

validation results for the interpolation methods except cokriging are given in table 6.2.3-1. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate +.46 3.57 27.34 49.12 76.78 66.16 

a -0.35 2.93 18.53 47.77 74.18 66.38 

a" 0.37 2.93 18.90 46.41 74.98 66.44 
TSA 0.00 2.65 16.37 61.54 77.29 66.49 

Regression 0.00 1.91 5.57 51.51 73.42 66.22 

Splining -0.28 3.96 35.53 44.03 80.03 66.72 
Kriging -~0.36 2.89 18.33 60.73 70.29 65.85 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A $3.35 77.18 67.81               
Table 6.2.3-1 Interpolation of Region 1 day 1 maximum temperature 

For Region 1 day 1 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 1.91°F to 3.96°F. 

Regression had the lowest MAE of the methods ranked, but its minimum interpolated 

temperature of 51.51°F was much higher than the 44.00°F observed minimum of the data. 

Likewise, Kriging and TSA had minimum interpolated temperatures of 60.73°F and 

61.54°F respectively. These minimum interpolated values indicate an under representation 

of lower temperature values in the interpolated data. Mean interpolated temperatures 

were close to the observed data mean of 66.21°F. Only cokriging with a mean 

interpolated temperature of 67.81°F was significantly far from the observed data mean. 

Optimal inverse distance weighted averaging (ODA) was most representative of the 

minimum and maximum temperatures present in the original data. Based on MAE, 

however, ODA was ranked fourth. Splining had the highest MAE and _ highest 

interpolated maximum temperature. The data for Region 1 day 1 maximum temperature 

were anisotropic with higher semivariances along the 35 - 215 degree axis. Kriging, as 

expected had a slightly lower MAE than ODA. Despite kriging's lower MAE, ODA is 

preferable over kriging because it is more representative of the original data's temperature 

range. 
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Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 2 maximum temperature in Table 6.2.3-2 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.17 3.23 22.62 43.92 71.57 59.17 
+ 0.32 2.72 15.28 44.82 70.07 59.35 

ro 0.35 2.69 15.67 42.55 70.78 59.45 
TSA 0.00 2.62 13.73 55.79 67.54 59.44 

Regression | _ 0.00 1.94 5.94 46.38 67.08 59.16 
Splining |  -0.20 3.53 29.13 41.10 | 81.46 59.68 
Kriging -0.16 2.85 17.99 44.84 66.33 59.03 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 47.00 71.29 60.58           

Table 6.2.3-2 Interpolation of Region 1 day 2 maximum temperature 

For Region 1 day 2 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 1.94°F for 

regression to 3.57°F for splining. While regression had the lowest MAE, its minimum 

and maximum interpolated values of 46.38°F and 67.08°F were more narrow in range 

than the 41.00°F to 71.0°F range of the actual data. Splining had a maximum interpolated 

temperature of 81.46°F, a value over 10 degrees above the maximum data temperature. 

All means other than cokriging were close in value to the data mean of 59.19°F. Of the 

methods tested, ODA was most representative of the temperature range of the original 

data. It ranked third based on MAE. The data for Region 1 day 2 maximum temperature 

were isotropic. Kriging had a slightly higher MAE than ODA. In addition to its lower 

MAE, ODA was preferable over kriging because it was more representative of the original 

data's temperature range. | 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 3 maximum temperature in Table 6.2.3-3 
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Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.19 3.85 27.73 56.72 81.41 72.06 

e -0.09 3.34 18.05 59.59 80.25 72.36 

ae -—0.08 3.34 17.97 61.16 79.64 72.33 

TSA 0.00 3.14 17.38 66.18 77,30 72.32 
Regression 0.00 2.40 8.66 60.05 77.48 72.14 

Splining -0.14 4.77 40.76 56.08 89.54 72.73 

Kriging -~0.01 3.21 17.28 67.79 76.31 72.22 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 60.76 80.77 72.96               
Table 6.2.3-3 Interpolation of Region 1 day 3 maximum temperature 

For Region 1 day 3 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.41°F for 

regression to 4.77°F for splining. The interpolated temperature range for regression was 

60.05°F to 77.48°F. The data temperature range, however, was 55.00°F to 81.00°F. 

Splining's maximum interpolated temperature of 89.54°F was far greater than the observed 

data maximum of 81.00°F. All means were close to the observed data mean of 72.23°F. 

While ranked sixth according to MAE, the lapse rate method was most representative of 

the observed temperature range. TSA, while ranked second according to MAE, had the 

most narrow temperature range. The data for Region 1 day 3 maximum temperature were 

isotropic. Kriging, as expected, had a higher MAE than ODA. In addition, ODA was 

preferable over kriging because it was more representative of the original data's 

temperature range. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 4 maximum temperature in Table 6.2.3-4 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.31 4.40 37.10 67.19 94.56 84.26 

+ 0.47 3.33 20.59 69.08 93.06 84.19 

a ~0.47 3.33 20.59 69.08 93.06 84.19 

TSA 0.00 3.44 21.36 80.47 94.44 84.38 

Regression 0.00 2.48 11.04 68.90 89.93 84.15 

Splining 0.27 4.65 39.31 66.00 113.92 84.93 

Kriging -~0.25 3.52 23.19 70.78 88.96 83.65 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 67.00 94.26 85.66         
  

Table 6.2.3-4 Interpolation of Region 1 day 4 maximum temperature 
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For Region 1 day 4 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.48°F for 

regression to 4.65°F for splining. The interpolated temperature range for regression was 

68.90°F to 89.93°F. This range is close to the actual data range of 66.00°F to 94.00°F. 

Splining had a maximum interpolated temperature of 113.92°F, far above the observed 

data maximum. While ranked 6th in terms of MAE, the lapse rate method was most 

representative of the observed data temperature range with an interpolated temperature 

range of 67.19°F to 94.56°F. Mean temperatures were nearly all above the observed 

temperature mean of 83.89°F. The data for Region 1 day 4 maximum temperature were 

Kriging, as expected had a higher MAE than ODA. ODA had a higher 

maximum interpolated temperature than kriging making it more representative of the 

isotropic. 

actual data. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 5 maximum temperature in Table 6.2.3-5 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F?) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 
Lapse Rate | +0.91 4.14 41.12 62.39 99.50 83.17 

a -0.62 3.35 20.59 61.18 96.09 83.09 

an -0.62 3.35 20.59 61.18 96.09 83.09 
TSA 0.00 3.52 21.38 77.97 100.45 83.34 

Regression | 0.00 2.29 9.09 65.61 92.96 83.13 
Splining [ +011 4.36 39.62 58.99 103.61 83.78 
Kriging | -0.73 3.61 22.33 73.77 87.31 81.98 

Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 69.08 99.38 85.11                 
Table 6.2.3-5 Interpolation of Region 1 day 5 maximum temperature 

For Region 1 day 5 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.29°F for 

regression to 4.36°F for splining. The interpolated temperature range for regression was 

65.61°F to 92.96°F. This is somewhat less than the observed data range of 59.00°F to 

98.00°F. Both the lapse rate and inverse distance averaging methods were close in their 

interpolated temperature ranges to the observed temperature range. Kriging's range was 

rather narrow at 73.78°F to 87.31°F. Again, the lapse rate method was representative of 

the original data's range. Mean interpolated temperatures were slightly above the 

observed mean of 82.71°F. The data for Region 1 day 5 maximum temperature were 
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isotropic. Kriging, as expected had a higher MAE than ODA. ODA had a larger 

maximum interpolated temperature range than kriging making it more representative of 

the actual data. Both TSA and splining had maximum interpolated values above the 

observed data maximum. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 6 maximum temperature in Table 6.2.3-6 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate +0.55 3.86 33.98 67.57 96.25 87.21 

z 0.58 3.24 19,52 68.76 94.99 87.09 

a -~0.58 3.24 19.52 68.76 94.99 87.09 

TSA 0.00 3.35 21.04 81.46 97.88 87.39 

Regression 0.00 2.16 7.33 69.99 94.06 87.21 

Splining -0.28 4.69 43.31 66.97 101.03 87.61 

Kriging -0.63 3.44 21.26 75.67 91.55 86.10 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 75.09 95.71 88.49             
Table 6.2.3-6 Interpolation of Region 1 day 6 maximum temperature 

For Region 1 day 6 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.16°F for 

regression to 4.69°F for splining. The interpolated temperature range for regression was 

69.99°F to 94.05°F. This is close to the observed data range of 67.00°F to 95.00°F. 

Both the lapse rate and inverse distance averaging methods were close in their interpolated 

temperature ranges to the observed temperature range. Kriging's range was rather narrow 

at 75.67°F to 91.56°F. Splining's interpolated maximum of 101.03°F was much higher 

than the observed data maximum of 95.00°F. All interpolated means except kriging were 

above the observed data mean of 86.74°F. The data for Region 1 day 6 maximum 

temperature were isotropic in nature. Kriging, as expected had a higher MAE than ODA. 

ODA's wider data range made it more representative of the actual data than kriging. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 7 maximum temperature in Table 6.2.3-7 
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Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.67 3.32 31.38 58.77 87.36 79.30 

Zi 0.59 2.54 15.25 57.14 85.73 79.2) 

sai -0.55 2.49 15.76 55.70 85.95 79.42 

TSA 0.00 2.99 18.68 75.48 90.14 79.47 

Regression 0.00 1.34 2.79 60.61 85.16 79.29 

Splining -~0.17 3.26 30.44 55.00 86.68 79.72 

Kriging -~0.33 2.66 18.67 59.05 85.32 78.55 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 65.07 87.79 81.13               
Table 6.2.3-7 Interpolation of Region 1 day 7 maximum temperature 

For Region 1 day 7 maximum temperature, ‘MAE ranged from 1.34°F for 

regression to 3.32°F for lapse rate. Day 7 had the highest correlation between 

temperature and elevation for Region 1. The interpolated temperature range for 

regression was 60.61°F to 85.16°F. This is close to the observed data range of 55.00°F to 

86.00°F. Lapse rate, inverse distance averaging, and splining interpolation methods were 

close in their predicted temperature ranges to the observed temperature range. The data 

for Region 1 day 7 maximum temperature were isotropic. Kriging, as expected, had a 

higher MAE than ODA. TSA's interpolated maximum temperature of 90.14°F was much 

higher than the observed maximum temperature of 86.00°F. Most predicted temperature 

means were close to the observed temperature mean of 78.88°F, the one exception being 

cokriging with a predicted mean of 81.13°F. This mean was far above the observed mean. 

Figure 6.2.3-1 on the next page shows the color contour plots of the interpolation 

results for Region 1 day 7 maximum daily temperature. The high correlation between 

elevation and temperature is seen in the regression and lapse rate plots. The lapse rate, 

however, has some isotherms or "temperature islands" resulting from the high influence of 

individual stations. Regression is less prone to individual station influence and has 

smoother more plausible temperature contours. Visual similarities exist between IDA, 

ODA, splining, and kriging - all of which do. not use elevation as ancillary information. 

Cokriging bears a distance resemblance to the lapse rate and regression methods, but is 

plagued by the "birds eye" speckling seen previously. TSA captures broad trends in the 

data, but is not representative of the true temperature surface. When temperature and 

elevation are highly correlation as in this data set, regression is clearly the interpolation 

method of choice based on cross validation results and visual inspection. 
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Figure 6.2.3-1 Comparison of Spatial Interpolation Methods for Day 7 Tmax 
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Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 8 maximum temperature in Table 6.2.3-8 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.07 4.48 35.81 55.54 83.03 72.23 
a ~0.23 3.51 20.05 57.15 80.81 72.29 

ox -0.22 3.43 19.75 56.33 - 81.58 72.38 
TSA 0.00 3.70 21.93 64.52 82.41 72.22 

Regression | 0.00 3.05 14.50 59.81 79.99 72.14 
Splining | 0.12 4.53 37.56 48.71 86.79 72.57 
Kriging -~0.01 3.54 21.65 57.38 80.48 72.08 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 57.82 83.24 73.51               

Table 6.2.3-8 Interpolation of Region 1 day 8 maximum temperature 

For Region 1 day 8 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 3.05°F for 

regression to 4.53°F for splining. Day 8 is in sharp contrast to day 7 with a correlation 

between elevation and temperature of only .60. When correlations are low, the differences 

between spatial interpolators, based on MAE, is small. The interpolated temperature 

range for regression was 59.81°F to 79.99°F. This range is slightly less than the observed 

data range of 56.00°F to 82.00°F. The data for Region 1 day 8 maximum temperature 

were isotropic. Kriging, as expected had a higher MAE than ODA. ODA and kriging had 

similar predicted temperature ranges. The interpolated mean temperatures were all close 

to the observed data mean of 72.08°F. Cokriging proved to have the highest interpolated 

mean value at 73.51°F indicating that cokriging may be biased. Splining, which had the 

highest MAE also had a rather high maximum interpolated value of 86.79°F, over 4 

degrees above the maximum observed data mean. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 9 maximum temperature in Table 6.2.3-9 
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Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.03 5.38 40.90 38.90 78.14 60.85 
a -0.34 3.93 31.44 45.39 77.12 61.29 

om 0.32 3.85 30.79 44.89 78.15 61.04 
TSA 0.00 4.48 36.83 58.47 73.37 61.10 

Regression | __ 0.00 3.60 25.66 49.98 69.55 60.79 
Splining | +0.04 5.89 43.68 60.26 90.64 62.05 
Kriging 0.31 4.25 35.65 53.02 65.60 60.81 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 39.03 77.95 60.31             
  

Table 6.2.3-9 Interpolation of Region 1 day 9 maximum temperature 

For Region 1 day 9 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 3.05°F for 

regression to 4.53°F for splining. Day 9 is similar to day 8 with a low correlation between 

elevation and temperature of only .43. The interpolated temperature range for regression 

was 49.99°F to 69.55°F. This is less than the observed data range of 44.00°F to 79.00°F. 

The data for Region 1 day 9 maximum temperature were isotropic. Kriging, as expected 

had a higher MAE than ODA. ODA and kriging had similar predicted temperature ranges. 

The interpolated mean temperatures were all close to the observed data mean of 61.12°F. 

Splining, which had the highest MAE also had a rather high maximum interpolated value 

of 90.64°F, over 10 degrees above the maximum observed data mean. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 
Statistics are given for day 10 maximum temperature in Table 6.2.3-10 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.46 5.16 42.52 41.28 69.40 55.18 

7 -0.33 4.50 28.42 44.12 67.57 55.27 

ie 0.24 4.42 27.73 48.59 61.19 55.10 
TSA 0.00 4.19 23.84 48.55 73.60 55.49 

Regression 0.00 3.89 20.49 46.02 60.61 55.23 

Splining -~0.19 5.78 50.85 38.22 72.23 55.28 

Kriging -~0.35 4.81 33.09 43.27 64.03 54.77 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 45.5232 68.39 56.17 
  

Table 6.2.3-10 Interpolation of Region 1 day 10 maximum temperature 

For Region 1 day 10 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 3.89°F for 

regression to 5.78°F for splining. Day 10 had a relatively low correlation between 

elevation and temperature of .50. The interpolated temperature range for regression was 
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46.03°F to 60.61°F. This range is more narrow than the observed data range of 43.00°F 

to 69.00°F. Lapse rate and IDA were most representative in their predicted temperature 

ranges with respect to the original data. Both splining and TSA had maximum 

interpolated temperatures above the observed data maximum. The data for Region 1 day 

10 maximum temperature were isotropic. Kriging, as expected, had a higher MAE than 

ODA. ODA had a more narrow interpolated temperature range than either kriging or 

inverse distance squared. While this may look unusual, it is due to the optimal power 

factor for ODA being 1.25. As the power factor increases, the interpolated temperature 

range more closes approximates the original data. This phenomena has been likened to 

increasing the tension of a rubber sheet placed over the data. By having a power factor 

below 2.0, the ODA method would be expected to have a small interpolated temperature 

range than IDA which has a power factor of two. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 1 minimum temperature in Table 6.2.3-11 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) |; MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -~0.45 6.38 68.01 24.61: 57,20 45.1 

a -0.09 4.93 35.82 27.99 56.58 45.23 

“am -~0.10 4.93 35.66 29.94 56.07 45,22 

TSA 0.00 4.66 31.68 35.81 59.08 45.31 

Regression 0.00 4.65 31.83 39.42 55.66 45.39 

Splining -0.37 7.29 80.91 18.93 69.84 45.45 

Kriging -0.13 5.12 39.6] 34.17 55.45 45.09 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 28.29 56.86 45.53             
  

Table 6.2.3-11 Interpolation of Region 1 day 1 minimum temperature 

For Region 1 day 1 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 4.65°F for 

regression to 7.29°F for splining. Day 1 has the lowest correlation between elevation and 

temperature for Region 1 across with a value of only .19. The day also has the highest 

variance of 42.13°F?. It is not surprising then, that the MAE values observed are the 

highest for Region 1 temperatures. The interpolated temperature range for regression was 

39.42°F to 55.66°F. This range is far more narrow than the observed data range of 

26.00°F to 57.00°F. Again, due to a power factor less than two, ODA has a more narrow 

temperature range than IDA. Splining's temperature range of 18.93°F to 69.84°F is far 
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beyond the observed data range. The data for Region 1 day 1 minimum temperature were 

isotropic. Kriging, as expected, had a higher MAE than ODA. Kriging also had a more 

narrow interpolated temperature range than ODA. The lapse rate method was most 

representative of the observed data range, with an interpolated data range of 24.61°F to 

57.21°F. Based on MAE, however, the lapse rate method ranked second to last. 

Figure 6.2.3-2 show the color contour plots for Region 1 day 1 minimum 

temperature. The data presented shows a worse-case scenario where elevation and 

temperature are not correlated - in this case a correlation of .19. When elevation and 

temperature are not correlated, then the lapse rate method degrades into a nearest 

neighbor method where interpolated values simply take on the value of the nearest station 

point. With polynomial regression, the elevation variable drops out of the equation and 

the method looks similar to TSA. Cokriging bears a strong resemblance to kriging. This 

resemblance is to be expected as the elevation component of cokriging is not significant. 

When the data are not correlated, the most preferred method appears to be ODA. Kriging 

appears to be more visually plausible than ODA, but the summary statistics indicate that it 

is not representative of the original data's range. 
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Region 1 Day 1 Tmin (Kriging) Region 1 Day 1 Tmin (Cokriging) 

Figure 6.2.3-2 Comparison of Spatial Interpolation Methods for Day 1 Tmin 
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Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 2 minimum temperature in Table 6.2.3-12 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | -0.11 3.63 22.87 16.38 42.5] 29.60 
z 0.08 2.61 11.69 16.31 40.16 29.89 

a -0.10 2.57 11,31 14.92 41.48 29.93 
TSA 0.00 2.45 10.54 23.11 36.99 30.02 

Regression | 0.00 2.15 7.83 21.53 37.27 29.88 
Splining -—0.01 3.18 17.68 14.03 44.59 30.07 
Kriging 0.07 2.69 11.97 19.22 38.48 28.74 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 20.89 42.18 30.68             

Table 6.2.3-12 Interpolation of Region 1 day 2 minimum temperature 

For Region 1 day 2 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.15°F for 

regression to 3.63°F for lapse rate. The interpolated temperature range for regression was 

21.53°F to 37.27°F. This range is far more narrow than the observed data range of 

14.00°F to 42.00°F. ODA with a range of 14.92°F to 41.48°F was most representative of 

the original data's range. The data for Region 1 day 2 minimum temperature were 

isotropic. Kriging had a higher MAE than ODA and a more narrow interpolated 

temperature range. While the lapse rate method had the highest MAE of the methods 

ranked, it was far more representative of the original data in terms of interpolated data 

range and interpolated mean value. Cross validation results for the interpolation methods 

and their respective summary statistics are given for day 3 minimum temperature in Table 

6.2.3-13 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.33 3.57 27,98 33.78 60.78 49.11 

a -0.16 2.52 10.63 36.06 59.88 49.38 

aa 0.17 2.47 9.81 34.78 59.98 49.43 
TSA 0.00 2.92 13.69 43.89 54.79 49.36 

Regression 0.00 2.14 8.02 38.08 55.58 49.26 
Splining +0.04 2.91 15.39 34.01 61.45 49.58 

Kriging ~0.06 2.37 9.35 38.85 58.42 49.21 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 39.75 61.70 50.41   
  

Table 6.2.3-13 Interpolation of Region 1 day 3 minimum temperature 
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For Region 1 day 3 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.14°F for 

regression to 3.57°F for lapse rate. The interpolated temperature range for regression was 

38.08°F to 55.58°F. This range is slightly more narrow than the data range of 34.00°F to 

60.00°F. Splining, ODA, and the lapse rate method had interpolated ranges which were 

far closer to the observed range. All the interpolation methods had mean interpolated 

values close to the observed data mean of 49.26°F. The data for Region 1 day 3 minimum 

temperature were anisotropic and had higher semivariances along the 40 to 220 degree 

axis. Kriging, as expected, had a lower MAE than ODA. While kriging had a lower 

MAE, it also had a more narrow interpolated temperature range than ODA. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 4 minimum temperature in Table 6.2.3-14 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias °F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate [| +0.04 3.26 19.62 47.29 71.49 63.54 
e -0.21 2.48 11.01 50.45 70.08 63.69 
am 0.22 2.42 10.84 48.96 70.59 63.79 

TSA 0.00 2.36 11.03 57.87 71.82 63.91 
Regression | _ 0.00 1.96 6.09 52.60 70.13 63.68 
Splining |  -0.27 3.46 27.57 48.05 75.93 63.91 
Kriging -0.26 2.57 12.27 53.41 70.29 63.25 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 54.48 72.43 64.78             
  

Table 6.2.3-14 Interpolation of Region 1 day 4 minimum temperature 

For Region 1 day 4 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 1.96°F for 

regression to 3.46°F for splining. These low MAE values result from day 4 having the 

lowest variance of Region 1 at 18.56°F*. The interpolated temperature range for 

regression was 52.60°F to 70.13°F. This range is far more narrow than the observed data 

range of 48.00°F to 71.00°F. The lapse rate method with a range of 47.29 to 71.49°F 

was most representative of the original data's range. The data for Region 1 day 4 were 

isotropic. Kriging, as expected, had a higher MAE than ODA. Kriging also had a more 

narrow interpolated temperature range than ODA. 
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Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 5 minimum temperature in Table 6.2.3-15 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.38 3.11 21.60 47.13 71.32 63.11 
a ~0.24 2.29 9.99 50.30 69.47 63.23 
ei 0.25 2.19 9.30 48.41 69.93 63.35 

TSA 0.00 2.43 11.03 52.54 73.06 63.29 
Regression | 0.00 1.59 4.12 50.80 70.00 63.13 
Splining |  +0.09 2.84 17.12 46.92 72.85 63.47 
Kriging 0.11 2.33 10.41 52.79 68.89 62.96 
Cokriging {| N/A N/A N/A 52.35 71.58 64.59               

Table 6.2.3-15 Interpolation of Region 1 day 5 minimum temperature 

For Region 1 day 5 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 1.59°F for 

regression to 3.11°F for the lapse rate method. Day 5 had the highest correlation between 

elevation and temperature for Region minimum daily temperatures. Increasing correlation 

appears to decrease MAE, while increasing data variance appears to increase MAE. The 

interpolated temperature range for regression was 50.80°F to 70.00°F. This range is close 

to the observed data range of 47.00°F to 70.00°F. Regression's interpolated mean of 

63.13°F is close to the observed mean of 63.08°F. The data for Region 1 day 5 minimum 

temperature were isotropic. Kriging, as expected, had a higher MAE than ODA. ODA 

and the lapse rate method both had interpolated temperature ranges which were very close 

to the observed temperature range. The lapse rate, however, had the highest MAE of the 

seven methods ranked. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 6 minimum temperature in Table 6.2.3-16 
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Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.27 3.72 29.31 40.84 73.37 62.51 

a 0.21 2.68 12.66 44.79 71.49 62.65 
am 0.23 2.48 11.63 41.4] 72.72 62.78 

TSA 0.00 3.11 16.39 56.47 71.59 62.69 

Regression 0.00 2.35 8.77 49.89 70.74 62.76 

Splining +0.02 3.37 21.09 39.88 74.31 62.75 

Kriging -0.07 2.58 12.65 46.88 72.46 62.46 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 48.71 74.20 64.11               
Table 6.2.3-16 Interpolation of Region 1 day 6 minimum temperature 

For Region 1 day 6 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.36°F for 

regression to 3.72°F for the lapse rate method. The interpolated temperature range for 

regression was 49.89°F to 70.74°F. This range is more narrow than the observed data 

range of 40.00°F to 73.00°F. The data for Region 1 day 6 minimum temperature were 

isotropic. Kriging, as expected, had a higher MAE than ODA. ODA, however, was far 

more representative of the observed temperature range. All methods except for cokriging 

had interpolated means close to the observed data mean. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 7 minimum temperature in Table 6.2.3-17 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.17 4.70 43.31 33.24 68.25 50.43 
4 -0.34 3.25 16.43 40.68 67.69 50.48 

an 0.31 3.22 15.67 39.37 67.96 50.58 
TSA 0.00 3.38 18.55 43.58 59.17 50.63 

Regression | 0.00 3.14 15.70 40.03 55.65 50.40 
Splining |  -0.07 3.94 23.15 33.31 67.97 50.64 
Kriging 0.09 3.21 15.65 40.77 60.76 50.24 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 39.66 67.66 51.54         

Table 6.2.3-17 Interpolation of Region 1 day 7 minimum temperature 

For Region 1 day 7 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 3.14°F for 

regression to 4.70°F for the lapse rate method. The interpolated temperature range for 

regression was 40.03°F to 55.65°F. This range was far more narrow than the observed 
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range of 38.00°F to 68.00°F. The data for Region 1 day 7 minimum temperature were 

isotropic. Kriging, as expected, had a higher MAE than ODA. Kriging's maximum 

interpolated temperature was 60.77°F - far below the maximum observed temperature of 

70.00°F. ODA's interpolated temperature range was very close to the observed 

temperature range. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 8 minimum temperature in Table 6.2.3-18 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.68 3.61 26.09 42.96 70.99 59.07 

7 -~0.08 2.57 12.17 43.99 69.63 59.30 

ro -—0.09 2.30 12.36 39.97 69.99 59.35 

TSA 0.00 2.36 11.09 49.20 74.51 59.28 

Regression 0.00 1.79 5.33 47.27 67.97 59.13 

Splining +0.16 2.94 19.03 38.87 70.57 59.27 

Kriging -~0.04 2.29 11.54 47.12 69.60 59.24 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 47.15 70.85 60.26           
Table 6.2.3-18 Interpolation of Region 1 day 8 minimum temperature 

For Region 1 day 8 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 1.79°F for 

regression to 3.61°F for the lapse rate method. The interpolated temperature for 

regression was 47.27°F to 67.98°F. This range is more narrow than the observed data 

range of 39.00°F to 70.00°F. ODA gave results which closely approximated the original 

data’s temperature range. Given that the data are isotropic, its MAE was also lower than 

that of kriging which was not representative of the temperature range of the data. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 9 minimum temperature in Table 6.2.3-19 
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Method | Bias (F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | +0.05 4.34 35.84 22.35 37.97 34.17 

a 0.08 2.92 15.85 14.64 44.30 33.94 

a -~0.01 2.69 14.85 13.04 44.98 34.1] 

TSA 0.00 2.99 15.83 27.33 44.67 34.07 

Regression 0.00 2.79 13.66 23.96 45.37 33.92 

Splining +0.03 3.39 21.68 13.03 55.20 34.27 
Kriging +0.04 2.74 14.89 23,72 43.22 33.77 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 22.57 43.58 32.96             
  

Table 6.2.3-19 Interpolation of Region 1 day 9 minimum temperature 

For Region 1 day 9 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.69°F for ODA to 

4.34°F for the lapse rate method. Day 9 was the only case in Region 1 where regression 

did not have the lowest MAE of the methods ranked. The interpolated temperature for 

ODA was 13.04°F to 44.98°F. This range is very close to the observed data range of 

13.00°F to 45.00°F. The data for Region 1 day 9 minimum temperature was isotropic. 

As expected, the MAE for kriging was higher than that of ODA. The lapse rate method, 

with its temperature range of 22.36°F to 37.97°F was not very representative of the 

observed data range. Typically, the lapse rate method has created interpolated results 

which more closely resemble the original data range. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 10 minimum temperature in Table 6.2.3-20 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -0.02 3.99 27.37 24.57 52.43 39.67 

7 0.23 3.03 15.37 27.04 50.91 39.94 

a -0.28 2.96 14.58 26.24 51.74 40.01 

TSA 0.00 2.71 11.79 30.44 54.81 40.09 

Regression 0.00 2.54 10.19 29.58 48.49 39.86 

Splining +0.01 4.10 27,28 23.82 $6.10 39.94 

Kriging ~0.09 3.06 15.39 26.62 50.42 39.73 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 26.49 $2.57 40.93 
  

Table 6.2.3-20 Interpolation of Region 1 day 10 minimum temperature 
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For Region 1 day 10 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.54°F for 

regression to 4.10°F for splining. The interpolated temperature ranged from 29.58°F to 

48.49°F for regression. This range was somewhat less than the 26.00°F to 52.00°F 

degree ranged in the actual data. The data for Region 1 day 10 maximum temperature 

was isotropic, as expected the MAE for kriging was higher than that of ODA. 

6.2.4 Comparison and Ranking 

Overall, daily temperatures had more variability and a wider range of correlations 

between temperature and elevation than seasonal or 10 year means. This variability 1s 

evident in the wider range of ODA power factors seen in table 6.2.4-1. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Day Tmax Region 1 | Tmin Region 1 

1-18-90 2.25 1.75 

3-4-90 2.50 2.50 

5-24-90 1.75 2.50 

6-17-90 2.00 2.50 

8-31-90 2.00 2.75 

9-4-90 2.00 3.00 

9-28-90 2.50 2.50 

10-13-90 2.50 3.50 

11-8-90 1.75 3.25 

12-20-90 1,25 2.50         
  

Table 6.2.4-1 Optimal inverse power based on MAE 

Tables 6.2.4-2 and 6.2.4-3 provides a summary of the Region 1 daily results. As one 

moves from 10 year mean to seasonal to daily temperatures, MAE values increase. This 

increase may be due to increased variability of daily temperature data. When data are 

averaged to obtain seasonal and 10 year means, variability is masked. A look at tables 

6.2.4-2 and 6.2.4-3 reveals much higher variance and range values for daily data. Days 

with low temperature and elevation correlations have higher MAE value across all 

interpolation methods. 
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Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Temperature max | max | max | max | max | max | max | max | max | max 

Variance (°F’) 26.15 | 24.67 | 23.01 | 25.75 | 33.85 | 29.06 | 26.41 | 31.13 | 41.26 | 29.96 

Range (°F) 32.00 | 30.00 | 26.00 | 28.00 | 39.00 | 28.00 | 31.00 | 26.00 | 35.00 | 26.00 

Correlation 0.82 | 0.75 | 0.72 | 0.71 | 0.84 | 0.81 | 0.93 | 0.60 | 0.43 | 0.50 

Lapse Rate Method (°F) | 3.58 | 3.24 | 3.86 | 4.41 | 4.15 | 3.87 | 3.32 | 4.48 | 5.38 | 5.16 

@ CF) 2.93 | 2.72 | 2.93 | 2.72 | 3.34 | 3.33 | 3.35 | 3.24 | 3.92 | 3.51 

ae (°F) 2.93 | 2.69 | 3.34 | 3.33 | 3.35 | 3.24 | 2.49 | 3.43 | 3.85 | 4.42 

TSA (°F) 2.65 | 2.62 | 3.14 | 3.44 | 3.52 | 3.35 | 3.00 | 3.70 | 4.48 | 4.19 

Regression (°F) 1.91 | 1.94 | 2.41 | 2.48 | 2.30 | 2.16 | 1.34 | 3.05 | 3.60 | 3.89 
Splining (°F) 3.96 | 3.53 | 4.77 | 4.66 | 4.36 | 4.69 | 3.26 | 4.53 | 5.89 | 5.78 

Kriging (°F) 2.90 | 2.86 | 3.22 | 3.53 | 3.61 | 3.44 | 2.66 | 3.55 | 4.25 | 4.81 

Table 6.2.4-2 Summary of Region 1 daily maximum temperature results 

Day ] 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Temperature min | min | min | min | min | min | min | min | min | min 

Variance (°F*) 42.13 | 22.10 | 22.04 | 18.56 | 19.47 | 29.76 | 26.87 | 27.43 | 31.21 | 29.99 

Range (°F) 31.00 | 28.00 | 26.00 | 23.00 | 23.00 |-33.00 | 30.00 | 31.00 | 32.00 | 26.00 

Correlation 0.19 | 0.59 | 0.67 {| 0.70 | 0.83 | 0.72 | 0.59 | 0.62 [| 0.55 | 0.54 

Lapse Rate Method (°F) | 6.38 | 3.63 | 3.57 | 3.27 | 3.11 | 3.72 | 4.70 | 3.61 | 4.34 | 4.00 

+ (°F) 4.93 | 2.61 | 2.52 | 2.48 | 2.29 | 2.69 | 3.25 | 2.57 | 2.92 | 3.03 

a (°F) 4.93 | 2.57 | 2.46 | 2.43 | 2.19 | 2.48 | 3.22 | 2.31 | 2.69 | 3.00 

TSA (°F) 4.66 | 2.45 | 2.92 {| 2.36 | 2.43 | 3.11 | 3.38 | 2.36 | 3.00 | 2.71 

Regression (°F) 4.65 | 2.15 | 2.14 | 1.96 }| 1.59 | 2.36 | 3.14 | 1.79 | 2.80 | 2.54 

Splining (°F) 7.29 | 3.18 | 2.91 | 3.46 | 2.85 | 3.38 | 3.95 | 2.94 | 3.40 | 4.10 

Kriging (°F) 5.12 | 2.69 | 2.37 | 2.57 | 2.33 | 2.59 | 3.21 | 2.29 | 2.74 | 3.06                       
  

Table 6.2.4-3 Summary of Region 1 daily minimum temperature results 

Table 6.2.4-4 shows the ranking order of the interpolation methods tested for daily 

maximum temperature. Where data were isotropic, ODA had lower MAE values than 

kriging. The splining performed last in terms of MAE in all but one case. The lapse rate 

method also performed poorly based on MAE. 
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Method 1/2;3/4]85 /]/6|,7;, 8 | 9 | 10 

Lapse Rate | 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 6 

i 5|/4/5/2]2/2]3 ]3 43 ] 4 

a 4/3 /4]2]/2]2]2/2 1/2) 3 
TSA 2;,2/2]4,4/;,4/;5 | 5) 5 4 2 

Regression {| 1 1 1 1 1 ] 1 1 1 ] 

Splining 7/7;)7;)7;}7;)7;)7;)6) 77) 7 

Kriging 3 5 | 3 5 5; 5 ;°4 4] 4 5 

Cokriging | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a   
  

Table 6.2.4-4 Region 1 Tmax interpolation methods ranked by MAE 

Table 6.2.4-5 shows the ranking order of the interpolation methods tested for daily 

minimum temperature. Where data were isotropic, ODA out performed kriging. The 

lapse rate method performed worse based on MAE in all but one case. The splining also 

performed poorly based on MAE. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                        

Method 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 | 10 

Lapse Rate | 6 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 6 

z 4/4/4)4]3]4]4/]5 ]4 44 

a 3/3 }3 }/3 },2}2]3/)/3 7] 14 3 
TSA 2 2 6 2 5 5 5 4 5 2 

Regression | 1 ] ] 1 1 l ] 1 3 ] 

Splining 7;,6;5;]7{]6!]6;]6/]6/]64 7 

Kriging [5 [5 [2/5 ]/4[3]2[/2]/21]5 
Cokriging | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a     

Table 6.2.4-5 Region 1 Tmin interpolation methods ranked by MAE 

MAE was compared against temperature range, correlation between elevation and 

temperature, and temperature variance for seasonal temperature data for Region 1. The 

results of the comparisons are shown in figures 6.2.4-1, 6.2.4-2, and 6.2.4-3. The data 

used in the comparison are shown in tables 6.2.4-2 and 6.2.4-3. 
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Figure 6.2.4-3 MAE verses Temperature Range 

Data for daily temperature contains a wide range of correlation and variance 

values. The relationships between the apriori characteristics of data variance, range, and 

correlation are distinct and significant. Figure 6.2.4-1 shows the relationship between data 

variance and MAE. As variances increase, MAE increases for all interpolators ranked. 

Splining and the lapse rate method as seen to have the highest MAE values across all data 

variances. For lower variances (less than 30°F) regression is seen to be preferred over 

the other spatial interpolation methods. Figure 6.2.4-2 shows the relationship between 

correlation and MAE. There is a clear decrease in MAE as correlations between elevation 

and temperature increase. For lower correlations, the lapse rate and splining methods 

show very high MAE values. The remaining interpolation methods are seen to have high 

MAE values also. The choice of spatial interpolator becomes less clear when correlations 

fall below .60. Above regression appears to be the interpolator of choice. Figure 6.2.4-3 

does not show any discernible trend as temperature range increases. It can be seen that 

polynomial regression had the lowest MAE across all values of temperature range and that 

TSA, inverse distance squared, ODA, and kriging show similar MAE across all range 

values. Splining and lapse rate show high MAE values across all data temperature ranges. 
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6.3 Region 2 

6.3.1 Overview 

This section contains the interpolation results for Region 2 daily temperature data. 

Data averaging, which was necessary to ensure an adequate number of stations for 

seasonal and 10 year means, was not used. Use of recent (1990) data allowed as many as 

147 candidate stations within Region 2 to be used for analysis of daily minimum and 

maximum temperatures. Unlike Region 1, Region 2 used SNOTEL in addition to NWS 

data. Table 6.3.1-1 shows the ten daily temperature data sets used for this portion of the 

analyses. 
  

Region | Temperature Date 

2 Tmax & Tmin | 1-18-90 

Tmax & Tmin } 3-4-90 

Tmax & Tmin | 5-24-90 

Tmax & Tmin | 6-17-90 

Tmax & Tmin | 8-31-90 

Tmax & Tmin | 9-4-90 

Tmax & Tmin | 9-28-90 

Tmax & Tmin | 10-13-90 

Tmax & Tmin | 11-8-90 

Tmax & Tmin | 12-20-90 
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Table 6.3.1-1 Daily Temperature Data Sets 

6.3.2 Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics for measures of location, spread, shape, and correlation were 

developed for the ten daily minimum and maximum temperatures for Region 2. The 

descriptive statistics in table 6.3.2-1 show correlations between daily maximum 

temperature and elevation to range from a high of 0.89 for day 5 to a low of 0.09 for day 

10. Daily maximum temperature variance ranges from 45.76°F* to 85.22°F”. 
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Statistic Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day § 

mean 32.12°F 46.56°F 73.59°F 71.37°F 82.07°F 

median 33.00°F 46.00°F 75.00°F 75.00°F 84.50°F 

mode 35.00°F 41.00°F 68.00°F 83.00°F 86.00°F 

variance 48.17°F? 79.42°F? 85.22°F? 78.46°F* 73.28°F? 

minimum 10.40°F 28.40°F 32.00°F 32.00°F 59,00°F 

maximum 45.00°F 65.00°F 91.00°F 92.00°F 96.00°F 

skewness -0.43°F 0.03°F -1.06°F 0.63°F 0.80°F 

lapse rate | -0.01004°F/feet | -0.01359°F/feet | -0.01264°F/feet | -0.02267°F/feet | -0.01452°F/feet 
corr. 0.74 -0.79 -0.69 0.87 -0.89 

n 147 144 143 136 144 

Statistic Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 

mean 81.81°F 69.13°F 64.07°F 39.25°F 23.84°F 

median 84.00°F 70.00°F 64.00°F 39.00°F 25.00°F 

mode 84.00°F 69.00°F 68.00°F 41.00°F 27.00°F 

variance 57.80°F* 59.82°F? 47,38°F? 45.76°F? 70.75°F? 

minimum 55.40°F 44 60°F 46.00°F 20.00°F 0.00°F 

maximum 94.00°F 83.00°F 83.00°F 55.00°F 42.00°F 

skewness -0.95°F -0.71°F -0.13°F 0.03°F -0.84°F 

lapse rate | -0.01282°F/feet | -0.01314°F/feet | -0.00350°F/feet | -0.00802°F/feet | -0.00161°F/feet 
corr. -0.89 0.86 0.27 -0.60 -0.09 

n 142 143 138 139 135 
  

Table 6.3.2-1 Descriptive statistics for Region 2 daily maximum temperatures 

  
The descriptive statistics in table 6.3.2-2 show correlations between daily 

maximum temperature and elevation to range from a high of 0.82 for day 6 to a low of 

0.048 for day 8. Daily minimum temperature variance ranges from 47.64°F* to 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

138.99°F?, 

Statistic Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day § 

mean 11.72°F 26.33°F 42,.34°F 38.70°F 47.57°F 

median 13.00°F 26.60°F 42.00°F 37.40°F 47.00°F 

mode 19.00°F 32.00°F 40.00°F 40.00°F 41.00°F 

variance 106.63°F? 49.63°F? 67.38°F? 60.92°F? 55.87°F* 

minimum -17.00°F 4.00°F 19.00°F 24.80°F 29.00°F 

maximum 32.00°F 43.00°F 63.00°F 59.00°F 64.00°F 

skewness -0.54°F -0.33°F -0.02°F -0.45°F -0.11°F 

lapse rate | -0.01314°F/feet | -0.00960°F/feet | -0.00719°F/feet | -0.01158°F/feet | -0.00614°F/feet 
corr. 0.65 -0.72 -0.45 -0.76 -0.43 

DB 154 149 15] 145 155             
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Statistic - Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 

mean 52.59°F 42.31°F 31.58°F 20.74°F -0.71°F 

median 54.00°F 42.40°F 32.00°F 22.00°F 2.00°F 

mode 50.00°F 46.00°F 32.00°F 23.00°F 5.00°F 

variance 79.82°F? 47.64°F? 61.69°F? 90.06°F? 138.99°F? 

minimum 33.80°F 26.60°F 11.00°F -12.00°F ~35.00°F 

maximum 70.00°F 61.00°F 51.00°F 38.00°F 32.00°F 

skewness -0.25°F 0.16°F -0.13°F -1.20°F -0.49°F 

lapse rate | -0.01416°F/feet | -0.01054°F/feet | -0.00073°F/feet | -0.00734°F/feet | -0.00248°F/feet 
corr. 0.82 -0.77 0.05 -0.39 -0.11 

n 153 154 151 151 148   
  

Table 6.3.2-2 Descriptive statistics for Region 2 daily minimum temperatures 

6.3.3 Interpolation 

Using the research methodology outlined in section 3.0, the data for Region 2 day 

] maximum temperature were interpolated using all eight interpolation methods. Cross 

validation results all interpolation methods except cokriging are given in table 6.3.3-1. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate 0.03 4.91 47.24 3.34 44.86 29.95 

+ -0.13 3.47 19.87 10.41 44.93 31.99 

oe 0.17 3.08 17.29 10.40 44.99 31.95 

TSA 0.00 3.85 22.50 17.30 69.92 32.12 

Regression 0.00 2.64 11.69 6.03 42.79 30.37 

Splining -0.14 3.98 29.66 -5.40 43,00 31.98 

Kriging -~0.06 2.97 15.68 10.53 44.94 32.05 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 10.66 44.18 31.23 
  

Table 6.3.3-1 Interpolation of Region 2 day 1 maximum temperature 

For day 1 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.64°F for regression to 

4.92°F for the lapse rate method. The interpolated temperature range for regression 

ranged from 6.03°F to 47.79°F. This range is similar to the observed data range of 

10.40°F to 45.00°F. As the DEM for Region 2 contain elevation points above station 

elevation points, one would expect interpolation methods which use ancillary elevation 

information to have temperature means below the observed mean and to have lower 

predicted temperatures than the observed data minimum. 

and regression all had predicted means below the observed data mean of 32.12°F. Data 

In fact, cokriging, lapse rate, 
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for day 1 maximum temperature were anisotropic with higher semivariances along the 40 - 

220 degree axis. Kriging had a lower MAE than optimal inverse or inverse squared 

averaging methods. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 2 maximum temperature in Table 6.3.3-2 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | -0.12 4.62 39.65 18.46 67.43 45.52 
a -0.88 4.49 33.52 28.74 64.89 45.67 

ro -0.72 3.79 27.80 28.40 65,00 45.83 
TSA 0.00 5.42 43.35 35.95 79.89 46.56 

Regression | 0.00 3.44 18.81 24.07 69.00 45.26 
Splining 0.04 4.73 39.73 11.21 71.49 46.59 
Kriging -0.07 4.14 30.35 28.81 66.05 46.49 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 21.69 66.91 46.66             
  

Table 6.3.3-2 Interpolation of Region 2 day 2 maximum temperature 

For day 2 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 3.44°F for regression to 

5.42°F for TSA The interpolated temperature range for regression was 24.07°F to 

69.00°F. This is beyond the range of the actual data which is 28.40°F to 65.00°F. Both 

splining and TSA have maximum and minimum interpolated values well beyond the actual 

data range. The MAE for kriging is greater than that of ODA. This is to be expected as 

the data are isotropic. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 3 maximum temperature in Table 6.3.3-3 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate 0.16 6.04 67.67 30.94 90.91 73.00 

ir 0.59 5.68 57.29 32.02 90.92 72.99 

aa -—0.68 5.47 56.37 32.00 90.99 72.90 

TSA 0.00 6.86 76.72 62.99 137.11 73.59 

Regression 0.00 4.01 33.09 47.14 87.52 72.59 

Splining 0.48 7.82 137.33 31.97 124.21 74.07 
Kriging -~0.45 5.77 59.02 32.31 101.95 73.13 

Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 34.44 90.60 74.13 
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Table 6.3.3-3 Interpolation of Region 2 day 3 maximum temperature 

For day 3 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 4.01°F for regression to 

7.82°F for TSA. The interpolated temperature for regression ranged from 47.14°F to 

87.51°F. This is well within the observed data range of 32.00°F to 91.00°F degrees. One 

would expect lower minimum interpolated temperatures because the DEM contains 

elevations far above the station elevations. For day 3, the data are isotropic. Both ODA 

and inverse distance squared ranked lower in terms of MAE. Kriging, which had a 

maximum interpolated temperature of 101.95°F was not as representative of the observed 

data range as the two inverse distance weighting methods. Splining was particularly ill- 

behaved with a maximum interpolated temperature value of 124.21°F - well beyond the 

observed maximum of 91.00°F. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 4 maximum temperature in Table 6.3.3-4 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -0.17 6.59 81.16 28.84 96.36 69.61 

z -1.41 7.94 82.02 35.5) 91.89 69.96 

7 -1.16 6.77 77.06 32.00 91.99 70.21 
TSA 0.00 9.23 114.83 53.85 153.22 71.37 

Regression 0.00 4.78 34.43 32.36 93.37 69.27 

Splining 0.73 8.63 123.97 31.99 103.24 72.09 

Kriging -0.97 7.09 80.08 32.77 106.35 70.39 

Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 31.04 97.16 72.14               
Table 6.3.3-4 Interpolation of Region 2 day 4 maximum temperature 

For day 4 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 4.78°F for regression to 

9.23°F for TSA. The interpolated temperature ranged from 32.36°F to 93.37°F for 

regression. This range is close to the observed data range of 32.00°F to 92.00°F. With 

ancillary elevation information, however, one would expect minimums below that of the 

observed data. TSA, which ranked last in terms of MAE, can be seen to have a maximum 

interpolated temperature of 153.22°F - well beyond the observed data mean. As the 

station elevation minimum and the DEM elevation minimums are close, one would not 
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expect higher interpolated temperatures than observed temperatures. For day 4, the data 

were isotropic. As expected, kriging ranked below ODA based on MAE. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 4 maximum temperature in Table 6.3.3-4 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate [| -0.29 4.19 32.75 54.99 96.87 81.5] 
< -1,31 4.56 32.43 59.17 95,93 80.75 

a -1.24 4.01 30.18 59.00 95.99 80.83 
TSA 0.00 5.96 52.87 72.22 138.07 82.07 

Regression | 0.00 2.46 10.09 56.81 94.73 80.80 
Splining 0.65 5.51 64.51 58.97 101.81 82.72 
Kriging 0.83 4.22 33.02 59.52 97.69 81.24 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 57.49 96.90 82.92 
  

Table 6.3.3-5 Interpolation of Region 2 day 5 maximum temperature 

For day 5 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.46°F for regression to 

5.96°F for TSA. The interpolated temperature ranged from 56.81°F to 94.93°F for 

regression. This range is close to the observed data range of 59.00°F to 96.00°F. TSA, 

which ranked last in terms of MAE, can be seen to have a maximum interpolated 

temperature of 138.07°F - well beyond the observed data mean. As the station elevation 

minimum and the DEM elevation minimums are close, one would not expect higher 

interpolated temperatures than observed temperatures. For day 5, the data were isotropic. 

As expected, kriging ranked below ODA based on MAE. The interpolated mean for 

regression was 80.80°F - below the observed data mean of 82.07°F. As the DEM 

contains elevation higher than station elevations, one would expect the interpolated mean 

using elevation information would be below the observed mean. 

Day 5 maximum temperature had the highest correlation between elevation and 

temperature for Region 2. In figure 6.3.3-1 one can see a comparison of the spatial 

interpolation methods for day 5. Polynomial regression and the lapse rate method are 

similar in appearance, but the lapse rate still contains a few "temperature islands" causes 

by individual station influences. Based on MAE, the regression method is clearly superior 

to all other methods ranked. Cokriging, in this case, appears to have less specking or 
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"birds eye" effects than other cokriging examples. TSA, as usual, captures only broad 

trends and has very high values outside the range of the original data in the lower South 

East portion of the plot. The region does not contain any data points and is outside the 

convex hull of the data. Of the methods which did not use elevation as ancillary 

information, kriging is most visually appealing. 
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Figure 6.3.3-1 Comparison of Spatial Interpolation Methods for Day 5 Tmax 
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Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 6 maximum temperature in Table 6.3.3-6 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -0.00 3.89 29.46 56.46 95.88 80.59 

a -0.88 4.06 26.55 55.69 93.89 80.93 

sa -0.90 3.74 25.79 55.40 93.99 80.90 
TSA 0.00 5.48 45.47 71.95 126.22 81.81 

Regression 0.00 2.46 11,39 59,33 92.73 80.17 

Splining 0.32 4.92 51.99 55.10 99.49 82.13 

Kriging -~0.56 3.98 27.75 56.21 93.89 81.25 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A | 58.30 94.53 82.24             
  

Table 6.3.3-6 Interpolation of Region 2 day 6 maximum temperature 

For day 6 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.46°F for regression to 

5.48°F for TSA. The interpolated temperature for regression ranged from 59.33°F to 

92.73°F. This range is more narrow than the observed data range of 55.40°F to 94.00°F. 

ODA ranked second based on MAE, a fact which may be attributed to the data for day 6 

being isotropic. Again, TSA had a maximum interpolated value of 126.22°F - well beyond 

the maximum observed temperature value. TSA, with its high MAE values and 

maximums well beyond the observed range of the data appears to be especially ill-suited to 

interpolation of Region 2 daily data. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 7 maximum temperature in Table 6.3.3-7 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate 0.13 4.49 35.24 34,99 84.02 68.40 

z 0.84 3.96 24.84 45.07 82.98 68.29 
ox -0.80 3.80 22.73 44.65 82.99 68.33 

TSA 0.00 4.77 36.56 59.62 112.90 69.13 

Regression 0.00 2.90 13.46 47,43 79.94 68.12 

Splining 0.04 5.24 50.29 44.33 100.08 69.09 

Kriging 0.99 4.49 31.94 45.04 83.15 68.14 

Cokriging 0.59 N/A N/A 41.22 83.94 69.73 
  

Table 6.3.3-7 Interpolation of Region 2 day 7 maximum temperature 
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For day 7 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.90°F for regression to 

5.24°F for splining. For regression, the interpolated temperatures ranged from 47.43°F to 

79.94°F. This is more narrow than the observed data range of 44.60°F to 83.00°F. Both 

splining and TSA had maximum data values well beyond the range of the observed data. 

The lapse rate method had interpolated maximums and minimums as would be expected 

for using ancillary elevation information. ODA ranked second based on MAE. Kriging 

ranked below ODA at fifth based on MAE, a fact which may be attributed to the data for 

day 7 being isotropic. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 8 maximum temperature in Table 6.3.3-8 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | 0.60 5.29 49.72 41.94 83.13 62.23 
a 0.13 4.03 26.36 46.04 82.55 64.20 
om 0.06 3.97 25.42 46.00 82.93 64.13 
TSA 0.00 3.69 24.36 43.96 80.44 64.07 

Regression 0.00 3.52 22.86 42.20 72.74 62.15 

Splining |  -0.01 5.38 52.07 22.71 94.63 64.06 
Kriging 0.29 4.23 29.10 46.07 82.06 64.36 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 38.15 83.47 62.48 
  

Table 6.3.3-8 Interpolation of Region 2 day 8 maximum temperature 

For day 8 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 3.52°F for regression to 

5.38°F for splining. The interpolated temperatures for regression ranged from 42.20°F to 

72.74°F. This range is more narrow than the observed data range of 46.00°F to 83.00°F. 

The maximum temperature is over 10 degrees lower for regression than for the observed 

data. The lapse rate method, while ranked lower in terms of MAE, better approximates 

the observed temperature range. As the data are isotropic, kriging has a higher MAE than 

ODA as expected. Regression, lapse rate, and cokriging all have interpolated means 

below the observed mean of 64.07°F as expected. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 9 maximum temperature in Table 6.3.3-9 
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Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate 0.36 4,56 37.10 13.76 55.20 38.32 

a 0.57 3.66 24.01 20.19 54.79 38.67 

ae 0.58 3.54 22.93 20.03 54.95 38.67 
TSA 0.00 3.92 26.20 26.94 72.85 39.25 

Regression 0.00 3.32 17.72 19.72 $1.22 38.18 

Splining 0.28 5.17 72.19 11.03 65.36 39,53 

Kriging -0.26 3.59 22.79 20.68 54.68 38.98 

Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 20.15 54.57 39.57             
  

Table 6.3.3-9 Interpolation of Region 2 day 9 maximum temperature 

For day 9, values for MAE ranged from 3.32°F for regression to 5.17°F for 

splining. The interpolated temperatures for regression ranged from 19.72°F to 51.22°F. 

The observed temperatures ranged from 20.00°F to 55.00°F. The lapse rate method, with 

an interpolated temperature range of 13.76°F to 55.20°F was most representative of the 

expected temperature range. Its mean temperature of 38.33°F was slightly below the 

observed data value of 39.25°F as expected. The lapse rate method, however, had a 

rather high MAE of 4.56°F - only splining had a higher MAE. Methods such as TSA and 

splining had interpolated maximums well beyond the observed data maximum. These high 

maximums may result from the sparse nature of the Region 2 station network. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 10 maximum temperature in Table 6.3.3-10 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -0.38 5.83 64.41 ~0.78 42.23 21.91 

a 0.42 5.18 48.86 0.01 41.69 24.26 

a 0.36 5.17 47.60 0.00 41.92 24.19 
TSA 0.00 5.20 47.46 12,94 33.49 23.84 

Regression 0.00 4.98 44.63 -5.96 32.54 20.77 

Splining -0.03 7.44 114.70 -19.99 58.59 23.81 

Kriging -~).02 4.86 42.07 0.12 45.24 23.83 

Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 0.87 46.84 21.43 
  

Table 6.3.3-10 Interpolation of Region 2 day 10 maximum temperature 
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For day 10 maximum temperature, MAE ranged from 4.87°F for kriging to 7.44°F 

for splining. Day 10 had only a .0993 correlation between elevation and temperature, so it 

is not surprising that regression was not ranked first based on MAE. As kriging does not 

use ancillary elevation information, the interpolated temperature range of 0.12°F to 

45.24°F did not reach below the observed temperature range of 0.00°F to 42.00°F. For 

day 10, the data are anisotropic with high semivariances along the 45 to 225 degree axis. 

Regression and TSA are seen to have very restricted temperature ranges. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 1 minimum temperature in Table 6.3.3-11 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | -0.26 6.32 76.36 -33.47 37.59 8.54 
7 -0.06 5.42 44.98 -15.03 27.82 11.14 

aa -0.01 4.79 37.59 -16.98 31.91 11.07 
TSA 0.00 6.74 65.81 -15.58 56.95 11.98 

Regression | 0.00 4.96 43.29 -28.39 24.70 8.58 
Splining -0.20 6.62 74.22 -48.94 32.14 10.72 
Kriging -0.03 4.7] 39.02 -16.58 29,94 11.33 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A “18.57 30.61 10.88   
  

Table 6.3.3-11 Interpolation of Region 2 day 1 minimum temperature 

For day ] minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 4.71°F for kriging to 6.74°F 

for TSA. Day 1 is somewhat unusual in that the observed data variance was 106.64°F, 

the second highest value for Region 2. For kriging, the interpolated temperature range 

was -16.58°F to 29.95°F. The observed data range was -17.00°F to 32.00°F. Data for 

day 1 was strongly anisotropic with higher semivariances along the 40 - 220 axis. In 

addition to having the highest MAE, TSA had a maximum interpolated value of 56.95°F, 

over 20°F above the highest observed data value. Splining's interpolated minimum of - 

48.94°F is well below the observed data range. Its minimum is also well beyond what may 

be expected using ancillary elevation information. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 2 minimum temperature in Table 6.3.3-12 
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| Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate |  -0.03 4.14 27.36 -0.40 43.07 24.35 
+ -0.14 3.41 19.65 4.11 38.44 25.96 

om 0.13 3.25 18.01 4.02 38.88 25.95 
TSA 0.00 4.25 28.63 13.49 56.85 26.68 

Regression | 0.00 2.88 13.95 2.16 37.20 24.67 
Splining | -0.18 4.35 34.76 ~3.74 46.87 25.71 
Kriging -—0.10 3.22 17.77 4.82 41.92 25.91 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 4.26 41.51 25.75               
  

Table 6.3.3-12 Interpolation of Region 2 day 2 minimum temperature 

For day 2 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 2.88°F for regression to 

4.35°F for splining. For regression, the interpolated data ranged from 2.16°F to 37.20°F. 

This range was more narrow than the 4.00°F to 43.00°F ranged present in the actual data. 

The lapse rate method with an interpolated data range of -.40°F to 43.07°F was most 

All the interpolation method with the representative of the true range of the data. 

exception of TSA has mean predicted values below the observed data mean of 26.33°F. 

The data was anisotropic with higher semivariances along the 35 - 215 degree axis. 

Kriging, as expected, had a lower MAE value than ODA. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 3 minimum temperature in Table 6.3.3-13 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F?) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -1.21 6.93 85.07 16.24 63.63 41.90 

z -0.24 5.62 48.11 28.46 59.66 42.55 

sa ~0.24 5.43 45.28 28.38 59.87 42.55 

TSA 0.00 6.02 57.07 33.27 91.70 44.15 

Regression 0.00 5.22 43.26 27.61 56.86 41.84 

Splining 0.00 7.73 101.16 19.09 83.60 43.71 

Kriging -0.05 5.29 44.05 31.99 55.82 42.84 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 29.20 59.22 43.01 
  

Table 6.3.3-13 Interpolation of Region 2 day 3 minimum temperature 

For day 3 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 5.22°F for regression to 

7.73°F for splining. For regression, the interpolated data ranged from 27.61°F to 
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56.8594°F. This range is significantly more narrow than the observed data range of 

19.00°F to 63.00°F. Only the lapse rate method, with an interpolated data range of 

16.25°F to 63.63°F came close approximating the observed data range. Day 3 minimum 

temperature were anisotropic with higher semivariances along the 30 to 210 axis. Kriging, 

as expected, had a lower MAE than the inverse distance weighting methods. The inverse 

distance averaging methods, however, had interpolated data ranges more representative of 

the actual data. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 4 minimum temperature in Table 6.3.3-14 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F*) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -0.09 4.99 46.28 16.41 59.64 36.75 

a -0.12 4.04 25.29 24.83 58.42 38.37 

a -0.09 3.57 22.23 24.80 58.99 38.52 

TSA 0.00 5.07 38.16 27.09 88.07 40.10 

Regression 0.00 3.57 20.77 16.37 51.60 37.05 

Splining -0.01 4.56 33.78 24.81 79.95 39.99 

Kriging -0.25 3.57 21.73 25.00 58.50 38.29 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 21.48 59.40 38.14   
  

Table 6.3.3-14 Interpolation of Region 2 day 4 minimum temperature 

For day 4 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 3.57°F for regression to 

5.07°F for TSA. For regression, the interpolated temperatures ranged from 16.37°F to 

51.60°F, This range was slightly more narrow than the observed data range of 24.00°F to 

59.00°F. The lapse rate method, which ranked sixth by MAE, had a more representative 

interpolated temperature range of 16.41°F to 59.64°F. While regression appears to 

capture the minimum temperatures as readily as the lapse rate method and have a lower 

MAE, it seems to under represent the higher temperature values. The data for day 4 

minimum temperature were isotropic. Kriging, as expected, had a higher MAE than 

ODA. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 5 minimum temperature in Table 6.3.3-15 
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Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate | -1.18 4.91 41.91 26.20 64.35 45.99 

4 -~0.14 4.21 27.27 30.08 63.45 47.14 

7K 0.25 3.84 23.45 29.54 63.99 47.09 
TSA 0.00 4.47 30.43 31.52 88.08 48.17 

Regression 0.00 3.88 25.44 26.06 62.19 48.66 

Splining -0.08 5.01 42.27 26.66 64.62 47.29 

Kriging -—0.01 3.76 22.81 31.49 62.92 47.05 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 31.30 63.14 47.07 
  

Table 6.3.3-15 Interpolation of Region 2 day 5 minimum temperature 

For day 5 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 3.76°F for kriging to 5.01°F 

for splining. When the data are anisotropic and not highly correlated with elevation (in 

this case .4257) there appears to be a trend where kriging is favored over regression in 

terms of lower MAE. For kriging, the interpolated data ranged from 31.49°F to 62.92°F. 

This is only slightly more narrow than the observed temperature range of 29.00°F to 

64.00°F. Due to bias introduced by under sampling of higher elevations, methods which 

use ancillary elevation information, such as the lapse rate method, may be more 

representative of the true nature of the data. The lapse rate method had minimum 

temperatures slightly lower than the observed minimum temperature. Examination of the 

variogram surface for day 5 minimum temperature shows a higher semivariance along the 

45 - 225 degree axis. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 6 minimum temperature in Table 6.3.3-16 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Method | Bias (F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -~0.47 4.87 41.75 25.22 70.25 50.05 

a 0.36 4.62 30.77 35.64 67.33 52.26 

3 -0.24 3.80 23.37 33.89 69.91 52.55 

TSA 0.00 5.80 48.23 39.11 103.87 53.91 

Regression 0.00 3.46 19.59 24.15 66.86 50.39 

Splining -0.29 5.15 45.28 30.07 70.27 52.89 

Kriging -0.30 4.16 29.16 34.71 69.88 52.10 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 26.85 70.48 51.91           
Table 6.3.3-16 Interpolation of Region 2 day 6 minimum temperature 
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For day 6 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 3.46°F for regression to 

5.90°F for TSA. For regression, the interpolated temperature ranged from 24.15°F to 

66.86°F. This range had a slightly lower maximum temperature than the observed range 

of 33.80°F to 70.00°F. TSA, which had the highest MAE, also had a maximum 

interpolated temperature of 103.87°F - a value well beyond the observed maximum. 

Kriging had a higher MAE than ODA, an expected event given that the data were 

isotropic. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 7 minimum temperature in Table 6.3.3-17 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Method | Bias (F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate 0.74 4.66 39.77 18.85 60.15 39.48 

+ -0.16 3.77 21.55 26.64 57.29 42.12 

0.13 3.51 19.58 26.60 57.97 42.25 

TSA 0.00 4.67 34.38 33.78 88.1] 43.66 

Regression 0.00 3.17 16.27 20.41 50.65 40.78 

Splining -0.25 3.15 49.12 25.34 61.74 42.29 

Kriging -0.23 3.79 23.39 27.10 58.83 41.95 

Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A 23.15 59.04 41.79             
  

Table 6.3.3-17 Interpolation of Region 2 day 7 minimum temperature 

For day 7 minimum temperature, the MAE ranged from 3.17°F for regression to 

5.15°F for splining. For regression, the interpolated temperature ranged 20.41°F to 

50.65°F. This range is significantly more narrow than the 26.60°F to 61.00°F observed in 

the actual data. TSA, with a maximum interpolated temperature of 88.11°F is well above 

the observed maximum. The lapse rate method, with an interpolated temperature range of 

18.85°F to 60.15°F is most representative of the expected data range. One would expect 

the true temperature range to have a minimum temperature somewhat below the observed 

value due to under sampling of higher elevations. The data for day 7 minimum 

temperature were isotropic, as expected kriging had a higher MAE that ODA. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

statistics are given for day 8 minimum temperature in Table 6.3.3-18 
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Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 

Lapse Rate -1.29 7.56 98.22 4.64 51.40 27.60 

a -0.82 5.73 48.29 11.63 49.70 30.58 

ra -0.80 5.70 48.89 12.28 48.44 30.84 
TSA 0.00 5.34 46.27 11.99 37.12 29.63 

Regression 0.00 5.33 46.52 10.45 39.23 29.37 

Splining 0.11 7.39 99.20 -22.90 57.43 28.95 

Kriging ~0.69 5.73 50.03 16.03 46.25 30.69 

Cokriging N/A N/A N/A 14.11 46.55 29.88           
Table 6.3.3-18 Interpolation of Region 2 day 8 minimum temperature 

For day 8 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 5.33°F for regression to 

7.57°F for the lapse rate method. For regression, the interpolated temperature ranged 

from 10.45°F to 39.23°F. The maximum interpolated temperature for regression was 

much lower than the observed data maximum of 51.00°F. One would hold any method 

which utilized elevation to estimate temperature suspect when the correlation between 

elevation and temperature was only .0479 - the lowest correlation encountered in this 

analyses. Regression, lapse rate, and cokriging can not be recommended when the 

correlation is so low. Of the methods which did not use elevation as ancillary information 

to predict temperature, ODA was most representative of the original data range. TSA had 

a lower MAE than ODA, but had a maximum interpolated value of only 37.12°F - well 

below the observed data maximum. 

Figure 6.3.3-2 shows the color contour plots of the interpolation methods ranked 

in table 6.3.3-18. As is the case when correlation between elevation and temperature is 

low, the lapse rate method can be seen to have distinct tessellations surrounding individual 

stations. Cokriging and kriging have similar appearances. Because the elevation variance 

was dropped from the equation, the regression method bears a close resemblance to TSA. 

While kriging is visually more appealing than ODA or IDA, one would be tempted to 

chose ODA because it was more representative of the original data's temperature range. 

Clearly, one would not chose any method which used elevation as a covariate when the 

correlation between elevation and temperature was .0479. 
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Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 9 minimum temperature in Table 6.3.3-19 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Method | Bias °F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (°F) | Mean Temp (°F) 
Lapse Rate | -0.80 7,38 100.73 -16.28 38.40 16.48 

a -0.42 5.19 49.64 -10.86 37.54 19.33 

on 0.21 5.09 47.92 -11.56 37.93 18.81 
TSA 0.00 4.99 44.57 6.93 36.80 18.36 

Regression | _ 0.00 4.65 41.04 -14.44 34.71 17.98 
Splining | -0.09 7.32 103.37 -43.92 53.13 17.29 
Kriging 0.00 4.95 43.20 -7.92 35.08 18.33 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A -7,33 35.69 18.17             

Table 6.3.3-19 Interpolation of Region 2 day 9 minimum temperature 

For day 9 minimum temperature, MAE ranged from 4.65°F for regression to 

7.39°F for the lapse rate method. For regression, the interpolated temperature ranged 

from -14.44°F to 34.71°F. This is representative of the actual data which ranged from - 

12.00°F to 38.00°F. Of the methods which did not use elevation as ancillary information, 

kriging performed best based on MAE. ODA, however, was more representative of the 

data's original temperature range. The data for day 9 were anisotropic with higher 

semivariances along the 35 - 215 axis. Kriging, as expected had a lower MAE than ODA. 

Cross validation results for the interpolation methods and their respective summary 

Statistics are given for day 10 minimum temperature in Table 6.3.3-20 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Method | Bias (°F) | MAE (°F) | MSE (°F’) | Min Temp (°F) | Max Temp (‘F) | Mean Temp (°F) 
Lapse Rate | -0.20 7.50 121.44 -36.89 33.06 -4.79 

a -1.22 6.64 77.41 -31.40 24.36 -2.41 

= 0.56 5.95 70.77 -34.75 31.81 -4.01 
TSA 0.00 6.44 71.54 -27.13 21.64 3.59 

Regression | 0.00 5.95 70.77 -34.75 31.81 4.01 
Splining |  -0.13 8.77 191.58 -34.66 36.45 -4.89 
Kriging 0.21 6.01 66.42 -33.02 29.34 -4.10 
Cokriging | N/A N/A N/A -33.06 29.38 -4.29             

Table 6.3.3-20 Interpolation of Region 2 day 10 minimum temperature 
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For day 10 minimum temperature MAE ranged from 5.95°F for ODA to 8.75°F 

for splining. For ODA, the interpolated temperature ranged from -34.75°F to 31.81°F. 

This range corresponds well with the observed range of -35.00°F to 32.00°F. All method 

which utilized elevation to estimate temperature must be held suspect as the correlation 

between elevation and temperature is only .1075 for this data set. All tested methods had 

interpolation means far below the observed data mean of -.7067°F. For methods which 

used elevation as ancillary information, this is not surprising, but for the other methods it 

is puzzling. 

6.3.4 Comparison and Ranking 

As with Region 1, daily temperatures for Region 2 had more variability and a 

wider range of correlations between temperature and elevation than seasonal or 10 year 

means. This variability is evident in the wider range of ODA power factors for daily 

maximum and minimum temperature seen in table 6.3.4-1. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Day Tmax Region 2 | Tmin Region 2 

1-18-90 3.25 3.75 

3-4-90 3.50 2.50 

5-24-90 3.00 2.00 

6-17-90 3.50 3.25 

8-31-90 3.25 3.50 

9-4-90 3.25 3.50 

9-28-90 2.50 3.00 

10-13-90 2.50 1.75 

11-8-90 2.50 2.50 

12-20-90 2.25 3.75         
  

Table 6.3.4-1 Optimal inverse power based on MAE 

Tables 6.3.4-2 and 6.3.4-3 provide a summary of the Region 2 daily results. While data 

variances are much higher for daily temperature minimum for Region 2, the interpolated 

MAE values are not significantly greater for minimum daily temperatures. The regression 

method have the lowest MAE for all daily maximum temperature except day 10 where the 

correlation between elevation and temperature was only 0.10. 
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Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Temperature max ;| max | max | max | max | max | max | max | max | max 

Variance (°F) 48.72 | 79.42 | 85.22 | 78.46 | 73.28 | 57.80 | 59.82 | 47.38 | 45.76 | 70.75 

Range (°F) 34.60 | 36.60 | 59.00 | 60.00 | 37.00 | 38.60 | 38.40 | 37.00 | 35.00 | 42.00 

Correlation (°F) 0.74 | 0.80 | 0.70 | 0.87 | 0.89 | 0.89 | 0.86 | 0.27 | 0.60 | 0.10 

Lapse Rate Method (°F) | 4.92 | 4.63 | 6.04 | 6.59 | 4.19 | 3.90 | 4.49 | 5.30 | 4.56 | 5.83 

z (°F) 3.47 | 4.50 | 5.68 | 7.94 | 4.56 | 4.06 | 3.96 | 4.03 | 3.66 | 5.18 

ax (°F) 3.08 | 3.80 | 5.47 | 6.77 | 4.01 | 3.74 | 3.80 | 3.97 | 3.54 | 5.17 
TSA (°F) 3.85 | 5.42 | 6.86 | 9.23 | 5.96 | 5.48 | 4.77 | 3.69 | 3.92 | 5.20 

Regression (°F) 2.64 | 3.44 | 4.01 | 4.78 | 2.46 | 2.46 | 2.90 | 3.52 | 3.32 | 4.98 

Splining (°F) 3.98 | 4.73 | 7.82 | 8.63 | 5.51 | 4.92 | 5.24 | 5.38 | 5.17 | 7.44 

Kriging (°F) 2.97 | 4.14 | 5.77 | 7.10 |} 4.22 | 3.98 | 4.49 | 4.23 | 3.59 | 4.87 

Table 6.3.4-2 Summary of Region 1 daily maximum temperature results 

Day ] 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Temperature min min | min | min | min | min | min | min | min min 

Variance (°F’) 106.64 | 49.63 | 67.38 | 60.92 | 55.87 | 79.82 | 47.64 | 61.69 | 90.06 | 138.99 

Range (°F) 49.00 | 39.00 | 44.00 | 34.20 | 35.00 | 36.20 | 34.40 | 40.00 | 50.00 | 67.00 

Correlation (°F) 0.65 0.72 | 0.45 | 0.76 | 0.43 | 0.82 | 0.77 | 0.05 | 0.39 0.11 

Lapse Rate Method (°F) | 6.32 4.15 | 6.93 | 4.99 | 4.92 | 487 | 4.66 | 7.57 | 7.39 7.50 

4, CF) 5.42 | 3.41 | 5.62 | 4.04 | 4.21 | 4.62 | 3.77 | 5.73 | 5.19 | 6.64 

x (°F) 4.79 3.25 | 5.43 | 3.57 | 3.84 | 3.80 | 3.51 | 5.70 | 5.09 5.95 

TSA (°F) 6.74 4.25 | 6.02 | 5.07 | 4.47 | 5.80 | 4.67 | 5.34 | 5.00 6.44 

Regression (°F) 4.96 2.88 | 5.22 | 3.57 | 3.88 | 3.46 | 3.17 | 5.33 | 4.65 6.54 

Splining (°F) 6.62 4.35 | 7.73 | 4.56 | 5.01 | 5.15 | 5.15 | 7.39 | 7.32 8.77 

Kriging (°F) 4.71 3.22 | 5.29 | 3.57 | 3.76 | 4.16 | 3.79 | 5.73 | 4.95 6.01                     
  

Table 6.3.4-3 Summary of Region 2 daily minimum temperature results 

Table 6.3.4-4 shows the ranking order of the interpolation methods tested for daily 

maximum temperature for Region 2. Where data were isotropic, as expected, ODA out 

performed kriging. Splining performed worse overall. The lapse rate method appears to 

perform better when correlations between elevation and temperature are high. Polynomial! 

regression had the lowest MAE in all but one case when the correlation was .1075. 
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Method 1/2/;3;,4j,85 ]6 {7 4] 8 | 9 | 10 

Lapse Rate | 7 5 5 2 3 3 4 6 6 6 

Z 4/4/3]5/5]5]3]/4]4 4] 4 
aa 3}2])/2/,3])2]2/2)3 ] 2 413 
TSA 5|7/6;}7/]7)]7]6;)24;,5 {5 

Regression | 1 ] ] ] 1 ] ] ] ] 2 

Splining | 6 /6!]7/)6/]6/]6{17/!7:;:7i4)7 

Kriging 2/3 );,4]4//4)4 45 1) 5 | 3 1 

Cokriging | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a} n/a | n/a | wa | n/a | n/a                   
Table 6.3.4-4 Region 2 Tmax interpolation methods ranked by MAE 

Table 6.3.4-5 shows the ranking order of the interpolation methods tested for daily 

minimum temperature for Region 2. Where data were isotropic, as expected, ODA out 

performed kriging. As with maximum daily temperature, splining performed worse 

overall. Polynomial regression had the lowest MAE in all but one case when the 

correlation was .1075. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                          

Method 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 | 10 

LapseRate| 5 | 5 |6/]6]6,]5 |] 5|717 +1 6 

a 41'4/4/4/4/]4]/3 {14 ]5 45 

m 2 | 3 3 /2;2;]2;]2 3 4} 4 1 

TSA 71/6;)5)/]7;]5 }7/]6 42 | 3 3 

Regression | 3 ] ] ] 3 1 ] ] ] 4 

Splining 6/7/],7|5)]7 6,7 )]6{]61 7 

Kriging ] 2; 2 { 3 ] 3 }/4/5 ]2 | 2 

Cokriging | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a 
  

Table 6.3.4-5 Region 2 Tmin interpolation methods ranked by MAE 

For Region 2 daily temperatures, MAE was compared against temperature range, 

correlation between elevation and temperature, and temperature variance for seasonal 

temperature data for Region 2. The results of the comparisons are shown in figures 6.3.4- 

1, 6.3.4-2, and 6.3.4-3. 
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Figure 6.3.4-2 MAE verses Correlation (Temperature & Elevation) 
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Figure 6.3.4-3 MAE verses Temperature Range 

Figure 6.3.4-1 shows the effects of temperature variance on interpolated MAE for 

seven methods ranked. The graph clearly shows a trend of increasing MAE with 

increasing temperature variance. An interesting trend is that one tends to chose ODA or 

kriging over polynomial regression as temperature variance increases. One could infer 

that a fitted surface would become less effective as an interpolator as the data variance 

increased. Figure 6.3.4-2 shows the effects of correlation between temperature and 

elevation on MAE. While not as clear a trend as seen for Region 1 data, the graph does 

show a trend of decreasing MAE with increasing correlation. The graph also shows 

greater difference between polynomial regression and other methods when correlations are 

high. Figure 6.3.4-3 shows the effects of temperature data range on MAE. As the range 

increases, one can clearly see an increasing trend in MAE. For the highest values of range, 

one tends to prefer ODA and kriging over polynomial regression. For smaller range 

values, difference between spatial interpolators based on MAE are not as large. 
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6.4 Summary 

Results from the interpolation of Region 1 daily maximum and minimum 

temperature indicates that increasing temperature variance affects interpolator 

performance negatively. Increased correlations between elevation and temperature had a 

positive effect on interpolator performance. Temperature range did not seem to affect 

interpolator performance. Results for Region 2 daily maximum and minimum temperature 

differed from Region 1 results in that temperature range had a negative effect on 

interpolator performance. As the temperature range increased, MAE values across all 

interpolators increased significantly. The effects of temperature variance and correlation 

between elevation and temperature was the same as Region 1. As temperature variance 

increased, MAE values across all interpolators increases. As correlations between 

elevation and temperature increased, MAE values dropped significantly for those 

interpolation methods which used elevation as ancillary information. Polynomial 

regression ranked first based on MAE except on days where correlations between 

elevation and temperature were low. 

In general, the results indicate that increased variance and data range result in 

decreased interpolator accuracy as indicated by higher MAE values. The results also 

indicate that interpolation techniques which use ancillary elevation information to predict 

temperature benefit from higher correlations between elevation and temperature. Of data 

attributes investigated, the data correlation between elevation and temperature and the 

data temperature variance had the strongest influence on predictor performance. Cross 

validation results, such as MAE, should not be the sole criteria for judging the 

performance of a spatial interpolator. Visual plausibility and ability to reproduce the 

original data temperature range are important considerations. While the lapse rate method 

performed poorly based on MAE, its interpolated results were more representative of the 

original data range than methods such as TSA and splining. 
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7.0 Conclusion 

7.1 Summary 

Eight interpolation techniques (inverse distance squared, optimal inverse distance, 

cublic splining, trend surface analysis, polynomial regression, kriging, cokriging, and the 

lapse rate method) were compared in their ability to predict temperature at unsampled 

locations. Temperature data for two regions (Region | and Region 2), two scales 

(minimum and maximum temperatures) and three temporal scales (10 year mean, seasonal, 

and daily) were prepared and the eight methods were compared on the basis of bias, 

MAE, and MSE. In addition, summary statistics of interpolated mean, minimum, and 

maximum temperatures were recorded to determine how well the interpolated data 

represented the original temperature values. This dissertation provides evidence that 

certain apriori data characteristics such as temperature range, temperature variance, and 

temperature correlation with elevation may influence interpolator choice. The dissertation 

results also indicate that spatial scale and the relative spatial density and distribution of 

sampling stations may influence interpolator choice. These results concur with 

MacEachren and Davidson (1987) who found that data measurement accuracy, data 

density, data distribution, and spatial variability had significant influences on interpolation 

accuracy. 

These results should be of interest to scientists studying global warming. The 

MAEs associated with interpolation techniques which did not use ancillary information 

were far greater than the 0.5°F to 1.0°F estimate of global warming over the past 100 

years (Handcock and Wallis, 1994). The use of regression techniques which utilize the 

relationship between temperature and elevation as ancillary information offers significant 

improvement over the current inverse distance weighting methods. The dissertation also 

shows that when station elevations are not representative of regional elevations, bias 

occurs. In Region 2, stations were underrepresented for higher elevations. Interpolation 

techniques which did not use elevation as ancillary information were biased 1.0°F to 3.0°F 

above techniques which used elevation. While it is unclear what the extent of this effect is 

on a global scale, one would suspect the use of distance weighting techniques would bias 

global estimates upwards. 
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The disseration results should also be of interest to scientists who use kriging and 

cokriging to interpolate irregularly spaced data onto a rectangular grid. The results 

indicate that when data are isotropic, less subjective methods, such as ODA, have lower 

MAE values. The semivariogram fitting methodology outlined in Chapter 3 demonstrates 

how to fit semivariograms iteratively using an indicative goodness of fit (IGF) metric. 

Semivariogram fitting using an IGF is less subjective and more accurate than traditional 

fit-by-sight methods. Despite its mathematical elegance, kriging and cokriging did not 

perform better than many other less computationally intensive methods. These results 

concur with Phillips and Watson (1985). In addition, when there is a more intensely 

sample covariate which is highly correlated, polynomial regression gave far better results 

than kriging or cokriging. 

The results of this disseration should also be of interest to users of geographic 

information systems (GISs). Because climatic data such as temperature is sampled from 

an irregular network, a number of interpolation techniques can be used to convert the data 

to a regular grid for use in visualization, models and GISs. This disseration shows that the 

choice of spatial interpolator can influence the resulting data accuracy. In addition, data 

attributes influence the choice of interpolator. What is disseration shows, is that through 

preliminary data analyses, an interpolator may be choosen which yields the most accurate 

grid for input into a GIS. 

The dissertation has wider ranging applications beyond the three examples mention 

above. The results should be of interest in any field where point data is interpolated onto 

a regular grid. Additional application areas include, but are not limited to, medical 

imaging, scientific visualization, weather forecasting, ecological modeling, forestry, 

petroleum exploration, and hydrological modeling. 

7.2 Comparison of Interpolator Effectiveness 

7.2.1 Inverse distance squared 

Inverse distance squared averaging (IDA) gave consistent, albeit, poor 

performance across all temporal and regional scales. Where data are sparse, as in Region 
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2, IDA's results were implausible. IDA also suffered from discontinuities at station 

locations resulting in temperature peaks. These temperature "peaks" resulted in "birds 

eye” patterns in the contour maps. IDA's one advantage was that it consistently adhered 

to the original temperature range of the data. Where the data are representative of the 

surface being interpolated, as in Region 1, this is advantageous. Where the data are not 

representative of the surface being modeled, as in Region 2, it may result in interpolation 

biases. Optimal inverse distance (ODA) is recommended over IDA because ODA will 

always yield equal or better MAE results than IDA, since the power parameter is chosen 

on the basis of minimum MAE. 

7.2.2 Optimal inverse distance 

ODA had consistently better results than IDA or kriging. By design, it's power 

parameter was chosen on the basis on minimum MAE. Therefore, it was equal to or 

better than inverse distance squared. When the data were isotropic, IDA had lower MAE 

values than kriging. ODA, however, was not always as visually plausible as kriging. When 

the data are not correlated and isotropic, the most preferred method appears to be ODA. 

Kriging appears to be more visually plausible than ODA, but the summary statistics 

indicate that it is not always representative of the original data's range. Given ODA's ease 

of use and superiority over kriging when data are isotropic, it is recommended in cases 

where ancillary information correlated with temperature is not available. 

7.2.3 Trend surface analysis 

Overall, TSA can not be recommended for temperature interpolation. TSA was 

not representative of the original data range. TSA tended to capture broad regional 

trends, but due to bias introduced by multicollinearity, these trends are suspect. In Region 

2, where station distribution resulted in some extrapolation beyond the convex data hull, 

TSA had interpolated temperatures well beyond the original data range. Tabios and Salas 

(1985), who compared kriging, ODA, and splining, also concluded that TSA gave the 

poorest results of methods compared while kriging and ODA gave the more accurate 

results in precipitation estimation. 
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7.2.4 Polynomial regression 

Based on MAE, the regression method is clearly superior to all other methods 

ranked. For correlations between elevation and temperature above .72 and for variances 

less than 30°F’, regression was preferred over the other spatial interpolation methods. 

Where correlations between temperature and elevation were very low (under 0.20) ODA 

and kriging had lower MAE values. Polynomial regression performance did not appear to 

be affected by data range. In this study, temperature was fitted to first, second, and third 

order polynomials of the X and Y coordinates plus elevation. The model with lowest 

Mallow's Cp statistic was then chosen for predicting temperature. 

Temp = b + b) X + by Y + b3X? + bg Y? + bs XY + bg X? + b7Y? + bgX?Y + bo XY? + byoZ 

When correlations between temperature and elevation are low, the elevation term, Z, 

drops out and what is left is similar to TSA. When the elevation term of polynomial 

regression drops out, the method is not recommended. Of the methods tested, polynomial 

regression gave the most visually plausible results. When elevation is highly correlated 

with temperature, the temperature contours tend to follow elevation contours. In 

addition, broad regional trends are captured by the x and y variables when they are 

significant. Care must be taken with polynomial regression to ensure the results are 

representative of the original data range. Where station elevations are not representative 

of regional elevations (such as in Region 2) care must be taken in comparing observed and 

interpolated data. For Region 2, temperature contours which used elevation were 

assumed to have slightly lower mean temperatures with somewhat lower minimum 

temperatures than the observed data because the DEM contained higher elevations than 

did the stations. 

7.2.5 Cubic splining 

While similar to kriging mathematically, splining gave poor visual and cross 

validation results. Where data variances were high, splining tended to have interpolated 

values well outside the observed data range. For lower correlations splining had very high 

MAE values. In general, splining had high MAE values across all temporal scales, across 

both regions, for both minimum and maximum temperatures. Cubic splining was 
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especially poor as an interpolator in Region 2. Cubic splining is generally not 

recommended for interpolation of irregularly-spaced data (Swain, 1976). Dubrule (1983) 

compared splines and kriging and concluded that splines are useful for quickly obtaining a 

clear map showing the main feature of the variable, but it is not an accurate interpolator. 

Dubrule's results showed splining had more outliers than kriging and that kriging had 

lower MAE values. This study supports Dubrule's conclusions. 

7.2.6 Kriging 

Of the methods which did not use elevation as ancillary information, kriging is 

most visually plausible. Kriging gave better results than ODA when data were anisotropic. 

In some cases for Region | data, kriging appeared similar to splining, but had lower MAE 

values than splining for every case tested. Kriging typically had lower MAE values than 

inverse distance squared. Ishida and Kawashima (1993) also found kriging estimates to be 

better than inverse distance squared. This dissertation has shown that by using available 

semivariogram modeling tools (Pannatier 1994), one can determine when data are 

anisotropic, select the best fitting semivariogram model, and obtain kriged results easily. 

Given the added steps kriging entails, and the marginal benefits of kriging over ODA, the 

justification of kriging over ODA is questionable. Perhaps the greatest advantage of 

kriging is that the geostatistical process provides the users greater information about the 

spatial variability of the regionalized variable of interest via semivariograms and variogram 

surfaces. 

7.2.7 Cokriging 

Cokriging's contour plots had circular patterns centered on station locations in 

Region 1 and unlikely tessellation patterns in Region 2. When data variance is low and 

correlation between temperature and elevation are high, Cokriging appears to have less 

specking or "birds eye" effects When elevation and temperature are not correlated 

cokriging bears a strong resemblance to kriging. This resemblance is to be expected as the 

elevation component of cokriging is not significant. While cross validation statistics for 

cokriging were not computed, visual inspection of the cokriged temperature surface 

showed cokriging followed elevation contours more closely than did kriging when 

correlations between elevation and temperature were significant. These results correspond 
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with Cob (1990) who found cokriging more closely reflected the elevation features of the 

climatic regions when using elevation as a covariate. Cob also found cokriging to be more 

accurate than kriging in predicting precipitation when elevation correlations were 

significant. While unproven in this study, one would expect cokriging to be more accurate 

than kriging in predicting temperature when correlations between elevation and 

temperature are significant. 

In general, cokriging did not perform well in this study. The restrictions placed on 

parameter selection due to semivariogram models being strictly positive definite may have 

adversely affected cokriging results. In addition, the high variability of temperature data 

does not appear to lend itself to cokriging. The greater the data variability, the more 

difficult the data are to fit. Cokriging requires the fitting of two semivariograms and one 

semi-crossvariogram for each data set. 

7.2.8 Lapse rate method 

While the lapse rate method performed poorly in terms of MAE, its results were 

more plausible than methods which did not use elevation as ancillary information. This 

was especially true where station elevations were not representative of regional elevations, 

such as in Region 2. Lapse methods was preferable over cokriging on the basis of visual 

plausibility and adherence to the original data range. While preferable over cokriging, the 

lapse rate method showed some banding effects and island-like isothermal tessellations 

around certain influential stations. Outlier stations were less noticeable with polynomial 

regression than with the lapse rate method. When elevation and temperature are not 

correlated, then the lapse rate method degrades into a nearest neighbor method where 

interpolated values simply take on the value of the nearest station point. 

7.3 Effect of Temporal Scale on Temperature Interpolation 

In general, longer temporal scales tended to reduce the effects of temperature 

inversions on temperature interpolation. Daily temperatures showed greater variability of 

correlations between elevation and temperature. Temporal scale affects the choice of 

spatial interpolator as temperature range, temperature variance, and temperature 

correlation with elevation, all change with temporal scale. As one moves from ten year 
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means to seasonal to daily temperatures, temperature variances tend to increase, 

temperature ranges are greater, and correlation between temperature and elevation is far 

more variable. Table 7.3-1 shows a general increase in temperature range as one 

progresses from 10 year means to seasonal means to daily temperatures. The tables also 

show a general increase in temperature variability as temporal scale is reduced. 

Correlations between elevation and temperature become more variable as temporal scale is 

reduced. This may be due to temperature inversions for a given day. Such inversions may 

be smoothed when temperature data are viewed in aggregate. 

  

Ten Year Maximum Means Seasonal Maximums Daily Maximums 
  

Temperature Range 21.7°F to 22.3°F 21.7°F to 52.8°F 26.0°F to 60.0°F 
  

Temperature Variance 12.0°F? to 17.2°F* 16.1°F* to 100.4°F? 23.0°F* to 85.2°F* 
    Correlation (Elev. & Temp.)   .80 to .91   .79 to .95   .09 to .93 
  

  

Ten Year Minimum Means Seasonal Minimums Daily Minimums 
  

Temperature Range 13.6°F to 25.8°F 17.7°F to 58.8°F 23.0°F to 67.0°F 
  

Temperature Variance 10.7°F* to 33. 1°F? 13.0°F? to 68.3°F2 18.6°F* to 138.9°F* 
  

Correlation (Elev. & Temp.)   .71 to .76     .64 to .84 .05 to 82 
  

  

    

Table 7.3-1 Comparison of Temperature Attributes 

Range, variance, and correlation are important attributes to consider when 

selecting a spatial interpolator. Where temporal scales are short, preliminary data analyses 

are especially important to determine the suitability of a particular interpolation technique. 

The lapse rate method, cokriging, and polynomial regression cannot be recommended 

when correlations between temperature and elevation are below 0.72. When temperature 

variances are large, the performance of all interpolation techniques suffers. The larger 

MAE values of daily minimum and maximum temperature interpolation can be attributed 

to higher temperature ranges and variances. 

Results from the interpolation of ten year mean maximum and minimum 

temperature shows that MAE increases with increasing temperature variance and 

temperature range. Ten year mean results indicate lower MAE values across all 

interpolation techniques as the correlation between temperature and elevation increased. 

Polynomial regression was ranked first based on MAE for all cases except for Region 2 
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minimum temperature, where the correlation between elevation and temperature was 0.71. 

Region 2 minimum temperature, which had the highest data variance and range also had 

the poorest interpolator performance based on MAE. 

Results from the interpolation of season mean maximum and minimum temperature 

was not as clear as for 10 year means. The results for seasonal means indicate that trend 

surface analysis (TSA), inverse distance squares (IDA), optimal inverse distance (ODA), 

and kriging were all rather robust to the effects of temperature range, temperature 

variance, and temperature correlation with elevation. The seasonal results did indicate 

much lower MAE values for polynomial regression across all seasons. In addition, there is 

clear evidence that polynomial regression gives more accurate results which are 

representative of the original range of the data when correlations between temperature and 

elevation are high. These trends are similar across both Region 1 and Region 2. Region 2 

had a wider range of temperature values and a higher overall variance than Region 1. 

Increased correlations between elevation and temperature resulted in better polynomial 

regression performance for Region 2. 

Results from the interpolation of Region 1 daily maximum and minimum 

temperature indicates that increasing temperature variance affects interpolator 

performance negatively. Increased correlations between elevation and temperature had a 

positive effect on interpolator performance. Temperature range did not seem to affect 

interpolator performance. Results for Region 2 daily maximum and minimum temperature 

differed from Region 1 results in that temperature range had a negative effect on 

interpolator performance. As the temperature range increased, MAE values across all 

interpolators increased significantly. The effects of temperature variance and correlation 

between elevation and temperature were the same as for Region 1. As temperature 

variance increased, MAE values across all interpolators increased. As correlations 

between elevation and temperature increases, MAE values dropped significantly for those 

interpolation methods which used elevation as ancillary information. 

7.4 Effects of Landscape Complexity on Interpolator Choice 

The increased landscape complexity and clustering in Region 2 resulted in higher 

cross validation variability and effectively less data available for interpolation. Where data 
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are noisy and sparse, care must be directed to the evenness of the data-point distribution 

(Doveton and Parsley, 1970). In Region 2, the data were highly variable over short spatial 

scales, sparsely distributed, and clustered near population centers - the worst possible 

combination of factors. As expected, MAE and MSE values were higher for Region 2 

than for Region 1. 

Inverse distance methods, including kriging without drift are dependent on data 

which is representative of the original data range of the variable being interpolated. The 

highest and lowest interpolated values must be within the original range of the data. Use 

of SNOTEL in Region 2 was very important in improving the effectiveness of inverse 

distance methods - including kriging, but the SNOTEL data was only available for daily 

and seasonal data - not for 10 year means. Any improvement the SNOTEL data gave; 

however, would be masked by increased variability of the data in Region 2 if one were to 

simply compare Region 1 and Region 2 results. 

7.5 Effects of Data Attributes on Interpolator Choice 

Overall, polynomial regression was most representative of the original data and 

had the lowest MAE value of methods ranked. Higher correlations between elevation and 

temperature favored polynomial regression and the lapse rate method. Inverse distance 

squared, ODA, and kriging showed a similar robustness to range, correlation, and 

variance. Of all methods studied, splining seemed to be most sensitive to aprior data 

characteristics. TSA did not produce results representative of the original data. TSA's 

interpolated temperature range was typically more narrow than the original data. Kriging 

was favored over ODA when data were anisotropic. When data were isotropic, ODA was 

favored. When data variance was high or correlation between temperature and elevation 

were low, cokriging had specking or "birds eye" effects around station locations. Overall, 

cokriging gave visually implausible results. The fact that a single interpolation method, 

polynomial regression, showed clear superiority over other methods based on MAE is 

significant. Robeson (1993), who studied various spatial interpolator effectiveness in 

predicting global temperature, found cross validation errors were approximately the same 

for all interpolation methods. Robeson, however, did not compare polynomial regression 

or methods which used elevation as ancillary information in estimating temperature. 
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For all cases tested, kriging had lower MAE values when the data were 

anisotropic. When the data were isotropic, ODA performed better than kriging based on 

MAE. Large temperature variances and temperature ranges tended to increase 

interpolator MAE. Higher correlations between temperature and elevation tended to 

favor polynomial regression over other interpolation techniques. For 10 year temperature 

means, the only situation where polynomial regression was not ranked highest based on 

MAE, were when correlations between elevation and temperature were lower than 0.72. 

For seasonal and daily data, the choice of spatial interpolator became less clear when 

correlations between elevation and temperature fell below 0.60. Above correlations of 

0.60, regression appears to be the interpolator of choice. 

The effects of landscape complexity did not directly affect the choice of spatial 

interpolator. Data attributes, however, change with landscape complexity. Region 2 had 

greater landscape complexity than Region 1. As a result of this increased landscape 

complexity, Region 2 had greater temperature variances and observed temperature ranges 

across all temporal scales. 

In general, the results indicate that increased variance and data range result in 

decreased interpolator accuracy as indicated by higher MAE values. The results also 

indicate that interpolation techniques which use ancillary elevation information to predict 

temperature benefit from higher correlations between elevation and temperature. Of data 

attributes investigated, correlation between elevation and temperature and data 

temperature variance had strong influences of predictor performance. 

If the correlation between elevation and is above 0.70, polynomial regression with 

the model chosen on the basis of minimum Cp statistic is the logical choice across all data 

variances When correlations between elevation and temperature were not significant, then 

the choice is between kriging and ODA depending on data isotropy. When data were 

anisotropic, kriging had lower MAE values than ODA. ODA 1s always preferred over 

kriging when the data are isotopic. 
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7.6 Validity of Cross Validation for Interpolator Selection 

The validity of cross validation techniques is dependent on sampling from well- 

behaved functions of either an analytical or probabilistic nature. In practice, unfortunately, 

this not often the case. Temperature and other meteorolgical variables such as 

preciptation are often complicated surfaces whose behavior may change over short spatial 

scales. If used to predict the absolute performance of a given interpolator, cross 

validation statistics may yield results which are biased and optimistic (Creutin and Obled, 

1982). 

What cross validation attempts to do is to is to correctly predict the temperature at 

an unknown site from knowledge of temperature measured at adjacent stations. When 

cross validation is applied to an analytical function under abstract, contrived, or laboratory 

conditions, it will readily demonstrate how well a given interpolation method performs 

with respect to that function. This does not tell us how good the interpolation method is 

in general but only how well it does on a given function. 

A major assumption of this disseration was that any bias associated with cross 

validation would be even across all interpolation methods for a given data set. Given this 

assumption, one may use cross validation to effectively rank interpolation methods within 

a data set. The results of this disseration appear to support the assumption that cross 

validation biases are stationary across a given data set. 

7.7 Minimization of Subjectivity Associated with Kriging and Coknging 

For kriging and cokriging, the purpose of the semivariogram is to describe the 

range distance over which values in the dataset are interdependent. The determination of 

parameters describing this spatial variation is central to kriging and cokriging. Some of 

greatest criticism of kriging comes from the subjective nature in which all parameters are 

estimated (Phillips and Watson, 1985). 

Cross validation has been recommended a a method for chosing among candidate 

semivariogram models in an attempt to reduce subjectivity associated with kriging and 

cokriging. Kriging provides cross validation statistics as part of the kriging process. This 
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kriging variance, however, only approximates the "true" variance. It only approaches the 

"true" variance when the estimated function is truly random and if the correct semi- 

variogram for that random function is obtained. In practice, these two prerequistes are 

rarely obtainable. Therefore, if cross validation statistics are used to choose among 

candidate models, the user may unwittingly choose an poor performing model. 

The method chosen for this research and recommend by this author is chosing 

among candidate models based on an indicative goodness of fit (IGF) parameter. The 

IGF, which is similar to the R? value in linear regression is a relative indicator of how the 

semivariogram function fits the data. The main assumption of this approach is that the 

better a semivariogram fits the data, the better the predicitive ability. In practice, some 

noisy data proved to be difficult to fit as nearly all candidate models fit poorly. When the 

data are less noisy (lower apriori covariances), the IGF proved to a valuable method for 

selecting the semivariogram model form and its parameters. 

7.8 Recommendations for Further Research 

Given the effectiveness of the polynomial regression method, it would be 

interesting to use other intensely sampled information highly correlated with temperature. 

It was seen that using elevation, longitude, and latitude was an effective method for 

prediction of daily, seasonal, and 10 year mean minimum and maximum temperatures. 

Slope, aspect, and landscape complexity are additional covariates which can be easily 

obtained from DEMs. These additional covariates may improve the predictive ability of 

the regression method presented. 

The use of the 6th thermal band in Landsat satellite data or other remotely sensed 

information may be useful in temperature estimation. Running et al. (1987) proposes the 

augmentation of climate models with data from meteorological satellites to improve 

surface climate estimates. Lipton (1992) found that slope and aspect variations may bias 

satellite surface temperature retrievals. The effects of such bias would have to be 

ameliorated prior to the use of satellite information for temperature estimation. Using 

satellite date in combination with ground truth data to reduce bias may prove to be very 

effective in estimating temperature especially where data collection are sparse. 
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While of interest to those studying global climate change, this research would be 

more applicable to such scientists if comparisons could be made between interpolation 

techniques at global scales. Additional global climate data sets such as the NCAR World 

Monthly Surface Station Climatology (Spangler and Jenne, 1988) would be necessary to 

conduct such an analysis. The analysis would be of interest as no study has been 

conducted using elevation to assist in temperature prediction at global scales. At such 

global scales, spherical interpolation techniques would be necessary as a planar earth could 

not be assumed. The analysis would compare variable spherical interpolation techniques 

to determine the dependency of global mean estimates on interpolation technique. Within 

the literature, Shephard's interpolation algorithm (1968) was adapted by Willmott et al 

(1985) to account for spherical geometry. Sphepard's algorithm is a three process 

accounting for distance, angle, and spatial gradients. Distance weighting is according to 

J wow 
di; : dij < 3 

.s 627 (Si 23¢ G ed.e<y. 

0 dij 71; 

where dj; is the distance between station i and grid point j and 1; is a search radius. The 

form of Sij is somewhat arbitrary and is independent. of spatial covariance. Next, a 

correction is made for the directional isolation of each nearby data point relative to all 

other nearby data points. 

nj 
Ty = > Skj [1 - cosO;(i,k)], i Z k 

k=1 

where Q;(i,k) is the angle between data points i and k with the vertex at j, The weighting 

function w; is found by combining S; and T;; which gives 

wy =S2(1+ a+), i#k 
SK 
I 

Spatial gradients, Azj, are also incorporated to allow extrapolation beyond the range of 

data values, which yields 
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nj nj 

2 = Do wi(zi + Az) wij 
i=] i=] 

If one or more points lie within an arbitrarily small distance of a grid point, a simple linear 

average is taken. Willmott et al.'s adaptation of Shephards's algorithm for a spherical 

surface involved modification of distance, angle, and gradient to account for spherical 

geometry as follows 

dj =R cos" [sing;sing; + cosd;costd,cos(Aj-Aj)], 

where R is the earth's radius. The spherical modification and subsequent comparative 

analysis of the interpolation methods given in this dissertation would be an interesting but 

daunting task. 
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Optimal Regression ~- Reads in a coefficient parameter file for 

and then determines calculates 

OPTREG.FOR min, max, and mean values for the generated 

surface. Coefficients determined using SAS. 

By Fred C. Collins, 1995 

Q
a
g
a
a
q
Q
g
Q
a
a
d
a
n
a
 

CO ie ee ete de tee ok oe kk ok ae ae oe oe ae de ee dee oe ke ke ok ee te de ok ke ie ok te ee de de de ake de a de de de oie ake ake ake die ak ak ae eke de de de de te de te te tite de tee de te 

DIMENSION XD(6005),YD(6005),2D(6005) ,XTEMP (6005) 

DIMENSION BO(35),B1(35),B2(35),B3(35),B4(35),B5(35),B6(35) 

ND 6000 

NCASES 4 

tt 

Cx RRR Re Re Ke ODEN files ana read Catar® © & ee RK mek ee Re ee ee ke ok oe oe ke he ke 

OPEN (UNIT=6, FILE='C: \SNOTEL\REGIONI\OPTREG\ riwinmx.asc', STATUS= 

OPEN (UNIT=7, FILE='C:\SNOTEL\ REGIONI\OPTREG\REG3. PAR', STATUS='OLD' ) 

OPEN (UNIT=8, FILE='C:\TEMP\optreg.dat',STATUS='OLD'} 

(Ck OF Re ee ek ok ee kk ek ok ke ee RO ad DEM data Ei Lek & & me ek tee ee te te te de ae te ok ee oie ae ee ok ae tee ok ok oe te de ake 

DO 25 ICOUNT=1,ND 

READ (8,*)XD(ICOUNT), YD(ICOUNT), ZD(ICOUNT) 

2D(ICOUNT)=ZD(ICOUNT)*3.28 

25 CONTINUE 

CLOSE (8} 

C******Read in parameters for 2rd order trend surface plus elevation********* 

c 

Cc ATEMP(X,Y,Z2Z) = BO+B1*X+B2*Y+B3*2+B4*XY+B5*X2+B6*Y2 

Cc 

(OR RR ee de te dee ee ek ae ake ak kak te oe tee ete te ae te eke ake de ake te ste de ake ie ak oe de tee ate ae she ake ie aie ae te te ee ote oe ake ole ae ake ke ake ke ae te ak eae de ak ak ak de ake ak oe 

DO 26 ICASE=1,NCASES 

READ(7,*)}BO{(ICASE),B1(ICASE),B2(ICASE),B3(ICASE),B4(ICASE), 

1B5(ICASE),B6(ICASE} 

26 CONTINUE 

CLOSE (7} 

C****e***Calculate temperature from X,Y,2 and generate summary statistics***** 

XMNTMP = 120.00 

AMXTMP = -100.00 

XSUMTMP = 0.00 

ICASE = 1 

DO 28 ICOUNT = 1,ND 
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XTEMP(ICOUNT)= BO(ICASE)+B1(ICASE)*XD(ICOUNT)+B2 (ICASE})*YD{ICOUNT) 

1 +B3(ICASE)*ZD(ICOUNT)+B4 (ICASE)*XD{ICOUNT) *YD(ICOUNT) + 

2 BS(ICASE)*XD(ICOUNT) *XD(ICOUNT)+B6(ICASE) *YD{ICOUNT)*YD(ICOUNT} 

WRITE (6,100) XD(ICOUNT), YD(ICOUNT) , XTEMP(ICOUNT) 

100 FORMAT(F12.4, F1l2.4, F12.4) 

IF (XTEMP ( ICOUNT) .LT.XMNTMP) THEN 

XMNTMP = XTEMP(ICOUNT) 

ELSEIF (XTEMP (ICOUNT) .GT.XMXTMP) THEN 

XMXTMP = XTEMP(ICOUNT) 

ENDIF 

XSUMTMP = XTEMP (1COUNT)+XSUMTMP 

28 CONTINUE 

AVATEMP = XSUMTMP/ FLOAT (ND) 

WRITE (*,200)ICASE, XMNTMP, XMXTMP, AVXTEMP 

Z00 FORMAT(' CASE = 'I3,' MIN = 'F10.4,' MAX = 'F10.4,' MEAN = 'F10.4) 

write(*,300)BO(ICASE),B1(ICASE),B2(ICASE),B3(ICASE),B4(ICASE), 

1B5(ICASE),B6(ICASE) 

300 FORMAT(' BO =',F12.4,' Bl =',F9.4,' B2 =',F9.4,' B3 =',F9.6, 

1' B4 =',F9.4,/,' BS =',F9.4,' B6 =',F9.4,/) 

C*****Initalize parameters 

AVATEMP = XSUMTMP/ FLOAT (ND) 

WRITE(*,203)1CASE, XMNTMP, XMXTMP, AVXTEMP 

203 FORMAT(' CASE = 'I3," MIN = ‘'F10.4,"' MAX = 'F10.4,"' MEAN = 'F10.4) 

write(*,303)BO(ICASE),B1(ICASE),B2(ICASE),B3(ICASE),B4(ICASE), 

1B5(ICASE), B6 (ICASE}) 

303 FORMAT(' BO =',F12.4,' Bl =',F9.4,' B2 =',F9.4,' B3 =',F9.6, 

1' B4 =',F9.4,/,' BS =',F9.4,' B6 =',F9.4,/) 

CLOSE (6) 

STOP 

END 
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Cee ee eee ke oe oe eke oe dee oe oe te te ok de ake se ok ae ae oe te kk oe ae te ake de ok ge te ke ok de oe ge te ok te de ok gece ok de ke ok te ke ede de ok de ae ote de ok te ke oie de ake ote oe 

9
d
N
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a
a
d
n
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d
a
a
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a
d
n
a
d
a
A
 

A
 

Bspline - A Program for the Bi-Cubic Splining and Grossvalidation of 

irregularly spaced 2-D data. By Fred C. Collins, 1995 

Modified from: 

Devereux, B.J., 1985, "The Construction of Digital Terrain Models on 

Small Computers", Computers & Geosciences, Vol. 11, No. 6, pp. 713-724 

Ck RR ke oe te he te oe ok ee ok ee te oe ee ie te eke ie ee te ee ke oe ee te oe eke ete kee aie ake ae ae ea ak ak ak ake te ak ak ae ea ak ok kak kok ek ok kk ke oe 

DIMENSION XD(500), YD(500), FD(500), SD(500} 

DIMENSION XVAL(500), YVAL(500), FVAL(500), SVAL{500) 

DIMENSION CIJ(13,13), AW(20000), BW(20000), IW(20000) 

DIMENSION FMESH(500,500), BW2(20000), IW2(20000} 

CR RR a ee ae ae oe oe ok ee seek ek kk ek ok i oe okie ke te ee eK OD en files and read datat*** 

25 

OPEN (UNIT=5, FILE='"BSPLINE.DAT', STATUS='OLD' } 

OPEN (UNIT=6, FILE='BSPLINE.OUT', STATUS='OLD") 

OPEN (UNIT=7, FILE='BSPLINE. PAR', STATUS='OLD') 

READ(5,*)ND 

READ(5,*)NGX, NGY 

READ(5,*)XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX 

DO 25 ICOUNT=1,ND 

READ (5,*)XD(ICOUNT), YD(ICOUNT), FD(ICOUNT) , SD(ICOUNT) 

CONTINUE 

READ(7,*)UNL, UND, ROU, TAU 

READ(7,*)MXO,MYO,N2,NIT 

CLOSE (5) 

CLOSE (7) 

Ce RR ee ok eck ek oe oe ok ak ak oe de de te de de chee ake ie ek te tek ote ate ok oie de te ee te ake ake ake oe eae te tee ote ok ok aie oe ak kak de de sie ak ke tee de ek ke kk 

100 

Cc 

CALL LSF2C(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX, XD, YD, FD, SD, ND, 

UNL, UND, ROU, TAU, MXO, MYO, N2, NIT, CIJ,13,AW, BW, IW) 

SUM=0. 

DO 100 I=1,ND 

CALL LSF2F(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX, 8,8,CIJ,13,XD(I),YD{(I),0,0,F) 

SUM=SUM+ (FD(I)-F)**2 

RMS=SORT (SUM/ND) 

WRITE (*,'(//1H, A, F10.3/)'} 'RMS RES=', RMS 

CALL LSF2G(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX, 8,8,CIJ,13, . 

NGX,NGY, 0,0, FMESH, 10, BW2, IW2) 

DO 200 I=1,NGX 

C 200 WRITE(*,2000) (FMESH(I,J)},J=1,NGY 
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C2000 FORMAT(F7.3,F7.3,F7.3,F7.3,F?.3,F7.3,F7.3} 

Cc WRITE (*,'¢//)') 

Ck RR RRR Ka keke KKK Create a X,Y,a format file ana write to LDR RR RR RR Re 

XCOORD=XMIN 

YCOORD=YMAX 

DO 300 J=1,NGY 

DO 400 I=1,NGX 

WRITE (6, 1000}XCOORD, YCOORD, FMESH{I,J) 

1000 FORMAT(F7.3,1X,F7.3,1X,F9.3)} 

XCOORD=XCOORD+ ( (XMAX-XMIN) / (NGX-1)} 

400 CONTINUE 

XCOORD=XMIN 

YCOORD=YCOORD- ( (YMAX-YMIN}/ (NGY-1)} 

300 CONTINUE 

Ce RR RR ee ek ee KEK Perform cross-validation of predictor at data pts**** 

SUM=0. 

ASUM=0. 

BSUM=0. 

DO 500 IA=1,ND 

JCOUNT=1 

BO 600 J=1,ND 

IF(J.EQ.IA) GOTO 600 

XD(J)=XVAL (JCOUNT ) 

YD(J)=YVAL ( JCOUNT } 

FD(J)=FVAL(JCOUNT) 

SD(J)=SVAL(JCOUNT } 

JCOUNT=JCOUNT+1 

600 CONTINUE 

CALL LSF2C(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX, XVAL, YVAL, FVAL, SVAL,ND-1, 

1 UNL, UND, ROU, TAU, MXO, MYO, N2, NIT, CIJU, 13, AW, BW, IW) 

CALL LSF2E(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX, 8,8,CIJ,13,XD(I),YD(I},0,0,F) 

BSUM=BSUM+ {F-FD(IA) ) 

ASUM=ASUM+ABS ( (F-FD(IA) ) } 

SUM=SUM+ (F-FD(IA) )**2 

500 CONTINUE 

XMSE=SUM/ND 

XMAE=ASUM/ND 

XBAS=BSUM/ND 

WRITE (*,1100) XBAS, XMAE, XMSE 

1100 FORMAT(//,' BIAS = ',F9.3,' MAE = ',F9.3,' MSE = ',F9.3) 
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STOP 

END 

Co & ee tek de te de ke ee de tek de sie de ae ok ke de deo eke ke de ae ede kak eke ee de kk ese ote te te de te a de de tek kk ke ek kk kk ek ke ke kk de de te ke ake te oe 

SUBROUTINE LSF2C(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX, XD, YD, FD, SD,ND, UNL, UND, 

1 ROU, TAU, MXO, MYO,N2,NIT,CIJ,KC,A,B, INDP) 

Ck Fe ee ete eee ee ee ke te ee ke ke ede te te ak de eae te sk ak ke ole ke she tee tke de de ake ke siete de se ok de ake et de ete ak ak de ke dese kk ke ke te ok ake de ak teak sk ok oe de se 

Cc 

Cc Determination of cubic B-spline expansion coefficients in 2-D 

Cc 

(CO ek eee ete ee oe te eke te de de ak hee ete de de sie te desk te ok te de eke ek kok ok eee tek ok ok ok tee kk kek ke ke de ee de kee teak ke ek kee dk ke ek ok oe 

c 

c Name I/o Explanations 

Cc 

Cc XMIN, YMIN I Minimum ends of X and Y domains 

Cc XMAX, YMAX I Maximum ends of X and Y domains 

Cc XD(}),YD() T Data locations 

Cc FD(),SD() I Data values and std. devs. 

Cc ND I Number of data 

Cc UNL, UND I Unit length, Unit observable 

Cc ROU, TAU I Roughness (GT.0.), Tension(GE.0. and LE.1.) 

Cc MXO,MYO I Number of Successive division into halves 

Cc Final division (Mxf,Myf) is (MXO,MYO)*2**n2 

Cc Put n2=0 to solve with elimination method only 

Cc NIT I Number of iterations, ignered if N2Z.LE.0 

Cc CIJ(,) Oo Expansion of coefficients 

Cc KC I First dimension of CIJ 

c A()} - Work area, must be GE. (MXO*3+13)* (MXO+13)* (MYO+3) 

Cc and GE. (Mxf+3)* (Myf+3)*16 

Cc B() - Work area, must be GE. (Mxf+3)}* (Myf+3) 

Cc INDP() - Work area, must be GE. (Mxf+3)* (Myf+3) 

Cc 

(CR oe ee de te te ke oe dee ok ee ie ake ee oe che oie ode te ak tie ake tee ak a ake oie ake sie de te de dete ake dk ok ete sk ae de the ote te se ae de keke de de dee ak ake etek de te desk oe te de de ke te ok ke 

DIMENSION XD(1)}),YD(1),FD(1),SD(1} 

DIMENSION CIJ(KC,1),A(1)},INDP(1),AINT (4,4) 

Cc 

COR I kk ek dk eek kee Solution with elimination method***** 

CALL LSF2D(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX,MXO, MYO, XD, YD, FD, SD, ND, 

i UNL, UND, ROU/10.**N2, TAU, CIJ,KC,A) 

Cc 

CO III Iki tkiititnete Successive binary divisiont+***tt ere 

MX=MXO 

MY=MYO 

DO 200 NN=1,N2 

MX=MXO* 2* *NN 

MY=MYO* 2**NN 

CALL LSF2I (MX,MY,CIJ,KC,A, B) 

CALL LSF2N(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX,MX,MY,XD, YD, FD, SD, ND, 

1 UNL, UND, ROU/ (10.** (N2-NN) ),TAU,A,AINT, INDP, B) 

CALL LSF2S(MX,MY,AINT,A, INDP,B,CIJ,KC,NIT) 

200 CONTINUE 
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RETURN 

END 

Ok RR Re a ee te te eek dee ek de ae te te ee ee ke ee ok eae ee ke ke he de ke de de ie eke oe ok dea ke dee ake ke ok ake de te dee ae tee de aie ee ote ge ote ete See ee de 

SUBROUTINE LSF2EF(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX,MX,MY,CIU,KC 

1 7%,Y, IDEFX, IDEFY, F} 

CR Re ke te te oe ake kee oe the ete he ote ade ke aie ke ke ake de dak de ae kde dea ok ke deo ek ok ok te dete oie ke ake de kde ee ke de ke kk ek kak dee de de de ke ak ke ak ae tke ake ake 

Cc 

Cc Evaluation of the fitted function at a point (X,Y) in 2-D 

c 

CF RO te dee oe de tee ok oe ee tke eae a oka eke dee ake te ok tie oie de de ae de dle te de de ak ote de ak ote ede ak de de ok te eae de teak see ok de ak ake ok eee ok oe de de de ae de te de 

Cc 

Cc Name I/O Explanations 

Cc 

Cc XMIN, YMIN I Minimum ends of X and Y domains 

Cc XMAX, YMAX I Maximum ends of X and Y domains 

Cc MX, MY I Final divisions in LSF2C 

Cc CIJ{,) Oo Expansion of coefficients 

Cc KC I First dimension of CIJ 

c X,Y I Coordinates to evaluate the function 

Cc IDEFA,IDEFY I Orders of differentiation w.r.t X and Y (0,1,2,3) 

Cc F o Evaluated value 

Cc 

OR RO Re te de eae oe ke ake ake oie te ok ake ote ge ok ek se ae ete ede oe ok ok ak ae te deo ok ake se te te te aie aie ake ge de ake ae dete ae te ak ake ak dete de ete ete ak ak de ak ok ae ae ake eke oie 

DIMENSION CIJ(KC,1),BX(4),BY(4) 

HX= (XMAX-XMIN) /MX 

HY= (YMAX-YMIN) /MY 

IPX=INT ( (X-XMIN) /HX) +1 

IF(IPA.LT.1) IPX=1 

JPY=INT( (Y-YMIN)/HY)+1 

IF(JPY.LT.1) JPY=1 

RX= (X-XMIN) /HX-I PX41 

RY=(Y-YMIN) /HY-JPY+1 

F=Q. 

CALL BSP3{RX,HX, IDEFX, BX) 

CALL BSP3(RY,HY,IDEFY, BY) 

DO 100 I=0,3 

DO 100 J=0,3 

100 FEF+CIJ(IPX+1I, JPY+JU)*BX(4-1})*BY (4-d) 

RETURN 

END 

CR ee ee ede oe oe ee oe dee te ake de ote ote ee ote oe te ote de ae ote sie tee ede ole te oe oie te che ake de aie ge te the sie oe Sete he de te de gle te dhe gle te aie ole te ee ak te ae ke ok ae te ote ake de de tee 

SUBROUTINE LSF2G(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX,MX,MY,CIJ,KC, 

1 NGX, NGY, IDEFX, IDEFY, FMESH, KF, BW, IW) 

(CR & oe ee tee ee tee te ae te ee ae te ete oe te he ee de oe te die ae eee oie aie ete de te te ste ke che oie de tie este de ake ke she dle ake a te te te te ae te hee te oe ke ie ae ake ie ote ate oe ste te te 

Cc 

Cc Evaluation of the fitted function at NGX*NGY grid points in 2-D 
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Cc 

COR Re ae ee ee ee ee te eee ee ik i ek ee ee kk ok ae de eo ke tk te dee ek ke ke okt de de te ese ke ok ok de ok ak ak ok oe kk ak kk kok ek 

Cc 

c Name I/O Explanations 

Cc 

Cc XMIN, YMIN I Minimum ends of X and Y domains 

c XMAX, YMAX I Maximum ends of X and Y domains 

Cc MX, MY I Final divisions in LSF2C 

Cc CIJ(,) Oo Expansion of coefficients 

Cc KC I First dimension of CIJ 

c NGX, NGY I Numbers of X and Y grids (from end to end) 

cC IDEFX,IDEFY I Orders of differentiation w.r.t X and Y (0,1,2,3) 

Cc FMESH (, ) O Evaluated function 

c KE I First dimension of FMESH 

Cc BW) - Work area, must be GE. {NGX+NGY)*4 

Cc IW() - Work area, must be GE. (NGX+NGY) 

Cc 

CR OK I ee ee ke ok ke de tee ak oe ee oe de dee te ke dee ek de ak oe oe ete te de de de dee ke de ok ek de de ke te de de ok oie eke de oe ode de ake de ke oe ie te kde oe de de oe de ole ee oe de 

DIMENSION CIJ(KC,1),FMESH(KF,1),BW(4,1),IW(1) 

HX= (XMAX=XMIN) /MX 

HY={ YMAX-YMIN) /MY 

DX= (XMAX-XMIN) / (NGX-1) 

DY= (YMAX~YMIN) / (NGY-1) 
Cee RRR RR kk i ek ek ke kk kek eee Setting BW for x coordinate* tke kK K KKK 

DO 100 IG=1,NGX 

X=XMIN+DX* (IG-1) 

IW(IG)=INT ( (X-XMIN) /HX) +1 

IF(IW(IG).LT.1) IW(IG)=1 

RX= (X-XMIN) /HX-IW(IG) 41 

100 CALL BSP3(RX,H%, IDEFX, BW(1,IG) ) 
CRRA RRR EERE ERR SOtting BW for Y coordinater*****eeeees 

DO 200 JG=1,NGY 

Y=YMIN+DY* (JG-1) 

IW(NGX+0G)=INT ( (Y-YMIN) /HY) +1 

IF(IW{NGX+JG).LT.1) IW(NGX+JG)=1 

RY=(Y-YMIN) /HY-IW(NGX+JG) +1 

200 CALL BSP3(RY,HY, IDEFY,BW(1,NGX+JG) ) 
CR ek ee oe oe de ae oe ake ok ede ok ok ee ok dk ok ke tee kt ke ete kick kk evra luation of FMESH*® ® & & % & ek ek de oe ok ae te de de ee te 

DO 300 IG=1,NGX 

DO 300 JG=1,NGY 

FMESH (IG, JG)=0. 

DO 310 I=0,3 

DO 310 J=0,3 

FMESH (1G, JG)=FMESH (IG, JG) 

1 +CIJ (IW(IG)+I, IW(NGX+JG) +3) *BW(4-I, 1G) *BW(4-J,NGX+JG) 

310 CONTINUE 

300 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

CR Re ek te ek ek ek ek kk ke ee ee te ee tek ee ae ek ek ee ke oe te ek ae ete ae oe ake ok ede te dee te tee oe ie oie the Se ok te che de de te ek ie 
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SUBROUTINE LSF2I (MX,MY,CIJ,KC,ADIAG, B) 

CR OR ee ee ee ee eck ae ee ee tek te ke koe ee de ok ke ke ae ede ote ole ek ak ae de de de ote ake oie ok kee ete ee te ode ole ote oe dee ake che tte eke ir oe de ote 

Cc 

c Setting initial solution of CIJ by interpolation in 2-D 

Cc 

CR ek te te oe oe ok ae ke de te oe ok de ak ok ete de ae te he ee ke ok ae ae ete ek tok ok ede ee eke de ak de de te ake ie ok ok rok kak ee ek dee ie te ek ok ak kk kk 

Cc 

Cc Name I/o Explanations 

Cc 

Cc MX, MY I Final divisions in LSF2C 

c CIJ(,) Oo Expansion of coefficients 

Cc KC I First dimension of CIJ 

Cc ADIAG(),B{() - Work area 

Cc 

COR ee ek eee ee eee dear de de dee eke oe ek de te oe de ke i eke ede de de oe ie de ee de de de cde he ake te ake ok oie ake oe ake ok ake ok oe de ak ak ak ok oie ok ote oe 

DIMENSION CIJ(KC,1),ADIAG(1),B(MX+3,1),BN(2,4) 

FMARGN=0.6511 

Ce RR RR eR eR Rk ek a ee eee Ee Setting data for interpolation******** 

BN(1,1)=1./48. 

BN(1,2)=23./48. 

BN(1,3)=23./48. 

BN(1,4)=1./48. 

BN(2,1)=0. 

BN(2,2)=1./6. 

BN(2,3)=2./3. 

BN(2,4)=1./6. 

DO 100 INEW=1,MX+3 

DO 100 JNEW=1,MY+3 

IP=INEW/2 

JP=JNEW/ 2 

IOE=MOD( (INEW+1),2)+1 

JOE=MOD( {JNEW+1),2)+1 

I1=MAX(IP,1) 

I2=MIN (I P+3,MX/2+3) 

J1=MAX (JP, 1} 

J2=MIN (JP+3,MY/2+3) 

S=0. 

DO 120 I=I1,12 

DO 120 J=J1,J2 

120 S=S+CIJ(I,J)*BN(IOE, 4-I1+IP)*BN (JOE, 4-J+JP) 

IF(INEW.EQ.1.OR.INEW.EQ.MX+3) S=S*FMARGN 

IF (JNEW.EO.1.OR.JNEW.EQ.MY+3) S=S*FMARGN 

B(INEW, JNEW)=S 

100 CONTINUE 

DO 140 I=1,MX+3 

DO 140 J=1,MY+3 

140 CIJ(I,J)=B(I,J) 
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Cee eK EKER Eee EEK SOL Ving interpolation equation by mod. Cholesky's method**** 

Cc 

OF OR ee ok ee dee oe ge tee oie oe dee ok ok ee ck ae ee ee de ok ek eke kk ik Po pwa rd elimination of eq. LR eK ee ee ke 

ADIAG(1)=4. 

DO 200 I=2,MX+3 

AINV=1/ADIAG{I-1) 

ADIAG (I)=4.-AINV 

DO 210 J=1, MY+3 

210 CIJ(1I,J)=CIJ(I,J)-CIJ({1-1,J7)*AINV 

200 CONTINUE 

CR Re te de eee de ee oe te ee dete ok de ok eke kok kek kk kkk ok kek ee Backward substitution of eq. ke Re ee 

DO 230 J=1,MY+3 

230 B(MX+3,0)=6.*CIJ (MX+3,J) /ADIAG (MX+3) 

DO 240 IT=Mxk+2,1,-1 

DO 240 J=1,MY+3 

240 B(I,J)=(6.*CIJ(I,J)-B(I+1,J))/ADIAG(I1) 

CF OR ee eee eae ee ee eke ok ok kk te ke tek kkk kkk ek kee Bo rward elimination of eq. DEREK KR KE 

ADIAG(1)=4. 

DO 300 J=2,MY+3 

AINV=1/ADIAG ( J-1) 

ADIAG (J)=4.-AINV 

DO 310 I=1, MX+3 

310 B(I,J)=B(I,J7)-B(I,J-1) *AINV 

300 CONTINUE 

CHER EERE EERE eee eee eBacCkward substitution of eq. 2******#* 

DO 330 I=1,MX+3 

330 CIJU(I,MY+3)=6.*B(I,MY+3)/ADIAG(MY+3) 

DO 340 J=MY+2,1,-1 

DO 340 I=1,MX+3 

340 CIU(I, J)=(6.*B(I,J)-CIJ(1I,J+1))/ADIAG(T} 

RETURN 

END 
Cm ee ee ek ee ee ea ake se tea ee de ke oe te ete ah oie ok ke ok de tee ak gk ake ae ate te de ake ae ale she she te thr Ske die ge ote ster ke ke ole ote te de ake ake ee de ake ede ake ste see de ote ke ake 

SUBROUTINE LSF2N(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX,MX,MY,XD, YD, FD, SD,ND, 

1 UNL, UND, ROU, TAU, AD, AINT, INDP, B) 
(CR ee ee de ee eee ae oe eae ale ake ake kek et ae ae ae ote ake ke ake tie te ete te ote ake ae ak a de dee ake oie ak ake eae eae te de ak ote eke oe ak oie oe ake oe keke te ake oie de he ae tee 

Cc 

Cc Setting K and b of the normal Eq. Ke=b, for interative 2-D solution 

Cc 

OF Fe ee ae ie ede de ote oe oe ae te te te de te ke dee ote de de ote ake ge ote ake de de ae oie ake te oie ae te dee te ake ae ote oie ake te aie te te ok te te oie te ake ok ae de kee ok ok a de te ok oe ee te de ie 

Cc 

Cc Name 1/o Explanations 

Cc 

Cc XMIN, YMIN I Minimum ends of X and Y domains 

Cc XMAX, YMAX I Maximum ends of XK and Y domains 

c XD(),YD() I Data locations 

Cc FD(),SD() I Data values and std. devs. 

Cc NDB I Number of data 

Cc UNL, UND I Unit length, Unit observable 
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g
a
g
r
a
q
a
a
d
a
 ce

 Roughness (GT.0.), Tension(GE.0. and LE.1.)} ROU, TAU 4 

AD(,,,) oO Coefficients K 

AINT(,) oO Part of K for internal basis without data 

INDP({, ) oO Indeces,0O:no,l:at least one dat is on the basis 

B(,) Oo Left hand sie vector b 

ORK ke te ok oe de che oe the sie eke oe he ake de ak oie ok ke de ae de te de oe ke ke ake ke de Seo ake ge ok ak a de de de oe ok kok tet te de dee oak i ak koe de de ek deck tek kok dk tek 

DIMENSION XD(1),YD(1),FD(1),SD{1) 

DIMENSION AINT(4,4),AD(4,4,MX+3,1),INDP(MX+3,1),B(MX+3,1)} 

DIMENSION BX(4),BY(4),SIO(4,4},S11(4,4),S12(4,4) 

HY= (YMAX-YMIN) /MY 

HX= (XMAX-XMIN}) /MX 

kk ek kek kk ee ke REE KKK KEK KReKKKEKKKKE KEKE KKK KEK KKK KKK KK KKK ear array 

100 

110 

DO 100 I=1,MX+3 

DO 100 J=1,MY+3 

B(I,J)=0 

INDP(I,J}=0 

DO 100 IS=1,4 

DO 100 Js=1,4 

AD(IS,JS,1I,J)=0. 

CONTINUE 

DO 110 I2=1,4 

DO 110 J2=1,4 

AINT(12,32)=0. 

W1i= TAU /ROU* (UNL /UND)**2 

2=(1-TAU) /ROU* (UNL**2/UND) **2 

Ce KF ee ke ek kk ek kk ee ee ee ee Re Setting b and Ke ® & oe ek oe ae eae eke ke ake de ee ke oe 

DO 206 ID=1,ND 

IF(XD(ID).LT.XMIN.OR.XD(ID) .GT.XMAX)GOTO 200 

TF(YD(ID).LT.YMIN.OR.YD(ID).GT.YMAX)GOTO 200 

IP=INT( (XD(ID)-XMIN) /HX)+1 

JP=INT ( (YD(ID)-YMIN) /HY) +1 

RX=(XD(ID}-XMIN) /HX-(IP-1) 

RY=(YD(ID)-YMIN) /HY-(JP-1} 

WD=1. 

IF(SD{1).GT.0.) WD=1./(SD(ID)*SD(ID)) 

CALL BSP3(RX,HX, 0, BX) 

CALL BSP3(RY,HY,0,BY) 

DO 210 J1l=0,3 

DO 210 I1i=0,3 

IP1=IP+I1 

JPl=JP+d1 

INDP(IP1,JP1)=1 

B(IP1,JP1)=B(IP1,JP1)+BX(4-I1)*BY (4-d1)*FD(ID)*WD 

DO 230 J2=J1,3 

DO 230 I2=11,3 

IB=I2-I1+1 
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1 

230 

210 

200 

Cet eee 

Ck * ee & 

321 

350 

360 

1 

1 

JB=J2-J1+1 

AD(IB,JB,IP1,JP1)=AD(IB,JB,IP1,JP1)+ 

BX (4-I1)*BY (4-J1)*BX(4-12)*BY(4-J2)*WD 

CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 

WAR RR Setting K1O, KO1, KIL, and KO2*# RRR R RRR RRR EE Ee 

CALL SHFTI(0, SIO} 

CALL SHFTI(1,SI11) 

CALL SHFTI(2,SI2} 

WX =(HY/HX )*W1/UNL**2 

WY =(HX/HY )*W1/UNL**2 

WXX= (HY/HX**3  -) *W2/UNL**2 

WXY=(1./ (HX*HY) ) *W2/UNL**2*2 

WYY=(HX/HY**3 9) *W2/UNL**2 

Ba Marginal Part tke RR i kk Ei OR a ek kat a ae a dee ae 

DO 310 Jl=1,MY+3 

BDO 320 I1l=1,MX+3 

IF(I1.E0.4.AND.J1.EQ.4} GOTO 321 

IF(I1.GE.4.AND.J1.GE.4.AND.11.LE.MX.AND.J1.LE.MY) GOTO 320 

CONTINUE 

DO 330 JS=0,3 

DO 340 IS=0,3 

LX1=MAX (1,1S+1,9-11} 

LAZ=MIN(4,15+4,MX+4-11} 

SOX=0. 

S1X=0. 

S2X%=0. 

DO 350 LX=LX1, LA2 

SOX=SOX+SIO( LX, LX-IS) 

SLX=S1X+S1I1 (LX, LX-IS) 

S2X=S2X+S12 (LX, LX-18)} 

CONTINUE 

LY1=MAX(1,JS+1,5-d1) 

LY2=MIN(4,JS+4,MY+4-J1} 

SOY=0. 

S1Y=0. 

S2Y=0. 

DO 360 LY=LY1,LY2 

SOY=SOY+SIO(LY, LY-JS) 

S1Y=S1Y+SI1(LY,LY-JS) 

S2Y=S2Y+S12 (LY, LY-JS) 

CONTINUE 

S=WX*S1X*SOY + WY*SOX*S1LY + 

WXX*S2X*SOY + WXY*S1X*S1Y + WYY*SOX*S2Y 

IF{I1.NE.4.0OR.J1.NE.4) 

AD(1+IS,1438,11,J1)=AD(1+1S,14+JS,T1,J31)45 
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IF(T1.EQ.4.AND.J1.EQ.4) AINT(1+1IS,1+JS)=AINT(1+IS,1+JS)+8S 

340 CONTINUE 

330 CONTINUE 

320 CONTINUE 

310 CONTINUE 

Cok iO i tok Internal part © RI kt kit a tt kk kk 

DO 400 I1=4,M% 

DO 400 Jl=4,MY 

DO 400 I2=1,4 

DO 400 J2=1,4 

400 AD(I2,J32,11,J31)=AD(I2,J32,11,J1)+AINT(I2,92) 

RETURN 

END 

Ce ee ee ak ee ke ak ek ek ee ake tek ek ak te ee et kk ee ee ek kk de ek de ae kk kk ke ok oka ae te eae dete ete de eae tk dak ke i 

SUBROUTINE LSF2S(MX,MY,AINT,AD, INDP,B,CIJ,KC,NIT) 

CF OR ee ee oe oe ae oe oe ete kee eae oe oie ee ak ake ake ae ote te ie ke tke ke hee ete ok te oe ke oie de te te i de ke ake ode see te te de ke he tee sie ake dee de ke te te te ie ke te de ake oe teak ode de 

Cc 

Cc Interative improvement of the solution CIJ by successive 

Cc over relaxation method in 2-D 

Cc 

CC® & de te de de ede de oe tee ee tee ok oe te te ak oi ke de ae de dee te ok ede te ae de ak ke oe de te de ee ok eke de ee dea ke dee eek ke tk de ak tke oie tek ke de de ake oe te ake de 

DIMENSTON AINT(4,4},AD(4,4,MX+3,1), INDP(MX+3,1) 

DIMENSION B(MX+3,1),CIJ(KC,1) 

DATA OMG/1.5/ 

Cc 

C**~**Note that OMG=1.5 is not always Optimum* ****# + kee Re ER RR RRR Ee 

Cc 

DO 800 IIT=1,NIT 

DO 100 IP=1,MxX+3 

DO 110 JP=1,MY+3 

IF(INDP(IP,JP).EQ.1) GOTO 400 

IF(IP.LT.4.OR.IP.GT.MX) GOTO 400 

IF(JP.LT.4.OR.UP.GT.MY) GOTO 400 

C¥***Internal basis without Gatart *® ee RE Re RE ede tee RI dR I ek 

AC=0 

DO 210 I=1,3 

210 AC=AC+AINT(14+1,1)* (CIJ(IP-1I,JP)+CIJ(IP+I,JP)} 

DO 220 J=1,3 

220 AC=AC+AINT (1,1+J5)* (CIJ(IP, JP-J)+CIJ(IP, JP+J} ) 

DO 230 I=1,3 

DO 230 J=1,3 

230 AC=AC+AINT(1+I,1+J}* 

1 (CID(IP+I, JP+J)+CIT(IP+I, IP-J)+CIJ(IP-I,d0P+J)+CId(IP-I,JP-J} ) 

GS=(B(IP,JP)-AC)/AINT(1,1) 

GOTO 700 

C¥*¥**Marginal basis oF basis With data rk ® ®* ek IR Re IE II EI I I IR I I tte 

400 CONTINUE 

AcC=0. 
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I2M=MIN(IP-1 13) 

12P=MIN (MX+3-IP, 3) 

J2M=MIN (JP-1 13) 

J2P=MIN (MY+3~-JP, 3} 

DO 410 I=1,1 

410 AC=AC+AD(1+I 

DO 415 I=1,I 

415 AC=AC+AD(1+I 

DO 420 J=1,Jd 

420 AC=AC+AD(1 

2M 

’ 

2P 

’ 

2M 

,itd,IP 

DO 425 J=1,J2P 

425 AC=AC+AD(1 

DO 450 I=1,I1 

,itd,IP 

2M 

DO 450 J=1,792M 

450 AC=AC+AD(1+I,1+J,1P-1,JIP-J)*CIJ({IP-I,JP-J) 

DO 460 I=1,1 

DO 460 J=1i,J 

2M 

2P 

1,IP-I,JP )*CIJ(IP-I,JP } 

1,IP 7JP )*CIG(IP+I,JP } 

,UP-J)*CIJ(IP ,JP=-J) 

,JP )*CIJ(IP ,JP+J) 

460 AC=AC+AD(1+1I,1+3,1IP-I,JP )*CIJ(IP-1I,JP+J} 

DO 470 I=1,1 Z2P 

DO 470 J=1,J2M 

470 AC=AC+AD(1+1,1+J,IP 

Do 480 I=1,1 

DO 480 J=1,J 

480 AC=AC+AD(1+1I,1+3,IP 

2P 

2P 

,UP-J)*CIF(IP+I,IP-J) 

,OP )*CIS(IP+I,JTPt+J) 

CF ee ee ee eae ee ok oe ae te ek ie ok ete ok ke rok ae kok dete tee ok ke oe kk deo ke kok kk Oye r relaxation*®**t*** ee eee Ke 

GS=(B(IP,JP)-AC)/AD(1,1,IP,JP) 

700 CIU(IP,JP)=CIJ(IP, JP) +OMG* (GS-CIJ(IP, JP) ) 

110 CONTINUE 

100 CONTINUE 

800 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

Ce ee eae oe oe de te te oe ede te ke de oe se ke de te ge ke ae aie ode Se ste tee de ake de gk ake de die ste ge de ae ke de de ole ie oie de ake ote dete de ole te oe de ake de chee oie te skeet de ole oe the de te sk te ke 

SUBROUTINE LSF2D(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX,MX,MY,XD, YD, FD, SD, ND, 

1 UNL, UND, ROU, TAU, CIJ,KC,A) 

(KR eR oe deo oe de ee eae kok oe oe ke oe oe oe eae ore oe teak kde ck oe ok ok ae oe te oe de see de de de aie sae ake dee die ke de ake ge ake ge ok eke ae ae te ok ae ok se ote de de she de ke 

Cc 

Cc Calculation of B-Spline expansion coefficients with an elimination 

Cc method in 2-D 

Cc 

(OR eae ee te ae ke ae ee ake dee sie ok ak kak ake ak ake ae ake ie ede ae ke eae ae ke eee oe ode ake oe ae ae oe aie ok ake de de oie de oe ake shee se te de dete de de dete de Se kee ode de ste ote te oe 

Cc 

Cc Name I/o Explanations 

Cc 

c XMIN, YMIN I Minimum ends of X and Y domains 

c XMAX , YMAX I Maximum ends of X and Y domains 

Cc MX, MY I Final divisions in LSF2C 
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Cc AD(),YD() I Data locations 

Cc FD(),SD() I Data values and std. devs. 

Cc ND I Number of data 

Cc UNL, UND I Unit length, Unit observable 

Cc ROU, TAU I Roughness (GT.0.), Tension{GE.0. and LE.1.) 

Cc CIU(,) Oo Expansion of coefficients 

Cc KC I First dimension of CIJ 

Cc Al} - Work area 

Cc 

tt tee ce cee CCS ee eee ee ee Ce See ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee es 

DIMENSION XD(1),YD(1),FD(1),SD(1),CIJ(1),A(MX*3+13,1) 

DIMENSION BX(4),BY(4),SI0O(4,4),S11(4,4),S12(4,4) 

DATA WX,WY,WXX,WXY,WYY/0.,0.,0.,0.,0./ 

NEQ= (MX+3)* (MY+3) 

NBAN D=MX* 3+13 

HX= {XMAX=XMIN) /MX 

HY= (YMAX-YMIN) /MY 

Ck ee ee ee te ee ek ke eek eee Clear ALLA Yy® © HK a Rk ke kk eke ee ek ee eee a ek ek 

DO 100 J=1,NEQ 

CilJ(J})=0. 

DO 100 I=1,NBAND 

100 A{I,J)=0. 

W1= TAU /ROU* (UNL /UND) **2 

W2=(1-TAU) /ROU* (UNL**2/UND}) **2 

Crt eRe ee ee RES Ott ing b and Kd tte ek eek tea tk td tk kk ie kk i ee 

DO 200 ID=1,ND 

ITF (XD(ID).LT.XAMIN.OR.XD(ID).GT.XMAX) GOTO 200 

IF(YD(ID).LT.YMIN.OR.YD(ID).GT.YMAX) GOTO 200 

IP=INT( (XD(ID)-XMIN)/HX) +1 

JP=INT( (YD(ID)-YMIN) /HY)+1 

RX= (XD(ID)-XMIN)}) /HX-(IP-1) 

RY=(YD(ID)-YMIN})/HY-(JP-1) 

WD=1. 

F(SD(1).GT.0.} WD=1./(SD(ID)*SD(ID))} 

CALL BSP3{RX,HX, 0, BX) 

CALL BSP3(RY,HY,0,BY) 

DO 210 J1=0,3 

DO 220 I1i=0,3 

TJ1l=(IP+1)+(MX+3)* (JP+J1-1) 

CIJ(IJ1)=CIJ(IJ1)+BX (4-11) *BY(4-J1)*FD(ID)*WD 

DO 230 J2=J1,3 

DO 240 I2=0,3 

IF(J2.B0.J1.AND.12.LT.11) GOTO 240 

ITd2=(IP+1I2)+ (MX+3)* (JP+J2-1) 

IJ2B=IJ2-IJ1+1 

A(1J2B,1J1)=A(1J2B,1IJ1)+ 

1 BX (4-11)*BY (4-J1)*BX (4-12) *BY (4-32) *WD 
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240 CONTINUE 

230 CONTINUE 

220 CONTINUE 

210 CONTINUE 

200 CONTINUE 

Ckt teeter eee RRR EE Setting K10,KO1,K20,K11,KO2* eee RRR KE EE kb kk 

CALL SHFTI(0,SIO) 

CALL SHFTI(1,SI1) 

CALL SHFTI(2,S12) 

WX =(HY/HX )*W1i/UNL**2 

WY =(HX/HY ) *W1/UNL**2 

WXX= (HY/HX**3  ) ¥W2/UNL**2 

WXY=(1./ (HX*HY) ) *W2/UNL**2*2 

WYY=(HX/HY**3 =) *W2/UNL**2 

DO 310 Jl=1,MY+3 

DO 320 I1=1,MX+3 
(OE ee ee tee ae tee oe oe ote ae ae de ake ote te ake oe {I2=11+IS, T2Z=TL ATS ) & & ee ee eee ee ee ee eke ek ok ee tee de tee 

DO 330 JS=0,3 

DO 340 IS=-3,3 

IF(JS.EQ.0.AND.IS.LT.0) GOTO 340 

CHEER RK RR KER EEK KET Otegration Loop? * * ® 8 ei eee ek i a ek ak ke ee ek ee ee 

LX1=MAX (1, 1S+1,5-11) 

LX2=MIN(4,1S+4,MX+4-1I1) 

SOX=0. 

S1X=0. 

S2X=0. 

DO 350 LX=LX1,LX2 

SOX=SOX+SIO(LX, LX-IS) 

S1X=S1X+SI1 (LX, LX-IS) 

S2X%=S2X+S12 (LX, LX-1S) 

350 CONTINUE 

LY1=MAX (1, J0S+1,5-J1) 

LY2=MIN(4,JS+4,MY+4-Ji)} 

soy=0. 

S1Y=0. 

S2Y=0. 

DO 360 LY=LY1,LY2 

SOY=SOY+SIO(LY, LY-JS) 

S1Y=S1Y+S11 (LY, LY-JS) 

S2Y=S2Y+SI2 (LY, LY-JS} 

360 CONTINUE 

IJ1=11+ (MX+3)* (J1-1) 

ITJ2=11+1IS+ ([MX+3}* (J1+JS-1) 

IJ2B=IJ2-IJ1+1 

A(1J2B,1J31)=A(IJ32B,1J1)+WX*S1X*SOY + Wy*SOX*S1Y 
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1 +WXX* S2X* SOY +WXY*SIX*S1Y + WYY*SOXK*S2Y 

340 CONTINUE 

330 CONTINUE 

320 CONTINUE 

310 CONTINUE 

Cee RRR RR KE EK HR SOl Ving Normal Equations® ® & ee kK RRR RR Re Re Re RK RF Re 

CALL MCHLB(A,NBAND, NEQ,NBAND, CIJ} 

Cx eee eee eR REE Re KEK ReAaArranging CIJ from 1=-D to Dae Dk ee ee ek ee ee kk ee ek 

DO 400 JY=MY+3,1,-1 

DO 400 IX=MX+3,1,-1 

400 CII( (JY-1)*KC+IX)=CII({ (JY-1) * (MX+3)4IX) 

RETURN 

END 

CF OK de oe ee ok ok oe ie oe ie kee ok koe ole kok kak te dk ed ak oe oe ok ok tke dee de ak ae dee de ae de eke kk te dete ke de de ok ok ek de ok i tk ek de ik de ok ok ok 

SUBROUTINE BSP3(R,H,IDEF, BN) 

CF Re ee ete te kee oe ee oe oe ee oe ok ok oe ete te oe ke ake ote ese ae tk oe ok ake dee sie she ole ake ake dee ake die ake tie ote ete te ok ake ke tet ak oe te ok ok ek ok ote te ake tke te oe 

Cc 

Cc Calculation of 4 non-zero B-Splines 

Cc 

CR OR ee de ee oe de de ae ie te te tee te de ode eke teak ke dk ke kde ee ae ak de de ake ek oie de eae ae de de eke ake ke ok de tte te te te ke ke de ak ete ok ke ke de ae te oe 

Cc 

Cc Name I/O Explanations 

c 

Cc R I Normalized coordinate 

Cc H I Knot interval 

Cc IDEF I Order of differentiation (0,1,2,3) 

Cc BN () 0 4 non-zero B-splines 

Cc 

(CR OR ek ke te ok ede ke ok ee ake oe ke eke te te ae te ede se de ake ae ai dee teak sie tie ake ate ke tee de te che ake ake oie ake de ee de ke oie dle le ste he dk dhe ie ae de de ake tke de ak oe oe dle ke oe ke 

DIMENSION BN(4)} 

IF(IDEF.EQ.3) THEN 

A=1./ (H*H*H) 

BN(l)= 1.*A 

BN (2)=-3.*A 

BN(3)= 3.*A 

BN(4)=-1.7*A 

RETURN 

ENDIF 

IF(IDEF.EQ.2}) THEN 

A=1./(H*H) 

BN(1)= R*A 

BN (2)=[(-3*R+1)*A 

BN (3)=(3*R-2)*A 

BN(4)={-R+1)*A 

RETURN 

ENDIF 
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R2=R*R 

IF(IDEF.EQ.1) THEN 

A=.5/H 

BN(1i)= R2*A 

BN (2)={(-3*R2+2*R+1)*A 

BN (3)=(3*R2-4*R)*A 

BN (4}=(-R2+2*R-1)*A 

RETURN 

ENDIF 

R3=R2*R 

IF(IDEF.EQ.0)} THEN 

A=1./6. 

BN(1)= R3*A 

BN (2)=(3* (-R3+R2+R)4+1)*A 

BN (3)=(3*R3-6*R2+4)*A 

BN (4)=(-R3+3* (R2-R)+1)*A 

RETURN 

ENDIF 

RETURN 

END 

CR OR Re eo ee oe oe te Se oe tee oe oe oie ote dee oe ake ode dee die ake che ote he te te se tie ake ae ake ate te te dhe tke ake ake kee de ge tie te aie oie ate te tke dhe ake ake te ke te ake de tek ake de ake ok te tee kee 

SUBROUTINE SHFTI(IDEF,SI ) 
(OR ee ee ee ee she oie ae tee the ee oe ake de oie ake te te ole ake te sie ake ake ake ge ok te de ok tee ake te te oe te ote ate ole ae aie ake ake te ake tite oie sk ok ae se te ok ae ok ake de de ote oh oe de tke dete 

Cc 

Cc 

Cc 

Calculation of shit integral segments 

(ER ee ee ek eee oe ok ok oe ae ok eae eee eo kok oe ee ee ak ake tee eke ok ok ok ak de dee tk ok gi ok kak ak otk ok tk ek tee dee kkk dk 

Q
a
a
a
q
a
a
n
d
n
a
 

Name I/o 

IDEF I 

SI(,) oO 

Explanations 

Order of differentiation (0,1,2,3) 

Shift integral matrix 

CR RK ee ek oe ae eke te te ke de te te te ke ee tk ete ee te ee ee eke ek ek ie ee ek ok ie ek eke te eee ee ae ek dee kok dk 

1 

1 

1 

1 

DIMENSION S1I(4,4), A(4,4 

DATA A/ 1., 0., O., O., 

3., O., O., O., 

DATA B/ 0., 1., O., O., 

-6., 3., O., O., 

DATA C/ 0., 0., le, O., 

O.,-4., Be, On, 

DATA D/ 0., 0., 0., le, 

4., 0.,-2., 3., 

DATA FAC/ 36.,4.,1.,1./ 

K=IDEF+1 

DO 100 I=1,4 

), Bl4,4), 

-3., 0. 

-1., 0. 

3.,°3. 

3.,-1. 

3., 2.,-3. 

-3., 2.,-1. 

1., 1. 

1.,-l. 

~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 

C(4,4), Dl4,4), FAC(4) 

~
 
o
f
 
~
 

Se
 

Oo
O~
™ 

. 

r
P
w
W
w
W
o
e
o
e
e
o
d
d
 

oOo
 

fo 

™
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DO 100 J=1,4 

SI(I,J)= 

1 (A(K,I)*A(K,J) )/7. 

2 +{A(K,1I)*B(K,J)+B(K,1)*A(K,J} )/6. 

3 +(A(K,1I)*C(K,J)+B(K,1I)*B(K,J)+C(K,1)*A(K,J) )/5. 

4 +(A(K,1I)*D(K,J)+B(K,I)*C(K,J)+C(K,1I)*B(K, J) +D(K,1)*A(K,J))/4. 

5 +{ +B(K,1)*D(K,J)+C(K,1I)*C(K,J)+D(K,1)*B(K,J))/3. 

6 +{ +C(K,1I)*D(K,J)+D(K,1I)*C(K,J))/2. 

7 +( +D(K,I)*D(K,7))/1. 

SI(I,J)=SI(1I,J}/FAC(K} 

100 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

Ck OF ee te te ee ete ee te ie ke ese eke te te de tke oe oe ote de ake ke ake oe she ke tie ak oe oie ake oie oie ese oe a okt oe ake te te ok ake tke ake ode te de ake ake ake tee die ok ete oe ok sie te ae ake ee oe ote oe 

SUBROUTINE MCHLB(A, KA, NEQ,NB,B) 

(CR OK ee ee ee ke de ee ke tee ake te aie te ie oe se ake dete eee ie aie ae a oe ae de tee ote ake oe ake sie aie ie te oie ake she ke aie ee te de sic keh ake ake ok ake ake ak de oe oe ake oe ole ake he ke he hehe 

Cc 

Cc Solving linear equations with symmetric and banded 

Cc coefficient matrix by modified Cholesky's method 

Cc 

CR Ee ee i ee oe te tee oe te ee de oe ie ie ae te oie oe ote te ak ak ake the ake ee te ake ake ake ake alee ee aie ai ake ake ake tee ge de oie she ade te dhe ak ake ke ae te ake ake tek ake ke de ak ote de de dk oe oe 

Cc 

Cc Name I/O Explanations 

Cc 

Cc A(,} I Lower half of coeff. matrix (in-band only) 

Cc KA I First dimension of A (GE.NB) 

c NEO I Number of equations 

Cc NB I Half band width 

c B I/o Left hand vector and solution 

Cc 

Oe OR ee ee ek de te de ek ok ok ee de ae oe te de eee oie ak ak de ete dee ake oie oe oe dete tk oie te ole oie aes ie tre ok ote ole oe ok ok ak de ak te te de te ok ak oe ok ke oe oe oe ake be 

DIMENSION A(KA,1),B(1} 

Ck ee tee kk ee ek ok ok te tek ki te ek ke kk ke Po rward elimination* kK KR RR KR Ra KK 

DO 100 I=1,NEO 

DO 101 K=MAX(1,I-NB+1),I-1 

101 A(1,I)=A(1,1)-A(I-K+1,K)*A(I-K+1,K)/A(1,K) 

DO 102 K=MAX(1,I-NB+1),I-1 

102 A(I-K+1,K)=A(I-kK+1,K}/A(1,K) 

DO 120 JB=2,NB 

DO 120 K=MAX(1,1I-NB+JB},I-1 

120 A(JB,1I)=A(JB,1I)-A(I-K+1,K)*A(I-K+JB,K) 

DO 125 K=MAX(1,I-NB+1),I-1 

125 B(I)=B(I)-A(I-K+1,K)*B(K) 

100 CONTINUE 

CE I I eee Backward SUDSTITULLONE EEE ERE RRR eo ee 

B{NEQ)=B(NEQ)/A(1,NEQ) 

DO 200 I=NEQ-1,1,-1 

BiI}=B(1I)/A(1,T) 
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DO 210 JB=2,NB 

210 B(I)=B(1I)-A(JB,I)*B(I+JB-1) 

200 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 
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Appendix C 

Optimal Inverse Distance Averaging Code 
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(Ce ee te ee de ae eae ee te de de ee tee ee de oe ee ke ae ee de ok ok dee ete ee de ke ke eae tek ote see oe ae eee ake oe he the ole oe de ok ak ake ek ok ak de ok de de ok oe 
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Inverse - A Program for the Inverse distance weighted averaging and 

Crossvalidation of irregularly spaced 2-D data. The power paramter is 

choosen optimally by cross validation techniques 

By Fred C. Collins, 1995 

CR OR oe oe ee ee ee ee ae ee oe te de he kek de ke dee te de ok kkk eke eke ok koe de ee de ok ek ede te de ok ke ak ke ok te ae ete te te de ek ie ok ak ae oe ok ke ke 

REAL*8 XD(6000), YD(6000), FD(6000) 

REAL*8 FMESH(500, 500), STATION (500), ELEV(500) 

(Oe Re ke ke tk di SO die dei i ile ded ie iat sce * Open files and read data**** 

OPEN (UNIT=5, FILE='INVERSE. DAT', STATUS='OLD' } 

OPEN (UNIT=6, FILE='INVERSE.OUT', STATUS='OLD' ) 

OPEN (UNIT=7, FILE='INVD2.OUT' ,STATUS='OLD') 

OPEN (UNIT=8, FILE="INVIN.DAT' ,STATUS='OLD'} 

READ(5,*)ND 

READ (5,*)NGX,NGY 

READ(5,*)XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX 

DO 25 ICOUNT=1,ND 

READ(8,*) STATION (ICOUNT),YD(ICOUNT),XD(ICOUNT),ELEV(ICOUNT), 

1FD(ICOUNT) 

25 CONTINUE 

CLOSE (5) 

Oe OR ek te kk ke kk ee kee Tr crement power and cross Validater tk RK RRR Re Re ee 

1001 

XMAEOLD=9999999, 

DO 50 Ip=2,17 

XPWR=.75 + FLOAT(IP)*0.25 

CALL XVALID(ND, XD, YD, XPWR, FD, BAS, XMAE, AMSE) 

WRITE (*,1001)BAS, XMAE, XMSE, XPWR 

FORMAT (' BIAS=',F9.4,' =',F9.4,' MSE=',F10.4,' POWER=',F5.2) 

IF (XMAE.LT.XMAEOLD) X PWROPT=X PWR 

XMAEOLD=XMAE 

50 CONTINUE 

CALL XINVDIST (XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, NGX,NGY,ND, XD, YD, XPWROPT, 

1FD, FMESH) 

XCOORD=XMIN 

YCOOR D=YMAX 
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DO 300 J=1,NGY 

DO 400 I=1,NGX 

WRITE (6, 1000) XCOORD, YCOORD, FMESH (I,J) 

1000 FORMAT (F14.6,1%,F14.6,1X,F14.6) 

XCOOR D=XCOORD+ ( (XMAX~XMIN) / (NGX-1 } } 

400 CONTINUE 

ACOORD=KMIN 

YCOORD=YCOORD-~ ( (YMAX-YMIN) / (NGY-1) ) 

300 CONTINUE 

CALL XINVDIST (XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX,NGX,NGY,ND, XD, YD, 2.00, FD, FMESH}) 

XCOORD=XMIN 

YCOOR D=YMAX% 

DO 302 J=1,NGY 

DO 402 I=1,NGX 

WRITE (7,1000) XCOORD, YCOORD, FMESH (I,J) 

ACOORD=XCOORD+ ( (XMAX-XMIN} / (NGX-1) ) 

402 CONTINUE 

ACOORD=XMIN 

YCOORD=YCOORD=- { (YMAX-YMIN) / (NGY~-1) ) 

3C2 CONTINUE 

WRITE (*, 2001) XPWROPT 

2001 FORMAT (//,' INVERSE DISTANCE WEIGHTING WITH MINIMUM MAE IS ', 

1F5.2) 

STOP 

END 

CXR RRR RHR Re KEE Perform cross-validation of predictor at data pts**** 

SUBROUTINE AVALID(ND, XD, YD, XPWR, FD, BAS, XMAE, XMSE) 

REAL*8 XD(6000),¥YD(6000), FD(6000), DISTN (6000) 

REAL*8 XVAL(6000}),YVAL(6000), FVAL(6000) 

SUM=0. 

ASUM=0. 

BSUM=0. 

DO 500 ITA=1,ND 

JCOUNT=1 

DO 600 J=1,ND 

IF(J.EQ.IA) GOTO 600 

XVAL (JCOUNT )=XD(J) 

YVAL ( JCOUNT )=YD(J) 

FVAL (JCOUNT)=FD(J) 

JCOUNT=JCOUNT+1 

600 CONTINUE 
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501 

601 

500 

Crete 

501 

DO 501 I2=1, (ND-1) 

DISTN (I2)=SORT( ( (XD(IA)-XVAL(I2))**2)+({YD(IA)-YVAL{1I2))**2)) 

IF(DISTN(IZ).EQ.0) DISTN(I2)=0. 00001 

CONTINUE 

Z2SUM=0. 

DSUM=0. 

DO 601 I3=1, (ND-1) 

Z2SUM=ZSUM+ { FVAL (13) /DISTN(13)**XPWR) 

DSUM=DSUM+1/ (DISTN(1I3)**XPWR) 

CONTINUE 

F=ZSUM/ DSUM 

ASUM=ASUM+ABS(F - FD{(IA)} 

BSUM=BSUM+(F - FD(IA)) 

SUM=SUM+(F - FD(IA))**2 

CONTINUE 

XMSE=SUM/ND 

XMAE=ASUM/ND 

BAS=BSUM/ND 

RETURN 

END 
kkk keke ke kee ee EE EE EEE KR RK KK EK EK EKER EK EKER KEKE KKK KKK KKK EK 

SUBROUTINE XINVDIST (XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, NGX, NGY, 

1 ND, XD, YD, XPWROPT, FD, FMESH) 

REAL*8 XD(6000),YD(6000),FD(6000), DISTN(6000), FMESH (500, 500 

REAL*8 XCOORD, YCOORD, ZSUM, DSUM, XPWR 

AX PWR=K PWROPT 

XCOORD=XMIN 

YCOORD=YMAX 

DO 301 J=1,NGY 

DO 401 I=1,NGX 

DO 501 I2=1,ND 

DISTN (I12)=SORT( ( (XCOORD-XD(12))**2)+( (YCOORD-YD(I2})**2) } 

IF(DISTN(I2).EQ.0) DISTN(T2)=0.00001 

CONTINUE 

ZSUM=0. 

DSUM=0. 
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601 

401 

301 

DO 601 I3=1,ND 

ZSUM=ZSUM+ (FD(I3)/DISTN(1I3)**XPWR) 

DSUM=DSUM+1/ (DISTN(I3})**XPWR)} 

CONTINUE 

EMESH (I, J} =2ZSUM/DSUM 

XCOORD=XCOOR D+ ( (XMAX-XMIN) / (NGX-1) } 

CONTINUE 

XCOORD=XMIN 

YCOORD=YCOORD- ( (YMAX-YMIN) / (NGY-1) } 

CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 
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Appendix D 

Lapse Rate Code 
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CF Re oe ete de oe te ak ake ake teak de ke ak ok ok ake eae oie ak ok de teak te ok ke shee de dea oe ake de aie te teak de ai ake ake ete te sie oe deste ste se ake i oie ese ake ote de de ake oe te ok eee oe 

Lapse - Creates a xyz file from a station input and DEM file. User must 

also input lapse rate. 

By Fred C. Collins, 1995 

Y
O
a
a
a
a
n
a
 

CR OK ee ee ike te ee te te ote kee ek ok ke oe kek ae oe ede ok kek ok de dee se ee oi kak ake dee ke ok ok kak sk de te te kk kk ok ake dee kak dk de ke ke the oe ake de ater 

REAL X(250), Y{250}), 2(250), STA_ID(250}, TEMP(250) 

Ck Re ee ee ee ee ODEN files and reaa data ® & Fk kt te kk ae te te ee ee he he hee ke eee eee ae ie 

OPEN (UNIT=5, FILE='DIAG. OUT', STATUS="OLD') 

OPEN (UNIT=6, FILE='LAPSE.OUT', STATUS='OLD' ) 

OPEN (UNIT=7, FILE='STATION. DAT', STATUS='OLD" } 

OPEN (UNIT=8, FILE='"XYZ.DAT', STATUS='OLD') 

Ck FR ee ee kk ek kk kk ee KW rite trend surface to file TREND. OUT* * & kK RR RR RR RR 

ND = 2500 

NSTATION = 110 

CONSTANT = 77.7684 

ALAPSE = -0,0108589 

DO 50 IA = 1, NSTATION 

READ(7,*)X(IA), Y{IA), Z(IA), STA_ID(IA), TEMP(IA\) 

50 CONTINUE 

DO 100 IB = 1, ND 

XPTDIS = 10000.00 

READ(8,*}XNULL, ZDEM, XNULL2, YDEM, XDEM 

DO 200 IC = 1, NSTATION 

DISTANCE = SORT({ (X(IC)-XDEM)**2 + (Y(IC})-YDEM)**2 ) 

IF (DISTANCE.LT.XPTDIS) THEN 

XPTDIS = DISTANCE 

XOPT = X(IC} 

YOPT = Y(IC) 

ZOPT = Z(IC) 

TOPT = TEMP(IC) 

END IF 

200 CONTINUE 

ELEV = ZDEM - ZOPT 

XTEMP = TOPT + ELEV*XLAPSE 

WRITE (6, 2000) XDEM, YDEM, XTEMP, ELEV, XPTDIS 
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2000 FORMAT(F12.4,1%,F12.4,1%, F12.4,1%, F12.4,1X%, F12.4) 

100 CONTINUE 

CALL XVALID(NSTATION, XLAPSE,X,Y,2Z,TEMP, BAS, STA_ID, 

1 XMAE, XAMSE} 

WRITE (*, 3000) BAS, XMAE, XMSE 

3000 FORMAT('BIAS = ',F12.4,1X%,'MAE = ',F12.4,1X,'MSE = ',F12.4) 

CLOSE (6) 

CLOSE (7) 

CLOSE (8} 

STOP 

END 

Ce REAR ER Ra Kee Perform cross-validation of predictor at data pts**** 

SUBROUTINE XAVALID(NSTATION, XLAPSE,X,¥Y,2, TEMP, BAS, STA_ID, 

1 XMAE , AMSE) 

REAL %(250),Y(250),42(250),TEMP(250),STA_ID(250) 

REAL XVAL(250),YVAL(250),ZVAL(250) 

SUM=0. 

ASUM=0. 

BSUM=0, 

DO 500 IA=1,NSTATION 

JCOUNT=1 

DO 600 J=1,NSTATION 

IF(J.EQ.IA) GOTO 600 

AVAL ( JCOUNT } =X (J } 

YVAL ( JCOUNT ) =Y (J) 

Z2VAL (JCOUNT ) =Z (J) 

JCOUNT=JCOUNT+1 

600 CONTINUE 

XPTDIS = 10000.00 

DO 501 IB=1, (NSTATION-1) 

DISTANCE = SORT( (X(IA)~XVAL(IB))**2 + (Y(IA)-YVAL(IB))**2 } 

IF (DISTANCE.LT.XPTDIS) THEN 

XPTDIS = DISTANCE 

XOPT XVAL (IB) 

YOPT YVAL (IB) 
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501 

20PT = ZVAL(IB) 

TOPT = TEMP (IB) 

END IF 

CONTINUE 

ELEV = Z(IA) - ZOPT 

XTEMP = TOPT + ELEV*XLAPSE 

ASUM=ASUM+ABS (XTEMP - TEMP(IA) ) 

BSUM=BSUM+ (XTEMP - TEMP(TA) )} 

SUM=SUM+ (XTEMP - TEMP(IA))**2 

WRITE (5,2001)STA_ID(TA}),XTEMP, TEMP(TA),XPTDIS, ELEV 

FORMAT (F8.2,1X%,F12.4,1X%,F12.4,1X%, F12.4,1%, Fl2. 4) 

QO CONTINUE 

XMSE=SUM/NSTATION 

XMAE=ASUM/NSTATION 

BAS=BSUM/NSTATION 

RETURN 

END 
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Appendix E 

GSLIB to XYZ Conversion Code 
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/*This is a program to read in a GSLIB output file*/ 

/*and create a x y z input file */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#finclude <string.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

FILE *in_fp, *par_fp, *out_fp; 

char in_filename[20], par filename[20], out_filename[20]; 

char buffer[22); 

int x_count, y count, nx, ny; 

float xmn, ymn, xsiz, ysiz, estimate, variance, x_ grid, y_grid; 

main({) 

{ 

/*input GSLIB output file name*/ 

printf£("\nEnter GSLIB output file name with extension:"); 

gets(in_filename); 

/*input GSLIB parameter file name*/ 

printf("\nEnter GSLIB parameter file name with extension:"); 

gets(par filename); 

/*input name of x y z output file*/ 

printf("\nEnter the name of the XYZ format file you wish to create:"); 

gets{out_filename); 

/*try to open the input file*/ 

if((in_fp=fopen(in_filename,"r") } !=NULL) 

{ 

printft("\nSuccessful opening %s \n", in_filename); 

} 

else 

{ 

fprintf(stderr, “"n\Error opening GSLIB output file &s \n", in_filename); 

exit(1i); 

} 

/*try to open the parameter file*/ 

if((par_fp=fopen{par filename, "r")}!=NULL) 

{ 

printf("\nSuccessful opening %s \n", par_filename); 

} 

else 

{ 

fprintf(stderr, "n\Error opening GSLIB parameter file %s \n", in_filename); 
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exit({l1); 

} 

/*try to create and open the output file*/ 

if({out_fp=fopen(out_filename, "w")} ) !=NULL) 

{ 

printf("\nSuccessful opening %s \n", out_filename); 

} 
else 

{ 

fprintf(stderr, "n\Error opening X Y Z file %s \n",out_filename); 

exit(1); 

} 

/*read header information from parameter file*/ 

for (x_count=1;x_count<=38;x count+t+) 

{ 

fscanf(par_fp,"%s",buffer); 

} 

/*read important stuff*/ 

fscanf(par fp,"%d %f %£",onx,&xmn, &xsiz); 

fscanf(par_fp,"%s",buffer); 

fscanf(par_fp,"%d %f *f£",&ny, é&ymn, &ysiz); 

print£t("\n\n number of rows = %d", ny); 

printf("\n number of columns = $d", nx); 

printf("\n xmin = &f ymin = %f£", xmn, ymn); 

printf("\n x increment = %f y increment = %f", xsiz, ysiz); 

/*read header information from GSLIB output file*/ 

for(x_count=1;x_count<=14;x_count++) 

{ 

fscanflin_fp,"%s",buffer); 

}*/ 

/*output x,y,z information to grid file*/ 

for(y_count 

{ 

for(x_count = 1; x_count<= nx; x_count ++) 

{ 
x grid = xmn + float(x_count)*xsiz; 

1; y count<= ny; y_ count ++) 

y_grid = ymn + float{y count)*ysiz; 

fscanflin_fp,"%f %f£",&estimate, &variance); 

iffestimate > 45.00 && estimate < 75.00){ 

fprintf(out_fp,"\ntf %f &f 8f£",x grid, y_ grid, estimate, variance); 

} 

} 
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printf("\n gsZgrd is done!"); 

/*close the files*/ 

fclose(in_fp); 

fclose(par fp); 

fclose(out_fp); 
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